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Abstract 

One of the major issues we will face over the next 50 years is an 'ageing population', 

and its associated burden of disease and disability. Included in these are the age-related 

neurological conditions such as Alzheimer's disease, Parkinson's disease and normal 

brain ageing. Our understanding of how neurones age in mammalian species is 

hampered by the complexity of the mammalian brain, and the obvious barriers to 

biophysical measurements from the neurones of humans. 

With a few possible exceptions, the ageing process is universal across the biosphere. 

This raises the possibility that studying the nervous system of simpler organisms can 

help to answer wider questions about age-related changes to mammalian neurones. One 

such organism is the pond snail Lymnaea stagnalis. The well-defined, and relatively 

simple feeding network of the Lymnaea Central Nervous System contains a pair of 

serotonergic modulatory interneurones, the cerebral giant cells (CGCs), which are 

known to be involved in the learning and memory process. These cells are also known 

to show age-related changes. The work presented in this thesis provides an insight into 

the mechanisms that underlie some of these changes. 

Evidence is provided here that there is a clear reduction in the excitability of the CGCs 

during ageing: spontaneous firing rate declines, and there is there is an increase in the 

time course and strength of spike frequency adaptation. Underlying these changes is an 

age-related increase in a Ca2+-activated K+ current UsAHP), an observation consistent

with findings in aged hippocampal neurones. Further evidence is provided which 

suggests that a disruption to Ca2+ homeostasis may drive these changes. In particular

there is a reduction in the time constant of recovery from inactivation of voltage gated 

Ca2+ currents in aged CGCs, along with an increase in the time course of Ca2+ current

activation and deactivation. Furthermore, as animals enter very old age, the amplitude 

of both a nifedipine insensitive, and nifedipine sensitive current increases, along with a 

shift in voltage sensitivity. Perhaps the most intriguing age-related change however is a 

switch in the mode of the Na+/Ca2+ exchanger, which forms part of the CGCs' Ca2+ 

clearance mechanisms. This may underlie an age-related increase in the time course of 

spike frequency adaptation. Finally, evidence is presented which shows that injection 

of the lsAHP enhancing drug l-ethyl-2-benzimidazolinone (1-EBIO) into Lymnaea can

negatively affect success in an appetitive-learning paradigm, mimicking the aged 

behavioural phenotype. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Ageing 

Ageing in humans is a process that is easy to recognise. Following organ development 

and growth during childhood, the human body then enters a stage where it is capable of 

reproduction. From that point on, the characteristic signs of ageing emerge: a reduction 

or loss in reproductive capacity, disability, multisystem disease, and ultimately death. 

A similar age-related phenotype is conserved throughout the biosphere, which allows 

ageing to be described in general terms as the progressive loss of function, reduced 

fecundity, and increased mortality and disability seen with increasing chronological age 

[ 1 ] .  

Observing ageing in wild animals is however rare. Animals in the wild generally 

succumb to extrinsic hazards such as infection, predation, or extremes of temperature 

before they are able to display an aged phenotype. Removing these hazards, by placing 

animals in captivity for example, extends their mean lifespan beyond that seen in the 

wild, allowing the ageing process to be observed. In a similar way, animals which have 

evolved mechanisms to resist predation, by growing protective shells, producing 

poisonous toxins, or flight, are among the few long-lived animals demonstrating 

senescence in the wild. 

Human ageing is a relatively recent observation and has been similarly suppressed by 

the impact of extrinsic hazard. Prior to improvements in sanitation and healthcare, 

humans rarely lived long enough to display signs of ageing. With improvements in 

public health has come an increase in human lifespan, which although highly desirable, 

is not without problems. One of the major issues we will face in western society over 

the next 50 years is an 'ageing population' ,  and its associated burden of disease and 
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disability. In 1985 the proportion of the population aged 65 or over was 15%.  By the 

year 2035, this is expected to rise to 23% of the population. The oldest old, those aged 

85 or over, will see the biggest relative rise in the size of their population: in 1985 there 

were 690,000 people aged 85 year or over, which is expected to rise to 3.6 million by 

2035 (an increase of over 500% ). Associated with this, is a reduction in the number of 

children under 16  (21 % of the population in 1985, expected to decrease to 18% in 2035) 

[2] . 

The increase in the median age of the population means that more people will require 

care and treatment for age-related diseases such as cancer, dementia and Parkinson's  

disease. In the specific case of dementia, there were approximately 640,000 patients 

with a diagnosis of this condition in 2005. By 2051 this is expected to have risen to 

more than 1.7 million [3]. This will undoubtedly put considerable strain on the health 

and social care system in the future. Government will need to increase the numbers of 

healthcare personnel, and invest heavily into research of disease mechanisms, the 

ageing process, and potential therapeutic interventions in order to avoid a social 

catastrophe in the future. Currently however, the investment in our fundamental 

scientific understanding of the ageing process, which is thought to contribute to, if not 

underlie the pathology of age-related diseases such as cancer, cardiovascular disease, 

and dementia is relatively poor compared to other areas of medical research. 

1.1.1 The ageing process: why we age 

Over the past century a number of theories of ageing have been developed in an attempt 

to explain how and why the ageing process has evolved. These include the mutation 

accumulation theory, the theory of antagonistic pleiotropy, and the disposable soma 

theory. All of these theories argue strongly against a 'programmed' ageing process, i.e. 

single genes that cause ageing, as these would be in conflict with Darwinian natural 
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selection. For example, in a long-lived population, a spontaneous mutation that caused 

premature ageing, would have no survival benefit for the individual, and would 

therefore not be selected for by natural selection. 

1.1.1.1 The Mutation Accumulation Theory of Ageing 

In his inaugural lecture at University College London in 1951 entitled An Unsolved 

Problem in Biology, Peter Medawar described the process of senescence, and proposed 

an explanation for the origin of ageing, and how this process evolved [4]. His 

hypothesis has become known as the Mutation Accumulation theory (MA) and is based 

on the notion that the force of natural selection declines with age. 

Medawar first explained, using an analogy of an intrinsically immortal, self-replicating 

population of inanimate objects, that the decline in the force of natural selection with 

age is not necessarily due to an age-related loss of fecundity, but is instead an inevitable 

consequence of exposure to extrinsic hazard. From his analogy he showed that over 

time, as the age distribution reaches equilibrium, the proportion of old individuals in a 

population becomes far lower than young (Figure 1-1). The consequence is that old 

individuals will contribute less to future offspring, and therefore their ability to force 

out late-acting, deleterious traits is compromised. Medawar then went on to suggest 

that it is these late acting, deleterious mutations, which he believed to produce the 

ageing phenotype. The mutations manifest themselves at a life-stage when the force of 

natural selection is weak, and therefore, over generations accumulate in genome of 

individuals in the population. 
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Figure 1-1.Distribution of individuals in an immortal, self-replicating population 

by age-group (lifespan is determined by extrinsic hazard). After a period of time, 

equilibrium is reached in which older individuals account for a smaller proportion 

of the population. The force of natural selection at this Iif e-stage is therefore 

weaker than at younger ages, as a large number of offspring have already been 

produced and there will be less contribution to future populations (n=lOO0, x axis 

continues to infinity). Adapted from Medawar P (1952). 

1.1.1.2 The Antagonistic Pleiotropy Theory of Ageing 

In 1957, George Williams published a paper proposing an alternative theory to the 

evolution of senescence which he called Antagonistic Pleiotropy (AP). Williams built 

on the observation by Medawar that for humans, from the age of approximately 12, the 

force of mortality increases as a function of age. He proposed that the accumulation of 

senescence causing genes was because these genes exerted different effects at different 

ages of the animals. For them to accumulate, and be selected for, they must offer some 

survival benefit when the force of natural selection is strong. At later life stages 

however, when the force of natural selection is weak, these same genes begin to exert 

detrimental effects on the organism. His theory of AP is also sometimes referred to the 

'trade-off' theory of ageing: a mutation which is beneficial in early life is strongly 
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selected for by natural selection, but in later life, as the somatic environment changes, 

the mutation is detrimental. 

1.1.1.3 The Disposable Soma Theory of Ageing 

Throughout the reproductive life of an organism, energy is required to reproduce, and in 

some cases rear offspring for long periods after birth. Energy is also required by the 

mechanisms needed to maintain cell integrity, and repair damage. The Disposable 

Soma theory of ageing (DS) proposes that in response to the degree of extrinsic hazard, 

natural selection decides how best to balance this investment. For example, an 

organism which is exposed to a high degree of extrinsic hazard, such as temperature 

changes, predation or infection, may decide, or rather natural selection decides to invest 

heavily in reproductive capacity early in life, at the expense of cell repair mechanisms. 

This would mean that if the risk of extrinsic hazard were removed, those organisms 

would age at a faster rate than an organism which had evolved with little extrinsic 

hazard (as those organisms would have invested more in cell maintenance and repair 

mechanisms). The DS theory of ageing is closely linked to AP, as it also focuses on 

life-history 'trade-offs' - a mutation which benefits early-life fecundity is preferred at 

the expense of senescence suppressing cell repair mechanisms. The difference however 

lies in the fact that DS mutations produce early life benefits on fecundity at the expense 

of cellular repair mechanisms, whereas AP mutations may affect genes controlling a 

variety of early-life beneficial / late-life detrimental traits. 

1.1.2 How we age: Reactive oxygen species as a cause of ageing 

In 2007, Leonard Hayflick proposed that a single common mechanism - the age 

associated loss of molecular fidelity - united all of the current theories of ageing in 

describing how ageing occurs. He suggests that it is the 2nd Law of Thermodynamics 

(stating that the entropy of a system increases over time) which drives these age-related 
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changes [5]. Therefore, applied to the biological setting, there will be a tendency for the 

highly ordered structure of macromolecules, and the precisely organised cellular 

machine to become progressively disordered and disorganised as an organism ages. As 

biological function is ultimately dependent upon macromolecular structure, cellular 

processes will gradually fail over time manifesting the aged phenotype. 

One of the leading catalysts for these entropic changes to macromolecules is the 

reactive oxygen and nitrogen species (ROS / RNS). They were first identified as a 

possible contributor to molecular damage, and ageing in 1954, by Denham Harman [6]. 

The observations made in the early 20th century by Pearl and Rubber and others that 

organisms with higher metabolic rates tended to have a shorter lifespan laid the 

foundation for Harman's Free-Radical Theory of Ageing (FRTA). Harman suggested 

that Free-Radicals, produced during metabolism, may be damaging macromolecular 

structures within cells in a random manner, and that the accumulation of this damage 

over time produces the aged phenotype, and susceptibility to disease. Consequently, 

those animals that have higher metabolic rates, would produce more free-radicals, and 

incur more molecular damage, shortening lifespan. Over the proceeding decades, it was 

recognised that non-radical oxidising species may also contribute to molecular damage, 

and so the theory has evolved into the Oxidative Stress Theory of Ageing encompassing 

both non-radical and radical oxidising species (Reactive Oxygen Species). 

1.1.2.1 Reactive Oxygen Species 

Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS) comprise a family of small oxidant molecules, all 

containing at least one oxygen atom. A number of ROS, such as superoxide (02·-), the 

hydroxyl radical (OH.), and molecular oxygen (02) can also be described as free 

radicals. Free radicals contain an unpaired electron in either an atomic or molecular 
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orbital, making them capable of reacting with electron rich substances. Table 1-1 

outlines examples of ROS (free-radical and non-radical) formed in vivo. 

Free Radical 

Superoxide (02._) 

Hydroxyl (OH•) 

Oxygen (02) 

Singlet Oxygen (1:g +02) 

Carbonate (C03 •

Hydroperoxyl (H02 •) 

Non-radical 

Hydrogen peroxide (H202) 

Peroxynitrite (ONOO-) 

Peroxynitrous acid (ONOOH) 

Singlet Oxygen ( 1 �g02) 

Hypochlorous acid (HOCl) 

Ozone (03) 

Table 1-1. Reactive oxygen species (adapted from 'Free Radicals in Biology and 

Medicine, 4th Ed., Gutteridge and Halliwell) [7]. 

ROS, including free radicals are produced throughout most organisms. NADPH 

Oxidase for example, reduces 02 to 02 ·- in phagocytes which are generated in an 

attempt to destroy foreign organisms. Xanthine Oxoreductases are also capable of 

producing superoxide in vivo, and Monoamine Oxidase on the outer mitochondrial 

membrane is capable of producing H202 (a potential source of o/- and OH•) from the 

deamination of biogenic amines [8]. The highly reactive hydroxyl radical (OH•) can 

also be formed by ionizing radiation such as UV, or via the reduction of H202 by 

transition metal ions such as Fe2+ in the Fenton reaction. The vast majority of ROS 

however (especially superoxide) are produced during respiration in the mitochondria 

[7] .  
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During aerobic respiration, nutrients undergo numerous oxidations that are coupled with 

the reduction of the biological electron carrier molecules NAD+ and FAD (to NADH 

and FADH2) .  NADH and FADH2 subsequently pass their high energy electrons to the 

mitochondrial Electron Transport Chain (ETC) in the inner mitochondrial membrane. 

The ETC is comprised of a series of 4 protein complexes (Complex I-N) each capable 

of undergoing sequential redox conversions. Electrons are transported down the ETC 

until they are finally accepted by complex N and from here they are donated through a 

4 electron reduction to 02 producing H20. The reduction in energy state as electrons 

move down the ETC is used to drive H+ from the mitochondrial matrix to the 

innermitochondrial space. This sets up the protonmoti ve force used to drive ATP 

synthesis through ATPsynthase. 

Superoxide is formed during respiration when electrons ' leak' out prematurely from the 

ETC and are picked up by 02 to form 02 ·-. 02 contains 2 unpaired outer electrons 

which each occupy separate molecular orbitals. The electrons in these orbital have the 

same spin number, making it unlikely for 02 to undergo a two electron reduction (as the 

two electrons to be accepted will have opposite spin numbers if they occupy the same 

orbital). Therefore, 02 preferentially undergoes single electron reductions, and as the 

ETC transports single electrons, 02 frequently picks these up from complexes upstream 

of Complex N forming o/-. The major sites for superoxide production in the ETC are 

complexes I and III (complex III contributes the majority of o/- under basal conditions) 

[8, 9] , and maximal o/- production occurs when the mitochondria are in the stage 4 

resting state [8]. 

Superoxide is a moderately reactive oxidizing species. It, along with other ROS have 

the potential to react with, and damage cellular macromolecular structures. The main 
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targets of ROS directed damage are molecules with regions of high electronegativity. 

ROS target these areas as they are electron rich and able to reduce the oxidizing species. 

ROS can modify proteins, DNA, and lipids. Oxidative damage to proteins can occur 

through a number of mechanisms: 

1) direct oxidation of the side chains of ammo acids such as methionine, or 

tryptophan by ROS (some of the directly oxidized residues, such as methionine 

sulphoxide can be reduced back to the amino acid by various enzyme reductases 

(e.g. methionine sulphoxide reductase) [7] 

2) oxidation of amino acids by intermediate species such as carbohydrates, or lipids 

that have been generated by oxidation from ROS. These intermediate species 

include products of lipid peroxidation such as molondialdehyde (MDA) and 4-

hydroxynonenal (HNE) [7] 

3) oxidation of glycated amino acid residues by ROS. Oxidation of glycated 

residues forms advanced glycation end-products (AGEs) through a process 

which is irreversible[lO] 

4) a-hydrogen abstraction from a polypeptide chain by OH• can lead to peptide 

bond breakage[ l  1 ]. 

The first three of these mechanisms can lead to the generation of protein-protein 

cross-linkages, whilst the direct oxidation of some amino acids, or the reaction of 

amino acid residues with products of lipid and carbohydrate oxidation results in 

protein carbonyl formation. An increase in protein carbonyl levels, which can be 

readily measured, is therefore generally considered a marker of oxidative damage. 

Figure 1-2, provides a summary of the process of protein damage and cellular 

response. 
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Figure 1-2. Protein damage / repair / replacement / degradation process and how it 

is influenced by oxidative stress. Damage to protein macromolecular structure 

during ageing will see an increase in damage proteins which could be a result of an 

imbalance between ROS production and antioxidant defences, or a reduction in 

proteasome function or protein repair mechanisms. 

The bases and ribose sugars, which form both DNA and RNA, can also be damaged by 

oxidative species, in particular OH• (H202 and 02 ·- react with DNNRNA that has 

already undergone oxidative damage) [7]. Guanine (and adenine) can undergo 

modification by OH• at a number of positions in the purine ring structure. OH• 

insertion at position 8 of Guanine, followed by reduction can lead to the formation of 8-

0H-dguanosine, a common marker of DNA damage due to oxidative stress. 

Pyrimidines can form reactive radical intermediates following OH• attack, which 
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subsequently undergo a number of transformations to produce structures such as 

thymine and cytosine glycols. The ribose sugar backbone of DNA and RNA can also 

undergo ROS damage resulting is strand breakage or modification. Damaged DNA 

bases can mispair resulting in gene mutation which may lead to altered protein 

structure, or if the DNA damage is located in an intron section of the genome, there may 

altered transcription factor binding and altered gene expression. Most damage to DNA 

is however monitored and repaired by various DNA damage response mechanisms and 

repair enzymes, which can detect, highlight, and repair damage. 

Lipids in plasma and organelle membranes are also susceptible to ROS damage [7]. 

OH• can attack the polyunsaturated hydrophilic tails of phospholipids forming a carbon 

radical intermediate, and finally lipid peroxide. The carbon radical intermediate is 

highly reactive, and can react with adjacent lipids forming cross-links, or they can react 

with other membrane proteins that are in close proximity. The net result is damaged 

protein structures and reduced membrane fluidity. 

To protect against the potentially damaging effects of ROS, organisms have evolved an 

elaborate buffering and scavenging system, that is remarkably well conserved across the 

animal kingdom [12].  A number of enzymes such as Cu/Zn Superoxide Dismutase 

(Cu/ZnSOD), which is present in the cytosol, and MnSOD present within the 

mitochondria dismutate 02 •· into H202. H202 is then converted into H20 by the enzyme 

catalase. H202 however can also be converted to the highly reactive hydroxyl radical, 

ott·, via the Fenton reaction when Fe2
+ is oxidized to Fe(III). The Fe2+ which catalyses 

this reaction can be released from heam, and sulphur clusters, especially when damaged. 

Interestingly, increased Fe2+ content in certain regions of the brain appears to increase 

with age, and patient' s  with Parkinson's  Disease have also been shown to have 

increased iron load in the brain nuclei controlling extrapyramidal function [ 13]. In 
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addition to Cu/ZnSOD and Mn SOD, there also exist a number of other enzymes such 

as glutathione peroxidase and various scavenging molecules including glutathione, 

which assist in the removal of harmful ROS. 

1.1.2.2 Evidence for ROS-induced Macromolecular Damage in Ageing 

If ROS induced damage to macromolecules contributes to the ageing process a number 

of predictions can be made. The most evident of these is that there should be increased 

levels of damaged macromolecules in aged organisms compared to young. It also 

follows that these damaged structures should have altered functionality. Numerous 

studies, across a range of organisms provide evidence that oxidative damage to proteins 

(in the form of protein carbonyls) increases with age [12,13], with the apparent increase 

most marked in the latter third of life. A number of specific enzymes have been 

identified as oxidative targets during ageing, and some enzymes have additionally been 

shown to have impaired functionality as a result of oxidative damage [ 10]. These 

include glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase, adenine nucleotide translocase, aconitase 

and Na+/K+ ATPase [ 14). Studies measuring levels of protein carbonyl derivatives 

specifically in mitochondrial fractions of flies have shown the levels to increase with 

age[ 15]. Furthermore, the study showed an inverse correlation between mitochondrial 

protein carbonyl levels and the organism's life expectancy. 

Advanced Glycation End-products also appear to increase with age across many tissues 

(including nephrons[ 16] ,  skeletal muscle, collagen[ l  7], neurones[18]) in numerous 

organisms. Protein glycation in rats, and in Drosophilla both increase with age [ 19). 

However, in Drosophilla chemical prevention of AGE formation over the life of the 

organism did not affect its lifespan. Similarly, dietary restriction, an experimental 

intervention known to increase lifespan, did not affect AGE formation in rats[20]. This 

suggests that the accumulation of AGEs may just be an associated with increased 
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chronological age, and not necessarily a cause of the altered physiology seen in aged 

organisms. 

Demonstrating a correlation between markers of DNA damage such as 8-oxodG (the 

oxidized form of deoxyriboseGuanosine) and age has been difficult to prove 

conclusively due to problems with the assay techniques [2 1 ]. An alternative technique 

which reduces the likelihood of experimentally induced oxidation of Guanosine 

residues showed a clear increase in 8-oxodG levels in nuclear DNA (nDNA) across a 

range of tissues and rodent models (rats and mice) [22]. The levels of 8-oxodG were 

also found to be raised in aged mitochondria from the liver of rats and mice. In a 

comprehensive analysis of mitochondrial function and DNA, and protein damage in 

ageing rats, Lepez-Torrens et al found an increase in mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) 8-

oxodG, but not in nDNA. The apparent sensitivity of mtDNA to oxidative damage in 

this study may be explained by the proximity of the major source of ROS production 

(the mitochondria) to mtDNA. The likelihood of OH• generation in this environment is 

also enhanced by transition metal chelating with Guanosine rich area of DNA. 

1.1.2.3 ROS Generation and Ageing 

A number of studies provide evidence to suggest that ROS production in mitochondria 

increases with age. Markers of oxidative stress production including H2O2 

concentrations measured from the homogenate of house-flies have been shown to 

increase with age [23]. Specifically, H2O2 production in isolated mitochondria from 

thoracic flight muscles of the housefly was also found to increase with age [24]. ROS 

production in the mitochondria of these animals was found to occur between the 

rotenone and antimycin A-sensitive regions of the ETC (i.e. Complex III). 

In Drosophila melanogaster, Complex N activity has been shown to be impaired with 

increasing age, along with a reduction in stage 3 mitochondrial respiration [25]. 
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Subsequent phannacological blockade of Complex IV increased H202 production in 

young Drosophila. In another model system, Caenorhabditis elegans, 02 ·- production 

in the mitochondria does not appear to change with age, despite a 60% reduction in 

Complex I activity and reduced 02 consumption [26]. The mitochondrial structure on 

electron microscopy was however found to be enlarged and swollen in the older age 

group. Using a slightly different analytical technique, Brys et al showed that H202 

concentrations (measured H202 = exogenous Cu/ZnSOD catalysed 02·- + H202) from 

isolated mitochondria decreased by approximately 50% with age in the same animal 

[27]. Oxygen consumption, heat production, and ATP generation were also found to 

reduce with age in these animals. 

In mammals however, H202 production in mitochondria isolated from rat hepatic cells 

showed no overall increase with advancing age in respiratory stage 4. There was also 

no overall increase in H202 production in stage 3 metabolism, however there was an 

increase in H202 production at Complex III under these conditions (high ADP) [28]. 

1.1.2.4 ROS have numerous physiological roles 

A discussed above, cells have evolved a robust oxidant defence system to protect them 

from the potentially damaging effects of ROS. These defences however do not 

sequester all ROS, despite being inducible. This suggests that cells are content with 

some ROS production, and may even require it for normal cellular function, indeed, 

there is accumulating evidence to suggest that ROS play a vital role in normal cell 

physiology (including in non-phagocytic cells). Some of these physiological processes 

are outlined in Table 1-2. 
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Physiological Process Response to ROS / change in redox state 

Modulation of the Activation of T Lymphocytes, increased IL-2 production, 

immune response and modulation of macrophage function through ROS [29] 

Modulation of vascular H202 and NO' activate soluble guanylate cyclase increasing 

tone production of cGMP leading to an increase in vascular tone 

[29] 

Modulation of vesicular H202 reduces release of dopamine in guinea pig striatum 

release of [30], and frog and mouse motor neurones [3 1 ]. The process 

neurotransmitter is thought to be due to Redox modulation of the fusion 

protein complex (SNAP25), reducing likelihood of 

vesicular fusing to synaptic membrane [3 1 ]  

Regulation of neuronal 

excitability 

H202 increases KATP dependent hyperpolarization and 

reduces cell excitability in dopaminergic neurones of the 

substantia nigra [32] 

Response to changes in HIF-1 dependent change ( under the control of redox state) 

02 concentration in expression of erythropoietin, VEGF and IGF-11. 

Mitochondrial ROS production during low 02 tension may 

sensitize cells that regulate respiratory processes [29] 

Muscle cell Ca2+ 

signalling and 

contraction 

02, GSSG, H202 and 02-· can enhance RyR activity and the 

Ca2+ signal in muscle cells. This may be due to 

modification of modulatory protein binding sites on RyR 

(such as FKbp12 and CaM). NO, under low concentrations, 

can activate RyR, whereas under high concentrations it can 

inhibit activity [33] 

Neuronal Ca + 

signalling and synaptic 

plasticity 

Oxidation of neuronal RyR increases their activity, 

presumably by oxidation of cysteine residues. Adequate 

concentrations of reactive oxygen and nitrogen species, 

along with Ca2+ are required for the successful induction of 

LTP (experimental synaptic plasticity) via CICR [33] 

Table 1-2. Examples of physiological processes involving ROS signalling. 

Abbreviations: ROS, Reactive Oxygen Species; cGMP, cyclic Guanosine 

Monophosphate; SNAP25, Synaptosomal Associated Protein 25; HIF-1, Hypoxia 

Inducible Factor 1; VEGF, Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor; IGF-II, lnsulin-
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Like Growth Factor 1; GSSG, reduced glutathione; FKbp12, FK506 binding 

protein 12; CaM, Calmodulin; RyR, Ryanodine Receptor; LTP, Long-Term 

Potentiation; CICR, Ca2+ Induced Ca2+ Release. 

In a number of the processes outlined in Table 1-2, ROS behave in manner akin to 2nd 

messengers (i.e. they are produced as a result of receptor activation and then go on to 

modulate the activity of downstream protein targets). Evidence for increased ROS 

production following receptor activation has been observed when cytokines such as IL-

1�, IL-6 and TNF-a bind to cytokine receptors. Other examples include the binding of 

growth factors such as platelet-derived growth factor, nerve growth factor, and vascular 

endothelial growth factor to tyrosine kinase receptors. Established targets for ROS 

include some non-receptor protein kinases (which can induce MAPK, NF-KB, and PB 

signalling), protein tyrosine kinases, and intracellular Ca2+ store receptors (ICS, e.g. 

Ryanodine Receptors (RyR)) (33]. 

As evidence emerges of the fundamental contribution ROS make to normal physiology 

through cell signalling, an interesting question arises regarding the role of ROS in 

ageing. If there is a change in the production of ROS during ageing, is it a shift in ROS 

signalling that produces the aged phenotype, rather than an increase in ROS damage? 

The latter, may just be a proxy measure for the former. 

Recently however, evidence has emerged that has thrown doubt over the Free Radical 

Theory of Ageing. Observations suggest that when corrected for phylogeny and body 

mass, metabolic rate does not appear to correlate with lifespan in eutherians and 

birds[34]. Despite this, oxidative stress and ROS as a cause of ageing, has gained much 

supportive evidence over the past 50 years, and is still a focus of many experiments 

investigating the mechanisms of ageing. However, as this recent evidence suggests, 

there is certainly a need to study the role ROS play in the ageing process with increased 
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scrutiny, in particular whether ROS are a cause, an effect of, or merely have an 

association with ageing. One interesting line of future inquiry will be to investigate the 

role ROS play in organ vs. organismal ageing. For example, are some organ systems, 

with particularly high metabolic rates, more susceptible to oxidative stress (damage, or 

altered signalling), than the organism as a whole? The central nervous system is one 

example of an organ system where metabolic activity is high, ROS act as signalling 

molecules, and where ageing is clearly evident. 

1.1.3 The Insulin/Insulin Like Growth Factor-1 Pathway and Ageing 

Despite the 'Theories of Ageing' providing a rational argument against programmable 

ageing, mutations in single genes have been found to extend lifespan, and delay the 

effects of ageing. The first single-gene mutation to be linked to the ageing process was 

in the Insulin/Insulin-Like Growth Factor-1 (IGF-1) signalling pathway (IIS) of the 

nematode worm, C. elegans [35] .  The mutation was in the gene age-I, which codes for 

Phosphotidyllnositol-3-Kinase (PI3-K), which is part of the signalling cascade linked to 

I/IGF-1 receptor activation. Subsequent experiments with single gene mutations in the 

daf-2 gene which codes for the 1/IGF receptor itself, and another downstream target, 

daf-16 were also found to extend lifespan in these organisms by approximately two-fold 

[36] . 

Daf-16, also known as FOXO, is a forkhead transcription factor. When the 1/IGF 

receptor is activated, FOXO becomes phosphorylated, and is prevented from entering 

the nucleus[37]. As the receptor is usually active to some degree, FOXO usually 

resides in the cytoplasm. Under conditions where 1/IGF is in low concentration, or as in 

the experiments outlined above, there is a defective mutation in the signalling pathway, 

FOXO is able to translocate to the nucleus and begin the process of gene 
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transcription[37]. The genes that are transcribed during this process, are thought to 

provide protection to the animal, allowing it to live longer [38] . 

The IIS pathway shows some degree of conservation between invertebrate models, and 

vertebrates[39]. Mutations to homologous longevity genes found in C. elegans have 

also been induced in Drosophila[40] and mice[41 ] ,  resulting in extension to lifespan. 

1.1.4 The mTOR pathway and Ageing 

The mammalian Target of Rapamycin (mTOR) protein is a serine/threonine kinase and 

a member of the phosphoinositide 3-kinase-related kinases (PI3KK) family[42]. Like 

the IIS pathway, its level of activity appears to affect the ageing process. This is 

perhaps understandable, as mTOR is now known to act downstream of the IIS receptor, 

and so forms parts of the cellular nutrient sensing pathway. During periods of high 

nutrient availability, mTOR becomes active, and there follows an increase in 

transcription and translation, whilst autophagy within the cell (and the organism) is 

inhibited; this ultimately increases cell growth [42-44]. 

mTOR exists in the cell as part of a larger complex of modulatory proteins. When 

bound to the protein Raptor (along with a number of other modulators), the resulting 

complex, termed mTORCl ,  is able to modulate the process of protein translation. It 

does this through activation of 4E-BPs, which interact with eukaryotic initiation factors 

(EIFs) producing a change in mRNA structure[42]. It also activates the S6-Kinases 

(S6K), which are thought to alter rRNA function[42]. Both interactions are complex, 

but eventually lead to an increase in the capacity for protein translation. Another 

modulatory protein called FK506-binding protein 12A (FKbp12A) is able to inhibit 

mTORCl when it is bound to the antibiotic rapamycin. This interaction blocks the 

subsequent effects that mTOR has on autophagy and protein synthesis. Figure 3 

provides an overview of the mTORCl complex and its regulators and targets. 
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mTOR can also form a complex with the protein Rictor, forming mTORC2. This 

complex controls Akt activity, but its entire function is at present not well 

understood[42]. mTORC2 is thought to be largely rapamycin insensitive. 

Upstream of mTOR is the Tuberous Sclerosis 1 and 2 complex. (TSC 1/2) Under basal 

conditions, TSCl and 2 inhibit the activity of mTOR. However, under certain 

conditions, TSC 1/2 can be phosphorylated (following a signal through IIS for example) 

causing it to dissociate from the mTOR complex, and thereby removing the mTOR 

inhibition. 

Blocking the activity of mTOR, either by the use of rapamycin, or via genetic 

manipulation of mTOR, one of its modulators, or downstream targets, has been shown 

to affect lifespan across a range of organisms. In C. elegans, inhibiting mTOR activity 

by application of let-363 RNAi increases mean lifespan [45]. In Drosophilla, 

overexpression of dTSCl and dTSC2, and dominant-negative dTOR and dS6K, have all 

been shown to increase mean lifespan [ 46]. 
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Figure 1-3 Schematic representation of the mTOR pathway. mTORCl is activated 

following binding of active (phosphorylated) TSCl/2 complex. Phosphorylation of 

TSCl/2 occurs via the PB-Kinase / Akt or via ERK /p90RSK cascade. Rapamycin 

bound to FK506 binding protein 12 is able to inhibit mTOR, resulting in less 

protein synthesis (through 4E-BP I S6K). The mTOR and Raptor complex (with 

GBL and Rheb-GTP) is termed mTORCl. Figure adapted with permission from 

Wang, X and Proud, C: The mTOR Pathway in the Control of Protein Synthesis[42]. 

Interestingly, some of the components of the mTOR and the IIS signalling cascades 

belong to the serine/threonine protein kinase, tyrosine kinase and non-protein kinase 

classes of proteins, which, as discussed, are modulated by, or modulate the production 

of ROS. Amongst them is PB-Kinase, Akt, and ERK, all of which have been shown to 

interact with ROS signalling resulting in the activation of TOR controlled transcription 

events[29, 43]. The concept that ROS are vital to cell signalling, and that they 

potentially play a part in mTOR and Insulin signalling, has led some experts in the 

ageing field to provide a new paradigm to explain the relationship between ROS and 

ageing[43]. The paradigm supposes that altered ROS signalling in the nutrient sensing 
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pathway (IIS and mTOR) may lead to over activity of mTOR with an increase in protein 

synthesis and reduction in autophagy. The resulting aberrant growth and accumulation 

of non-degraded proteins would then explain the aged phenotype, rather than ROS 

damaged proteins per se. 

1.2 Neuronal Ageing 

The nervous systems of animals have evolved to either directly control, or modulate 

many of the functions that define life, such as respiration, feeding, sexual reproduction, 

and movement. The nervous system can sense changes in both the internal and external 

environment, and produce a co-ordinated adaptive response which ensures that 

homeostasis is ultimately maintained. These adaptive responses range from modulation 

of an animal' s  heart rate, to changes to an animal' s behaviour, such as those involving 

the learning and remembering of information. An intact nervous system is therefore 

fundamental to survival, and consequently, diseases of the nervous system can have 

devastating effects on the successful functioning of the animal. 

1.2.1 Age-related neurological disease 

Age is the single biggest risk factor for the development of many neurological diseases 

including as Alzheimer's disease (AD) and Parkinson's  disease (PD). There is 

emerging evidence to suggest that the ageing process itself may predispose individuals 

to, or perhaps be directly involved in the pathology of these diseases. For instance, 

damage to macromolecules such as DNA and proteins caused by ROS have been 

implicated in AD[47] (possibly associated with decreased activity and expression of 

key DNA repair enzymes)[48, 49], Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCl)[50], and PD[5 1] .  

The role of oxidative stress and mitochondrial dysfunction in PD is particularly strong. 

A number of the polymorphisms associated with the disease code for antioxidant 

proteins, and at least two of the experimental drugs used to induce PD in animal models 
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target complex I of the ETC, causing the excess production of ROS. Evidence of ROS 

damage to Complex I has also been seen in the brains of PD patients. Additionally, 

calorie restriction, an intervention which interferes with the ageing process and prolongs 

lifespan in worms, flies and rodents, has been shown to reduce AD pathology in animal 

models[52], and a lower calorie diet has been shown to reduce the risk of developing 

both AD and PD in humans [53]. 

There is mixed evidence for the involvement of the two nutrient and stress signalling 

pathways, mTOR and I/IGF-1, in AD and PD however. Activation of the mTOR / S6 

Kinase 1 pathway does appear to contribute to AD pathology. The micro-tubule 

associated protein, tau, which is essential for cellular scaffolding, can become 

hyperphosphorylated in AD, leading to characteristic histopathological changes such as 

neurofibrillary tangles. An et al reported a correlation between the levels of tau (both 

unphosphorylated and hyperphosphorylated) and the phosphorylated form (activated) of 

p70 S6 Kinase in AD brains [54]. Furthermore, the distribution of activated p70 S6 

Kinase was found to coincide with the distribution of hyperphosphorylated tau typically 

seen in AD during the various Braak and Braak stages. p70 S6 Kinase is a downstream 

target of mTOR and modulates protein translation at the ribosomes. The increase seen 

in AD brains was observed alongside an increase in ribosomal protein S6 (a target of 

p70 S6 Kinase) levels, suggesting that ribosomal capacity for tau production may be 

increased in AD [55]. This, along with evidence that tau mRNA expression is not 

increased, and that both the unphosphorylated, and hyperphosphorylated form of tau are 

increased in AD, strongly suggests that protein translation (of tau) is altered in AD, 

perhaps in an attempt to maintain adequate levels of unphosphorylated tau [54, 56]. In 

another experiment using SH-SY5Y cells, the group showed that ZnSO4 treatment 

(known to activate upstream regulators of p70 S6 Kinase, including mTOR directly) 
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was able to increase levels of phosphorylated p70 S6 Kinase, and tau. This effect was 

reversed by the mTOR inhibitor rapamycin. 

Li et al followed on from this work and showed that levels of mTOR (the upstream 

activator or p70 S6 Kinase) phosphorylated at Ser2481 (p-mTOR) were elevated in AD 

brains compared to controls [55]. Phosphorylation at this site is usually attributed to 

autophosphorylation, and is associated with increased mTOR activity. The increased p

mTOR (Ser2481) levels were shown to correlate significantly with total tau, 

hyperphosphorylated Paired Helical Filament tau (PHF-tau), and neurofibrillary tangle 

formation [55]. Levels of downstream phosphorylated targets of mTOR were also 

found to be increased in AD brains. p-4E-BP1 which is the inactivated form of the 

inhibitor of the transcription modulator eIF4E, and p-eEF2K, a kinase which modulates 

the transcription regulator eEF2 were both found to be increased in AD brains. 

Furthermore, levels of the eEF2 were significantly decreased in the AD brains. 

In PD, there has been little research to date into mTOR signal activation and the 

development of the disease. However, one study has shown that a-synuclein, a 

chaperone protein which forms aggregates in PD, is partially cleared by autophagy, a 

process regulated by mTOR. Using lines of differentiated PC12 cells that expressed 

either wild-type or mutant forms of a-synuclein, the group showed that the protein is 

degraded by the autophagolysosome machinery and that this can be enhanced by the 

mTOR inhibitor rapamycin [57] The involvement of mTOR in PD pathology is not 

straightforward however. Malagelada et al have shown that mTOR inactivation by the 

stress response protein RTP801 may lead to neuronal death in PD. The group showed 

that levels of RTP801 were found to be elevated in 6-OHDA treated PC12 cells (and 

also MPTP and rotenone ), the substantia nigra (SN) of brain tissue from an MPTP 

induced mouse model of PD, and also in the SN of PD patients. In addition, they found 
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that overexpression of RTP80 1 in differentiated PC12 induced cell death and that this 

occurred through interaction with the upstream regulator of mTOR, Tuberous Sclerosis 

2, resulting in reduced activation of mTOR. To show that cell death induced by 

application of either 6-OHDA, rotenone, or MPTP is through RTP801, the group went 

on to show that RTP801 shRNA protects cells under these conditions. 

Genetic interventions that extend lifespan through mutating the calorie sensing I/IGF-1 

receptor pathway are not thought to reduce AD pathology however, but may 

paradoxically contribute to it. Extracellular aggregates of Amyloid � (A�), a protein 

formed through the systematic cleavage of Amyloid Precursor Protein (APP) by �

secretase and y-secretase, is one of the hallmarks of AD. Qin et al showed that 

overexpression of FOXO3a in Tg2576 mice (a strain engineered to overexpress APP, 

and develop early AD) increases A� 1-4o and A� 1 _42 production[58]. They also showed 

that the reduction in AD risk and associated memory impairment that is seen in calorie 

restricted Tg2578 mice, is possibly due to increased 1/IGF signalling and FOXO3a 

inactivation. The explanation for this is proposed to be the evolved complexity of the 

1/IGF signalling pathway in mammals compared with worms and flies. There are 

numerous 1/IGF receptor types and ligands in mammals, and in different tissues 

activation of the signalling cascade results in varying downstream effects [59, 60]. 

If AD and PD are consequences of the ageing process, then all humans will eventually 

develop these diseases if, of course, they are not inflicted by other illnesses first. From 

the literature already discussed, there are hints the development of AD and PD are 

inextricably linked to the ageing process, for example the involvement of oxidative 

stress. But, there are numerous questions that remain. For example, is oxidative stress 

a cause, or a manifestation of AD (and PD) pathology? If oxidative damage is a factor 

in the aetiology of AD, why should switching on the 1/IGF pathway (which should act 
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to increase oxidative damage) reduce susceptibility to the disease? And, if PD and AD 

are both caused by ageing, why does activation of mTOR appear to be important in the 

pathology of one disease, but not the other? The answer to these questions will 

undoubtedly lead to a more complex picture of the role these pathways play in ageing 

and disease, but could provide us with a vital clue about how to target these diseases 

therapeutically. 

1.2.2 Normal brain ageing 

AD and PD are defined by distinct patho-physiological changes (neurodegeneration and 

protein accumulation) associated with a collection of specific clinical signs and 

symptoms. In the absence of AD and PD pathology, a less severe decline m 

neurological function, which includes deficits to learning and remembering, 1s 

commonly observed with advancing age. This form of cognitive decline is usually 

referred to as 'normal brain ageing' ,  as it affects a relatively large proportion of the 

population and manifests with very little gross pathology [61] .  

Attempts have been made to  assign diagnostic criteria to 'normal brain ageing' to allow 

physicians to diagnose the condition. Although, rarely referred to nowadays, Age 

Associated Memory Impairment (AAMI) has appeared in the literature as a clinical 

condition which best represents 'normal brain ageing' .  To be diagnosed with AAMI, 

individuals must show a small decline in cognitive performance (1 SD below young 

adults on a memory function task), be over 50 years old, and have no history of 

dementia or other psychiatric history. Using these criteria, researchers have found 38% 

of 60-78 year olds suffer from this condition [62). 
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A modest reduction in cognitive ability therefore appears to be common amongst aged 

humans. A number of questions now arise, which will be addressed over the coming 

sections: 

1. What are the cognitive deficits typically seen in normal brain ageing? 

2. What structural and physiological changes occur in the central nervous system 

during normal brain ageing? 

3. Are these changes conserved across the various vertebrate and invertebrate 

models of ageing? 

1.2.2.1 Behavioural manifestation of normal brain ageing - learning and memory 

Memories are broadly categorised as either implicit or explicit. Implicit memories 

contain information that has been gathered unconsciously, usually regarding a skill or 

performance on a task. When it is later retrieved, the memory will help to improve 

ability. Explicit memories such as names and places (semantic) and dates, times and 

events (episodic) are memories that are stored and retrieved consciously. 

During the initial stages of storing explicit memories in higher organisms, information 

from the association cortices enters the working memory store in the prefrontal cortex. 

Working memory forms part of executive functioning, and allows individuals to hold 

relatively large amounts of information for a short period of time. Information that is 

gathered in the association cortices is also sent to the temporal lobes of the brain, a 

region that consists of the entorhinal cortex, hippocampus and dentate gyms structures. 

Here, explicit memories are stored in the short-term memory store for a period of period 

of hours or days. Under certain conditions, these memories may later be stored in the 

cortex as long-term memories. Implicit memories on the other hand, are thought to be 

processed mainly in the cerebellum, with only partial involvement of the hippocampus 

[63] .  
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Episodic memory processing (explicit), working memory function, and processmg 

speed all decline throughout adult life, whereas semantic memory and short-term 

memory processing (also explicit) are stable until late life, but then begin to show signs 

of impairment [64]. Implicit memory function, as detected through delay eye-blink 

conditioning declines with age in humans [65] and in multiple vertebrate model systems 

[63]. 

1.2.2.2 Neuronal structure during normal brain ageing 

During normal brain ageing in humans there is a loss of total brain volume, especially in 

the frontal-striatal system [64]. This reduction was initially attributed to neuronal loss, 

but improvements in stereological counting techniques, showed neuronal numbers to 

only reduce by a small proportion over a lifetime. In 1997, Pakkeneberg et al 

calculated a 10% reduction in neuron number in the neocortex over the human lifetime, 

which is less than the 16% difference found between males and females and therefore 

probably inconsequential [66] . The group also found that neocortical surface area, 

volume and white matter were reduced with age, although grey matter remained similar 

in both young and old individuals. Other studies have shown that neurons which 

comprise the temporal lobe (hippocampus, and medial temporal lobe) are similar in 

number in both old and young vertebrates (including humans) despite reports of volume 

depletion with age [ 64]. 

With neuronal loss explaining only a minor part of age-related brain volume depletion 

and functional decline, the focus has shifted to neuronal structure, synaptic morphology, 

and connectivity. A study looking at hippocampal brain tissue from rats showed that 

the numbers of synapses in the CAI region, and measurements of the synaptic protein 

synaptophysin in the whole hippocampus were reduced in older animals [67]. These 

animals showed deficits in hippocampal learning and memory dependent tasks (Morris 
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water maze, and passageway water maze). Other investigations have reported a 

reduction in synapse numbers and signalling in other regions of the vertebrate brain, as 

well as evidence of age-related changes in dendritic arborisation, spine length and 

volume [68, 69] . 

More recently however, Geinisman et al showed that synaptic number was no different 

in the hippocampal CAl region of aged rats when compared with young [70]. The 

group employed a far more rigorous synapse counting technique however, and included 

only axospinous synapses. Nonetheless, a reduction in the post-synaptic density of 

perforated synapses in the CAl region were found to occur in aged rats unable to 

demonstrate learning in a Morris water maze task [7 1 ] .  A subtype of post-synaptic 

densities, called segmented post-synaptic densities were also shown to be smaller is 

aged rats, regardless of learning ability, when compared to young. It is interesting to 

note that it is perforated synapses which are thought to provide the increased synaptic 

efficacy during learning (possibly due to increased AMPA and NMDA receptor 

density), and that it is these which appear to be selectively targeted in the aged 

hippocampus of learning impaired rats. These changes may therefore be important in 

describing the mechanisms of learning and memory deficits seen during brain ageing. 

1.2.2.3 Neuronal connectivity during normal brain ageing 

Age-related changes have been commonly observed in hippocampal neurones when 

looking at the level of synaptic communication[61]. The strength of neuronal 

connections in the hippocampus has historically been measured using Long-Term 

Potentiation (LTP), which is regarded as the neural basis for learning and memory [72]. 

The process of inducing LTP involves artificially stimulating a synapse with high 

frequency tetanus. Following successful induction of LTP, the response of the post

synaptic neurone to a standard presynaptic input is greater than the response from the 
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same input prior to LTP induction, or to that of a control, non-tetanized pathway. 

Therefore, in simplistic terms LTP (and learning) can be seen as a process that improves 

synaptic connectivity. By reducing the frequency of the tetanus, the phenomenon of 

Long-Term Depression (LTD) can also be induced [72]. Here, a pre-synaptic input will 

lead to a lower post-synaptic response than before induction of LTD, and therefore acts 

to reduce synaptic connectivity. LTD is thought to be necessary to ensure that network 

connectivity is dynamic and plastic (i.e. without LTD, all synapses would eventually 

strengthen and the network become saturated and unchangeable). 

When using robust, high frequency tetanus protocols in the CAl area of the 

hippocampus and the dentate gyrus, both adult and aged rats undergo LTP [61 ) .  

Furthermore, the magnitude of the post-synaptic response following LTP induction in 

both age groups is identical [73).  When lower frequency stimulus protocols are used 

however, synapses in the CAl area from aged rats begin to reveal a resistance to LTP 

induction [ 61 ] .  Adult rats on the other hand, are capable of undergoing L TP even at 

these lower frequencies. 

In addition to the age-related change to LTP induction, aged rats show increased 

susceptibility to LTD in the CA3/CA1 synapse during low frequency stimulation [74). 

In fact, it is rare to see LTD in adult hippocampal slices using these protocols [6 1 ) .  

Furthermore, when intermittent bursts of low frequency stimulation (mimicking the 

stimulus required for LTD induction) are applied to synapses that have undergone LTP, 

recovery time (a process termed depotentiation) is shorter in aged rats compared to 

adults. The sensitivity of aged rat CAI synapses to both LTD and depotentiation, along 

with the reduced sensitivity to LTP described above, suggests that a shift in the LTD to 

LTP transition threshold may occur during ageing (Figure 1-4). 
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Figure 1-4. LTP/LTD transition with stimulation frequency. During ageing in 

rats, the frequency at which L TP transits to LTD in CAl synapses is shifted to 

higher frequencies. This means that LTD is seen commonly using the lower 

stimulation frequencies employed in these protocols in aged animals but not adults. 

It also explains why using slightly lower stimulation frequencies (but high enough 

to induce L TP) elicit differences in L TP strength between adult and aged rats. 

1.2.2.4 Changes to Ca2+ during ageing and its relationship to synaptic plasticity 

Whether a synapse undergoes LTP or LTD is determined by the Ca2
+ dynamics within 

the cell. High frequency stimulation, which induces LTP, causes large increases in 

[Ca2+L, mainly through NMDA receptors. The influx in Ca2+ triggers kinase activation 

and the subsequent phosphorylation of AMPA receptors (which indirectly increases 

NMDA receptor activity, improving synaptic communication). Other downstream Ca2+ 

sensitive processes are also activated during LTP that act to improve synaptic 

connectivity. Low frequency stimulation on the other hand produces more modest 

elevations in [Ca2+k resulting in LTD. In this instance, Ca2+ also enters the neurone 
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through NMDA receptors, but as we will see later, Ca2+ derived from VGCC play an 

important role. Amongst other actions, Ca2+ that enters the neurone during low 

frequency stimulation triggers phosphatase activity (Calcineurin, CaN), reducing the 

number of phosphorylated AMPA channels [75] .  The source of ca2+, and the relative 

contribution each one makes to local, and also global cytoplasmic concentration, is 

therefore thought to determine the direction of synaptic plasticity. A change in this 

dynamic with age may help to explain the age-related alteration to synaptic plasticity. 

In their 1996 paper, Norris et al showed that induction of LTD in aged animals was 

inhibited when the Ca2+/Mg2+ ratio was changed to 1:2 thus confirming that Ca2+ is a 

requirement for LTD in this age group. Intriguingly however, when the group increased 

the Ca2+/Mg2+ ratio to 2: 1 in adult rats (who do not normally exhibit low frequency 

stimulus driven LTD) it became possible to induce LTD, mimicking the aged 

phenotype. This suggested firstly that an elevated [Ca2+] i during low frequency 

stimulation favours LTD induction, and secondly that entry of Ca2+ into neurones of 

aged rats may be enhanced, explaining their susceptibility to LTD at lower frequencies 

[74]. 

The group went on to show that Ca2+ entering the cell through NMDA receptors was 

only partly responsible for both the induction of LTD, and depotentiation in aged rats. 

They found that there was an additional non-NMDA sensitive component, which 

interestingly, was larger in older animals [74]. A subsequent paper by the group showed 

that LTD in older rats was sensitive to VDCC blockade (nifedipine), and concluded that 

a greater contribution of Ca2+ influx from this source lowered the threshold for the 

downstream mechanisms required for LDP induction [76]. 

Ca2+ originating from ICS is also thought to play a pivotal role in LTD induction in 

ageing rat CAl synapses. Depleting ICS with cylcopiazonic acid or thapsigargin, or 
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blocking directly with ryanodine, abolishes LTD during low frequency stimulation 

protocols [77] . If LTD is determined by Caz+ concentration alone, increasing the 

stimulation frequency slightly in the presence of ICS block should cause a greater influx 

of Caz+ through L-type VDCC and NMDA receptors and bypass the effects of block on 

inhibiting LTD. Interestingly, under these conditions this strategy doesn't induce LTD, 

suggesting that either CICR was itself important, or that ICS activation modulated LTD 

through a Caz+ independent mechanism. 

1.2.2.S Plasmalemmal Ca2+ channels and ageing 

The ease with which LTD can be induced in aged mammals, along with its apparent 

sensitivity to Caz+ channel blockers and manipulation of external Caz+ concentrations, 

suggests that with increasing age there is either 1) an increase in basal free [Caz+L 

allowing an ordinarily sub-threshold influx of ca
2+

, to superimpose on the basal [Caz+li 

and reach the threshold for LTD induction 2) an increase in Caz+ entry into hippocampal 

neurones (through plasmalemmal Caz+ channels, release from ICS or a combination of 

both) or, 3) a change to Caz+ buffering and Caz+ clearance. 

It appears that all 3 of these factors may contribute in some way to an altered Caz+ 

dynamic with age. A significant increase in basal free [Caz+L with age has been 

observed in both central (including the hippocampus) and peripheral (DRG) neurones in 

rats [78] . There is also evidence from numerous animal models suggesting that there is 

a decline in hippocampal Caz+ binding protein levels with age, and an impairment in the 

processes involved in clearing intracellular Ca2+ 
[79]. Perhaps the most widely reported 

age-related change to Ca2+ dynamics in hippocampal neurones however, is an increase 

in Caz+ influx through membrane ion channels. 

Current clamp recordings have consistently shown the slow plateau phase of the Caz+ 

spike in CAl hippocampal neurones to be significantly prolonged in both aged rats [80, 
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8 1 ]  and aged rabbits [82], indicating an increased or more sustained influx of Ca2+. In 

rats, membrane properties and all other Ca2+ spike measurements are unaffected by 

ageing which suggests that the explanation for the increased Ca2+ spike width with age 

is due to an alteration in Ca2+ channel functionality and not the passive cable properties 

of the neurone. Direct voltage clamp measurement of Ca2+ currents in hippocampal 

CAl neurones from young and old rats supports these findings. Despite no differences 

in voltage sensitivity or voltage activation threshold, there is a significantly larger Ca2+ 

current in old CAl neurones from rats over the voltage range -30 mV to 5 mV [8 1 ]. 

There does not however appear to be an age-related difference in Ca2+ channel 

inactivation measured during voltage steps (both the fraction of current remaining, and 

time constant of current decay are identical in young and old hippocampal neurones). 

There is however a noticeable increase in the tail current component of Ca2+ current 

measurement in hippocampal neurones from old rats. 

Analysis of single Ca2+ channels from young, middle aged and old rats has provided a 

fascinating insight into the mechanisms of an increased Ca2+ current with age, and how 

this might interfere with animal behaviour. Using 'zipped' hippocampal slices, Thibault 

and Landfield were able to record single Ca2+ channel activity in CAl hippocampal 

neurones. They showed that total patch Ca2+ current increases with age, whilst single 

channel currents and conductance remains stable, indicating an increase in Ca2+ channel 

density with age [83] . Additional analysis of the single channel currents showed that in 

the period immediately following membrane repolarisation, Ca2+ channels from aged 

neurons 'flicker' open more often than channels from young neurones, a term referred 

to repolarisation openings. The mean patch current during this phase is significantly 

greater in old animals compared to young, and may explain the larger Ca2+ tail current 

seen during voltage clamp of old neurones. The relationship between increased Ca2+ 

channel density and memory impairment was also tested by the group. They found an 
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inverse correlation between the score obtained on a water-maze spatial learning task, 

and Ca2+ channel density, which provides a possible molecular link between memory 

impairment and calcium currents. 

The class of Ca2+ channel through which this current is derived appears to be the L-type 

(or Cav l ). Its identity is based on voltage sensitivity data derived from 1/V 

relationships, and channel conductance, but also on sensitivity of the currents to 

dihydropyridine channel blockers such as nimodipine. Campbell et al showed a greater 

reduction in the peak Ca2+ current in aged hippocampal neurones compared to young, 

following the application of nimodipine[8 1 ] .  Similarly, Moyer et al showed that the 

age-sensitive slow-component of the Ca2+ spike in CAl neurones from rabbits, is also 

sensitive to dihydropyridine [82) . This does not however rule out the possibility that the 

complement, or proportion of active Ca2+ channels of other subtypes changes with age. 

This remains a possibility as the data from both laboratories showed a considerable Ca2+ 

current remaining in the presence of L-type channel blocker. 

The increase in Ca2+ current, and channel density with age in CAl neurones could be 

explained by an increase in plasmalemmal channel numbers. Indeed, mRNA levels[84], 

and protein expression of the um (Cav l .3) subunit (but not the a1c (Cavl .2))[85) are 

increased in the CAI hippocampal region of aged rats. This agrees with the single 

channel analysis reported by Campbell that showed enhanced patch pipette current. 

However, radiolabelled L-type channel blocker [3H]isradipine, and radiolabelled N-type 

channel blocker [ 1 25l]ro-conotoxin GVIA binding studies showed only a slight, and not 

significant increase in binding in aged hippocampal synaptic membrane isolates [86) . 

Together, these results suggest that there may well be more channel expression with 

age, but that these channels (am specifically which is isradipine sensitive) do not make 

their way to the membrane. Another explanation for these results however, may be that 
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the drugs used in these experiments lacked sufficient selectivity provide the resolution 

on age-related changes to channel subtypes. It may also be the case that there are highly 

localised changes to current density at the membrane, which may or may not be picked 

up with each experiment. 

Another possible reason for increased macroscopic Ca2+ current with age is a switch is 

channel activity. Indeed, there is data to suggest that with increasing age, the 

functionality of some L-type Ca2+ channels change. cAMP activated protein kinase A 

(PKA) is capable of phosphorylating Cav l .2 channels, and switching their mode from 

mode 0, to mode 1 or 2 [87] .  This modification increases the activity of the channel by 

increasing mean open time, and reducing mean closed times. In rat hippocampal tissue, 

the level of Cav l .2 channels that are phosphorylated by PKA is increased from 16% in 

adults, to 40% in old animals. This may at least partially explain some of the increased 

current observed in hippocampal CAl neurones. The upstream changes which produce 

this increase in phosphorylated channels are thought to be subtle; no change in cAMP, 

regulators of PKA activity (MAP2B) or phosphatase activity was observed in 

hippocampal tissues from aged rats. 

1.2.2.6 Intracellular Ca2+ stores 

The importance of the role that Ca2+ derived from intracellular stores (ICS) plays in age

related Ca2+ dyshomeoatasis, and neuronal ageing, is steadily emerging. Experiments 

using ratiometric Ca2+ imaging during the repetitive synaptic stimulation of CAl 

hippocampal neurones of aged rats have revealed higher peak [Ca2+]i, and larger AUC 

values compared to young rats. The latter of these, is significantly reduced following 

administration of several blockers of ICS [88]. Interestingly, in this specific model, the 

emergence of altered Ca2+ release from ICS occurs at the same time at which other 

biomarkers of neuronal ageing emerge, suggesting that they are intrinsically linked. As 
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mentioned earlier, direct evidence for the role that ICS play in the ageing phenotype has 

been noted in experiments where blocking ryanodine receptors, or depleting ICS of 

ca2+, reversed the age associated changes to both LTP [77] and LTD induction [77]. 

There is some evidence that the mechanism through which this occurs involves the 

inactivation of AMPA receptors through the effects of calcineurin (CaN) and protein 

phosphatase 1 (PPl ). Ca2+ released from ICS (and L-type VGCC) is thought to activate 

CaN [73], and interestingly it's levels are seen to increase with age[89]. In contrast 

however, other neuronal types, including cerebellar granule neurones, rat basal 

forebrain, and dorsal root ganglion neurones, have shown reduced Ca2+ release from 

stores following caffeine stimulation [90]. 

1.2.2. 7 The Ca2+ hypothesis of neuronal ageing 

The changes to L-type Ca2+ currents, and release of Ca2+ from intracellular stores, along 

with evidence of reduced Ca2+ buffering and Ca2+ extrusion with age, has led to the 

development of the Ca2+ hypothesis of neuronal ageing [79, 9 1 ,  92]. This hypothesis 

states that a disruption to [Ca2+]i homeostasis with age produces at one extreme 

alteration in neuronal excitability and plasticity, and at the other, neurodegeneration and 

cell death. Evidence of the latter has been seen in neuropathological conditions such as 

AD and PD, where Ca2+ dyshomeostasis can trigger over activation of Ca2+ dependent 

enzymes, and increased NO production [93, 94]. The effects of altered Ca2+ homeostasis 

on neuronal excitability and plasticity are thought to lie at the heart of the behavioural 

changes observed in normal brain ageing. How alterations to intracellular Ca2+ 

signalling can manifest as a reduction in neuronal plasticity, and deficits in learning and 

memory will be outlines of the course of next section. 
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1.2.3 The afterhyperpolarisation and ageing 

As we have seen above, a global rise in [Ca2+] i is not necessarily a requisite for LTP 

induction. More important in determining whether LTP, or LTD will occur, is the 

source through which the Ca2+ is derived, and the relative intensity of the rise in [Ca2+]. 

Ca2+ derived through NMDA favours LTP, whereas Ca2+ entering the cell through L

type VGCC and from ICS typically produce LTD. One explanation for the propensity 

for LTD induction in aged hippocampal neurones is that the increase in Ca2+ derived 

through VGCC and ICS may in tum activate CaN with downstream effects on reducing 

AMPA activation [89] (which is important for NMDA activation). However, another 

important biophysical mechanism that is inextricably linked to [Ca2+]i and determines 

the frequency at which LOP transitions into LTP, is the magnitude of the Ca2+ 

dependent slow afterhyperpolarisation of the action potential. An age-related increase 

in this component of the action potential is perhaps one of the most consistently 

observed biomarkers of neuronal ageing in hippocampal, and other central neurones, 

from multiple vertebrate species. 

The afterhyperpolarisation phase of the action potential typically consists of three 

phases, termed: fast, medium and slow. The fast afterhyperpolarisation (fAHP), which 

occurs within the first 10 ms of the action potential, is usually controlled by large

conductance Ca2+ activated K+ channels (BK), and A-type currents. BK channels are 

gated by both voltage and Ca2+ and therefore their involvement makes this component 

sensitive to changes in [Ca2+l i - The medium component of the afterhyperpolarisation 

occurs in the 10-100 ms period after the action potential, and is usually produced by 

small conductance Ca2+ activated K+ channels (SK). These channels are gated by ca2+, 

but not voltage. There are 3 isoforms of the SK channel of which SK2 and SK3 are 

sensitive to the bee derive toxin apamin. The sAHP component of the AHP lasts 
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between 50 to > 1000 ms. The molecular identity of the channels responsible for this 

component of the AHP is as yet unknown, however, their unitary conductance is not too 

dissimilar from the unitary conductance of SK channels. Also like SK channels, this 

component of the AHP is gated by [Ca2+
li however it is not sensitive to apamin. 

The mAHP component of the hippocampal action potential has been shown to be an 

important regulator of synaptic plasticity and learning and memory. For example, 

application of the drug apamin to hippocampal neurones, blocks SK channels, and 

reduces the mAHP, producing a shift in the frequency required for L TP induction to 

lower frequencies. Further to this, when the drug is injected into animals, performance 

in object recognition, and Morris water maze learning and memory tasks are enhanced 

[95] .  In a separate series of experiments, overexpression of the gene encoding SK2 

channels, was shown to produce a positive shift in the frequency at which LTD 

transitions to LTP when compared to wild-type. Success in hippocampal dependent 

learning and memory tasks was also hampered in the transgenic group [96]. With 

respect to age-related changes, there is some evidence that the mAHP, and the activity 

of SK channels may increase with age. Injection of SK3 antisense oligonucleotides has 

been shown to improve performance in trace-fear conditioning tasks in aged mice, to 

that of young controls [97]. However, there is very little further evidence to suggest that 

the mAHP (via SK channels) changes during ageing. 

There is however, extensive evidence from a range of vertebrate species that the slow 

afterhyperpolariation of certain neurones increases with age. Landfield and Pitier 

produced the first evidence of this in the 1 980s when they measured the sAHP in CAI 

hippocampal neurones of young and old rats [98]. The hypothesis being tested was that 

following stimulation of hippocampal neurones, [Ca2+] i are elevated and the signal more 

prolonged in aged rats. The group used the Ca2+ sensitive sAHP as an intrinsic measure 
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of the Ca2+ dynamics within the cell, and in doing so confirmed both an alteration in 

Ca2+ homeostasis with age, and an enlarged sAHP. This finding has since been 

confirmed numerous times by other groups using rats hippocampal neurones [73], and in 

other vertebrate species including rabbits [99] and mice [ 100] . An increase time to 

resting membrane potential following an action potential has also been observed in the 

Cerebral Giant Cells of the pond snail Lymnaea stagnalis [ 10 1 ,  102]. 

The obvious consequence of an enhanced sAHP is a reduction in excitability in the 

period following the action potential. Additionally, the lsAHP is also known to underlie 

spike frequency adaptation (SF A), an intrinsic property of a neurone that allows it to 

reduce its firing frequency in response to a constant depolarising input. The dynamics 

of this neuronal property would also be affected by an increased sAHP, potentially 

altering the response to neuronal input. Therefore, an enhanced sAHP has the potential 

to impact upon neuronal plasticity, and memory trace formation by altering the ease 

with which electrical information can be transferred between neurones. Interestingly, 

successful acquisition of a trace eye-blink response in rabbits has been shown to reduce 

the sAHP amplitude of hippocampal pyramidal neurones [ 103] , which could allow for 

greater spike discharge in these cells during learning [ 104]. It therefore seems likely 

that the enhanced sAHP in old hippocampal neurones may be below the 'threshold' for 

manipulation and plasticity [ 104]. There are two pieces of evidence which go some way 

to support this. The first is the observation that the amplitude of the sAHP in 

hippocampal pyramidal neurones of old rats co-varies with success in the Morris water 

maze task implying that the a large sAHP is a barrier to successful learning [ 105]. The 

second it is that if the sAHP of old rabbits is reduced (by injecting drugs known to 

reduce the sAHP amplitude) learning deficits can, to some extent be overcome [ 106]. 
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From an electrophysiological perspective, the transition frequency at which LTD 

becomes LTP shifts to higher frequencies in old rats with an enhanced AHP. 

Interestingly however, the transition frequency in old rat hippocampal neurones that do 

not have an enlarged AHP is indifferent to young. Further to this, experiments in 

rabbits also showed that for a small proportion of old animals that had no learning 

deficits in a trace eye-blink testing regimen, also had sAHP amplitudes similar to young 

[99]. This observation provides further strength to the argument that it is the enlarged 

sAHP that is interfering with both behavioural and neurophysiological memory trace 

formation, but also, that there exists a population of old animals resistant to normal 

brain ageing. How this subset of animals are resistant to increase the amplitude of their 

sAHP with age is a fascinating question, and one yet to be elucidated. 

1.3 Invertebrate models of neuronal ageing 

Understanding how Alzheimer's disease, Parkinson's  disease and normal brain ageing 

develops in the human brain is a fundamental goal of both science and medicine. 

Gaining such insight is especially pertinent at present, with the prospect of the 

increasing burden of these diseases on society. The development of techniques such as 

MRI, fMRI, PET and the establishment of the national brain bank for research into AD 

and PD, has provided a number of important breakthroughs in our understanding of 

these diseases. However, there are obvious barriers to gaining information about 

changes to the human brain during both ageing, and the development of age-related 

disease, especially at the level of single neurones and neuronal networks. For example, 

despite the prospect of repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation [107] as a 

mechanism to measure LTP in humans, it is not possible to directly measure the 

parameters of the hippocampal action potential without obviously causing major trauma 

and serious harm to the patient. One further barrier to using not only human, but other 
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vertebrate models, is the inherent complexity of the mammalian brain. Because of this, 

electrophysiological recordings are made from populations of neurones in the same 

anatomical area of vertebrate models (for example a CAI neurone) rather than the same 

identified neurone from animal to animal (i.e. neurone x from the CAI region). Having 

this distinction is important for ageing research, as it would enable researchers to follow 

a particular neurone over time and ask the question: what happens to this neurone 

during ageing, rather than what happens to this population of neurones during ageing. 

The benefit of using non-human vertebrate species however is that many of the changes, 

both behavioural and neuronal, are conserved between species and humans. 

Interestingly however, many of the behavioural and neurophysiological changes that 

occur with age are also seen in invertebrate organisms with far simpler nervous systems, 

which raise the possibility of using these organisms as a broad model for neuronal 

ageing. Table 1-3 outlines the main behavioural, anatomical and physiological changes 

that occur with neuronal ageing across the biosphere. 
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Humans Monkeys Rabbits Rats Mice Drosophila Molluscs (Lymnaea C.elegans 
melanog_aster and Af!.ll_sia) 

Maximum Species Lifespan 122.5 years[ l08] 30-40 years[ l08] 9 years[ l08] 3 Years[109] 3 years[ l  10] 3-4 months[ l08] 1 -2 years[l 1 1 ] 27.3-30.4 
Potential (Lymnaea) I year[l 1 2] days[l 1 3] 

(A lvsia) 
B.EBA YIOURAL CHANGES 
Implicit Learning Declines[104, 1 14- 1 1 6] Declines[ l  17] No impairrnent[ l  1 8] Declines[ l22] Declines[ l23] Declines[124, 125] Declines[ 126] 

Declines [ I  19-121] 
Spatial Learning Declines [ 61 ] Declines[l27, 128] NE Declines[l29- 13 1 ]  Declines[l32, 133] NE NE NE 
Explicit Learning Declines[l34, 135) Declines[l27, 128] Declines[ l36] Declines[ l 19) Declines [ 137) NE NE NE 
Motor function Declines[ l38-140] Declines[l41-143] NE Declines [ 121 ]  Declines[122] Declines [ 123] NE Declines [ 144] 
Executive function Declines[64] Declines[ 145] NIA NIA NIA NIA NIA NIA 
Fine Motor Control Declines[l 38, 139] Declines[141,  142] NE NE NE NE NE NE 
Swallowing Declines[ 146) NE NE NE NE NE Declines[IOI] NE 
Cerebellar Function Declines [65. 1 40, 147} NE Declines(l 17] Declines[ 1 20) Decline.�[ 148J NIA NIA NIA 
ANATOMICAL CHANGES 
Neuronal number Minimal change in No loss in Reduction in No loss in No loss in NE Minimal loss of NE 

neocortex[66] hippocarnpus or cerebellum [154] hippocarnpus[155] hippocampus or neurons controlling 
Reduction in neocortex[ 150-152] Reduction in dentate gyrus[l57} reproduction11581 

cerebellum[ 149} Reduction in cerebellum [156] 
cerebellum[153] 

Neuronal volume Reduction[140, 159, NE NE NE NE NE NE NE 
160] 

Neuronal arborisation Reduction[ 159] NE NE NE NE Reduction[161] Reduction[162] NE 
Spine density I connections Reduction[l63, 164] Reduction[ 165, 166} NE Reduction[l 56, 167} Reduced[ 157] Reduction [161] Reduction[102, 168, NE 

(PSD) 169] 
Tangles Positive[170] Positive[l 72, 173] NIA NIA NIA NIA NIA NIA 
Senile ela9ues {A�) Positive[l70, 171 ]  Positive[! 72, 173] 

(Continued on next page) 
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Humans Monkeys Rabbits Rats Mice Drosophila Molluscs (Lymnaea C.elegans 
melanot:,aster and Aplysia) 

PHYSIOLOGICAL 
CHANGES 
LTP NE NE NE hnpaired [61]  hnpaired[61 ,  100, NE NE NE 

1 32, 174] 
LTD NE NE NE Increased[ 61 J NE NE NE NE 
Neuronal excitability NE Altered [175, 176] Decreased[l34] Decreased[ l35, 177] No change[l78] NE Decreased[ 101 ]  Decreased[ 179] 
Selective vulnerability Yes[l 38, 139] SNc conserved[l80] NE NE Yes[94] NE Yes[l02] NE 

SNc loss age[l8 1 ]  
Reduce TH staining 
in SNc[l82] 

Baseline [Ca2+]; NE NE NE Increased[78] Decreased (whole NE NE NE 
Decreased[I83] brain)[l 84] 

Increased 
(CG)[ l 85J 

NMDA-R NE Decreased[ 1 86] NE Decreased[ l 87] Decreased[l88, NE NE NE 
1 89] 

L-type Caz+ channels NE NE Increased[82] Increased [80, 8 1 ,  83] Unchanged in NE Increased [ I 9 I ]  NE 
MSDB [190] 

Ryanodine receptors NE NE NE Increased Reduced[ 1 85] NE NE NE 
conductance[73] Decreased caffeine 
Reduced ageing stimulated 
biomarkers with release[ 192, 193] 
ryanodine[88] 

Increased AHP NE Yes[194] Yesf99] Yes[73. 98. 195] Yes[lOO] NE Yes[ l02. 124] NE 

Table 1-3. Behavioural, anatomical and physiological changes during ageing in a range on vertebrate and invertebrate species. Although age-

related changes for a particular brain region are consistent between species, there is a marked diversity in the changes that are observed 

between different Central Nervous System (CNS) regions of the same species. Key: NE, Not Examined; NIA, Not Applicable; PSD, post-

synaptic density; TH, Tyrosine hydroxylase; SNc, substantia nigra pars compacta; CG, cerebellar granule; MSDB, medial septal diagonal 

band. Adapted with permission from 'Insights into CNS ageing from animal models of senescence', Yeoman, Scutt and Faragher 2012 (196]. 
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From Table 1 -3 it can be seen that both Drosophilla melanogaster and Caenorhabditis 

elegans show some of the behavioural changes that are consistent with those seen in 

humans. For example implicit learning, and motor function both decline with age in D. 

melanogaster [ 1 23] and C. elegans [ 1 26, 144]. Age-related anatomical changes have 

also been noted in D. melanogaster such as decreased neuronal arborisation, and loss of 

synaptic connections, which are consistent with those observed in humans. However, 

the size of the D. melanogaster neurones and synapses has led to little characterisation 

of the animals' Central Nervous System (CNS) over the years, and therefore little data 

on age-related electrophysiological changes. The CNS of C. elegans has been 

characterised to a greater extent, and studies have shown that with age, there is a 

reduction in the excitability of sensory neurones [ 179]. 

1.3.1 Lymnaea stagnalis 

Perhaps the most studied invertebrate model of neuronal ageing, in terms of 

electrophysiological changes to its CNS, is the pond snail Lymnaea stagnalis. The CNS 

of Lymnaea contains approximately 20,000 neurons, which although large in number, is 

considerably less complex than the brain of a vertebrate. The neurones themselves are 

considerably larger than mammalian neurones, ranging from 1 0  µM to approximately 

150 µM, and are pigmented orange, which makes them easy to visualise with a light 

microscope. They are organised into 11 ganglia, 9 of which form a ring surrounding the 

oesophagus, with the remaining 2 (the buccal ganglia) attached to the buccal mass. The 

buccal mass is a large muscular structure which surrounds the mouth of animal and is 

the machinery which causes ingestion and swallowing of food material. Many of the 

neurons that are involved in the major physiological functions (for example, feeding, 

respiration, locomotion) have been identified, and many of their properties have been 

elucidated and related back to the animals' behaviour. 
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A number of age-related changes have been observed in neurones of the Lymnaea CNS 

over the past 25 years. These include: a reduction in excitatory inputs to egg laying 

cells [ 197]; changes to mitochondrial christae, formation of autophagosomes, a decrease 

in the excitability, and increased responsiveness to neurotransmitters at the post

synaptic membrane (which possibly reflects a compensatory response) of parietal 

ganglion neurones [ 198] ; increases in peak Ca2+ currents in Cell 3 of the parietal 

ganglion [ 19 1].  Some of these changes show consistency with those observed in 

vertebrate models of ageing. 

One network in the CNS of Lymnaea stagnalis that has become of particular interest to 

ageing research is the feeding network. This is not only because the neurones that 

constitute this network have been particularly well characterised in terms of 

neurotransmitters that are released, and the ionic current they possess. But also because 

their pattern of firing has been related to specific motor activity and feeding behaviour. 

Indeed, certain cells in the feeding network are known to undergo a form of non

synaptic plasticity that occurs during a form of learning involving associating strong an 

neutral feeding stimuli together [ 199, 200] . This raises the possibility that the Lymnaea 

feeding system can form the basis of a top-down, behaviour to neurophysiological, 

study of certain aspects of cognitive ageing. 

1.3.1.1 The Lymnaea stagnalis feeding system 

Feeding in Lymnaea is a rhythmic event that consists of a series of repetitive phases of 

motor activity in the buccal mass, a large muscular structure located at the mouth of 

Lymnaea. A single feeding cycle in Lymnaea consists of 4 components, each relating to 

a specific phase of buccal mass contraction/relaxation: protraction, retraction or rasp, 

swallow, and inactive. During each phase, certain groups of muscle fibres of the buccal 

mass are stimulated by motor neurons, whilst others relax. The entire feeding cycle 
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therefore consists of a systematic and co-ordinated sequence of motor neuron firing, 

which will ensure a repetitive functional motor response [201 ]. 

The motor neuron firing sequence is controlled by a network of interneurons, 

collectively termed the central pattern generator (CPG) [202]. The firing pattern of the 

neurons in the CPG is cyclical, but can be modulated by a number of other nerve cells. 

The Slow Oscillator (SO) is one such example of a modulatory neurone. It is a single 

cell located in the buccal ganglia, and is capable of initiating a feeding rhythm via the 

CPG, but importantly, also provides feedback to the CPG during feeding to maintain a 

consistent rhythm and frequency [203]. Another pair of important modulatory 

interneurons are the Cerebral Giant Cells (CGCs). The CGCs are a pair of serotonergic 

neurons that appear on the media-ventral surface of the anterior lobe of each cerebral 

ganglion. They are electrically coupled and fire spontaneously in vivo at a rate between 

0-15 spikes per minute depending upon the behaviour (highest rates during feeding). 

They perform a modulatory function and are able to gate feeding signals from a number 

of neurons including the SO [204]. As mentioned above, the SO is able to initiate a 

feeding rhythm via the CPG, but only when the CGCs are firing. The CGCs themselves 

possess no command-like function, and are unable to initiate a feeding rhythm 

themselves, but are able control feeding rate when they fire above a certain frequency 

[205]. 

1.3.1.2 The CGCs are involved in long-term associative memory 

As mentioned briefly above, it is possible to classically condition Lymnaea to produce 

an ordinary feeding response when presented with an otherwise neutral tactile stimulus 

[206, 207]. The appetitive classical conditioning paradigm used to do this involves 

training the animal to associate a conditioned stimulus (CS, amyl acetate) to an 

unconditioned stimulus (UC, sucrose), by presenting the two stimuli is close temporal 
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proximity (pairing). This results in Long-Term Memory (LTM) formation, with trained 

animals being able to initiate a feeding rhythm in response to amyl acetate 24 hours post 

training [206, 207], but which can last for up in excess of 56 days in young animals 

[ 124]. Interestingly, this form of chemosensory learning causes a delayed (16-24 hrs), 

but persistent depolarisation of the CGC membrane potential [ 1 99]. This depolarisation 

has been shown to cause an increase in pre-synaptic Ca2+ levels, and is thought to 

enhance connections between sensory neurones and cerebro-buccal interneurons [ 199]. 

A candidate for this associative learning induced depolarisation is the cAMP sensitive 

persistent Na+ current UNa(P)) [208]. 

1.3.1.3 Age-related changes in the CGCs and associated behaviours 

One striking age-related change to the feeding system of Lymnaea is to appetitive 

conditioning. Old Lymnaea subjected to an appetitive-conditioning paradigm do not 

retain or consolidate LTM as well as younger snails. Furthermore, in those old animals 

that do learn, the memory is forgotten significantly faster that young animals [ 1 24]. It is 

certainly intriguing that another behaviour, which is modulated, at least in part by the 

CGCs, becomes impaired with age. Another consistent age-related change that has been 

observed in Lymnaea is to their feeding behaviour. Arundell et al showed that old 

snails have a lower response rate, bite at a lower frequency, and have an increased 

swallow phase when given a food stimulus compared to younger Lymnaea [ 1 1 1 ] .  One 

potential neuronal cause of altered feeding (and possibly appetitive conditioning) is a 

change in the property of the CGCs. Indeed Patel et al later showed that in semi-intact 

preparations, young CGCs increase their firing rate when sucrose solution is perfused 

on to their lips [ 10 1 ], whereas CGCs from old animals show little or no increase in 

firing rate. This could of course be due to a reduction in sensory input to the CGCs, but 

may also reflect an alteration in an intrinsic property of the CGCs with age. 
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Interestingly, in spontaneously firing CGCs, when no feeding stimuli are applied, the 

firing frequency is slower, and the AHP amplitude, and time to repolarisation are 

greater in old animals compared to young. This is an extremely interesting finding as it 

is similar to the age-related observation from mammalian hippocampal neurones. The 

authors comment that currents underlying the AHP, which contributes to firing 

frequency, may include a Caz+_activated K+ current (Kea, possibly through small

conductance Caz+ activated K+ channels), and that it may be this that is increasing with 

age. Further evidence of such a current was provided by Staras et al who recorded an 

'N' shaped IV relationship for a K+ conductance in a number of CGCs. This shape of 

curve is highly suggestive of a Caz+ dependent K+ current being present [209]. 

Together, these highlight the similar age-related changes to the biophysics of the CGCs, 

and to those seen in vertebrate hippocampal neurones. A comprehensive 

characterisation of this current in the CGCs, and its effect on feeding behaviour 

throughout ageing is therefore justified. 
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1.4 Summary 

Over the next 50 years the number of older people in society will increase dramatically. 

This will bring with it an increased burden of age-related neurological disease, with the 

number of people suffering from AD set to triple over the next 40 years. In addition the 

number of individuals suffering from normal brain ageing will also rise considerably. 

Interestingly, it may be the case that age-related neurological conditions are actually on 

a continuum of normal brain ageing, with evidence that signalling pathways involved in 

the ageing process (mTOR and 1/IGF pathways) interfere with the development of PD 

in particular. There is therefore a clear need for continued research into the 

fundamental causes of ageing, which can provide insight into the mechanisms of normal 

brain ageing and age-related neurological disease and potential treatments. 

Understanding the mechanisms of neuronal ageing in humans is hampered somewhat by 

the complexity of the human brain, and the obvious barriers to obtaining 

neurophysiological data. Researchers have therefore turned to model organisms, which 

displays similar age-related behavioural deficits, to probe underlying neuronal 

mechanisms. To date, much work has been conducted on rats, mice and rabbits where 

deficits in LTP and LTD have been identified with age, along with changes to Ca2+ 

homeostasis and excitability. One consistent finding in hippocampal neurones is an 

increase in the magnitude of the slow afterhyperpolarisation (sAHP). The amplitude of 

which appears to correlate with performance in hippocampal dependent learning and 

memory tasks. One problem with this model however is the complexity of mammalian 

brain and the inability to successfully identify individual neurones from preparation to 

preparation. If this were possible it would allow researchers to monitor changes to 

individually identified neurones over time. 
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The use of invertebrate species in agemg research has been invaluable, providing 

science with important clues about the ageing process, many of which have later been 

shown to be conserved with vertebrates. Both D. melanogaster and C. elegans, and two 

such organisms, but because of their minute neurones, little data has emerged regarding 

neuronal ageing. The pond snail Lymnaea is however a useful model system for 

studying neuronal ageing because of the relative simplicity of its CNS, the previous 

identification of key neurones and their relationship to behaviour, and of course their 

short lifespan. Interestingly the CGCs, which are modulatory intemeurons in the 

feeding network of the snail have previously been shown to develop an enhanced AHP 

during ageing. Furthermore, aged animals demonstrate altered feeding behaviour 

including reduced frequency of biting and impairment to learning and memory, which 

are consistent with the electrical changes seen in this neurone. These findings are 

intriguing, as they show some consistency with the findings from aged hippocampal 

neurones in vertebrates, and provide support for the relevance of this model in ageing 

research. 

Some important and interesting questions remain regarding the enhanced AHP that is 

observed during ageing in the CGCs. The first regards characterisation of the current 

which underlies the AHP: is this a Ca2+ sensitive conductance, as seen in hippocampal 

neurones? Secondly, if this is indeed a Ca2+ sensitive current, what is the mechanism 

that leads to it increasing in magnitude over time? Lastly, can manipulation of this 

current affect the feeding behaviours already discussed? For example can blocking the 

current improve appetitive conditioning in old animals, or can enhancing the current 

worsen learning in young animals. 
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These questions will be addressed in this thesis. The primary hypothesis being tested is 

that the enhanced AHP observed during ageing in the CGCs of Lymnaea is due to an 

increase in Ca2+ sensitive K+ current. 
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2 Methods 

2.1 Animals 

Lymnaea stagnalis were bred at the University of Brighton. Batches of identically aged 

Lymnaea were kept in separate Plexiglass® tanks of continually perfused Cu free tap 

water. The water is filtered and is sterilised using UV light and maintained at a 

temperature of 21 °C. All animals were fed every other day, alternating between English 

round lettuce or Tetrapond (UK) fish sticks ground up to form a powder. All uneaten 

food is removed after 24 hrs. The animal housing room is on a 12 hour light:dark 

cycle. Young animals are between 3-4 months old, middle aged 6-7 months, and old 

animals > 10 months unless otherwise stated. 

2.2 Chemicals and solutions 

2.2.1 Normal saline 

Composition m mM: NaCl 50; KCl 1.5; CaCh 4· ' MgCh 2· ' 4-(2-

hydroxyethyl)piperazine-1-ethansulfonic, N-(2-hydroxyethyl)piperazine-N' -(2-

ethansulfonic acid) (HEPES) 10; pH adjusted to 7.9 with 10 M NaOH. All chemicals 

obtained from Sigma-Aldrich, UK. 

2.2.2 Zero Na+/TEA/4-AP saline 

Zero Na+ffEA/4-AP saline was used to isolate Ca2+ currents during voltage clamp 

experiments (to minimise contamination from Na+ and K+ currents). Composition in 

mM: Tetraethylammonium chloride (TEA) 50, 4-aminopyridine (4-AP) 4, KCl 1.6, 

CaCh 3.5, MgCh 2.0, HEPES 10, pH adjusted to 7 .9 with TEA OH. All chemicals 

obtained from Sigma-Aldrich, UK. 
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2.2.3 Zero Na+ /TEA/4-AP Ba2+ substituted saline 

Zero Na+trEA/4-AP Ba2+ substituted saline was used to isolate Ba2+ currents in order to 

examine the properties of voltage gated Ca2+ channel inactivation in voltage clamp. 

Composition in mM: Tetraethylammonium chloride (TEA) 50, 4-aminopyridine (4-AP) 

4, KCl 1.6, BaC}z 3.5, MgC}z 2.0, HEPES 10, pH adjusted to 7.9 with TEA OH. All 

chemical obtained from Sigma-Aldrich, UK. 

2.2.4 Na+ substituted with Li+ saline 

Na+ substituted with Lt saline was used to examine the contribution of the electrogmic 

Na+/Ca2+ exchanger to the resting membrane potential of the CGCs. Composition in 

mM: LiCl 50; KCl 1.5; CaC}z 4; MgC}z 2;  HEPES 10; pH adjusted to 7.9 with 10 M 

LiOH. All chemical obtained from Sigma-Aldrich, UK. 

2.2.5 Pharmacological agents 

The following drugs and chemical were used in experiments presented in this thesis: 1-

Ethyl-2-benzimidazolinone (1-EBIO, Tocris Bioscience, UK), apamin (Sigma-Aldrich, 

UK, UK), nifedipine (Sigma-Aldrich, UK), dequalinium chloride (Tocris Bioscience, 

UK Bioscience, UK), CdC}z (Sigma-Aldrich, UK), dimethyl sulphoxide (DMSO, 

Sigma-Aldrich, UK), EtOH (Sigma-Aldrich, UK), 8-( 4-Chlorophenylthio )-adenosine-

3',5'-cyclic monophosphate, sodium salt (8-CPT cAMP, Sigma-Aldrich, UK, UK). 

2.3 Preparation of Lymnaea CNS for in vitro electrophysiology 

Shells were removed carefully by hand before each snail was transferred to a Sylgard 

(Coming, UK) lined Petri dish and pinned down whilst immersed in HEPES buffered 

saline (room temperature). The central nervous system (CNS) of the snail was removed 
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using fine forceps and microscissors and transferred with the ventral side up, to a 

Sylgard lined Perspex perfusion bath and pinned down securely through the oesophagus 

and the median lip nerves (Figure 2-lA  and B respectively). The cerebral ganglia were 

inverted by pulling the sheath covering the dorsal ganglia upwards with fine forceps and 

fixed securely by positioning an additional pin over the cerebral ganglia commissure. 

Fine forceps were used to remove the outer ganglion sheath exposing the surface 

ganglion neurons. The inner sheaths were removed from the ganglia by exposing the 

preparation locally to Protease (Sigma Type XIV, Sigma, U.K.) for 2 minutes before 

washing repeatedly in HEPES-buffered saline. 

For the purpose of voltage clamp experiments, both cerebral buccal connectives, and the 

cerebral commissure were crushed with fine forceps to improve space clamp. The 

rCGC of each preparation was initially impaled with a low resistance 'current injecting' 

microelectrode, before the higher resistance, voltage recording electrode was inserted. 

Unless otherwise stated, CGCs from the right cerebral ganglion were used for both 

current and voltage clamp experiments, and were continually perfused with HEPES 

buffered saline at a drip rate of -2 Hz via a gravity feed mechanism. It was not 

established whether the CGC used in these experiments were leader or followers. 

Waste saline was removed by vacuum pump. 
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Figure 2-1 A Diagram of the perfusion bath used for current clamp and voltage 

clamp experiments. Perfusion solution enters the left chamber via a gravity driven 

perfusion system at a drip rate of - 2 Hz and travels to the main chamber through 

a connecting tunnel. Excess perfusion solution drains from the main chamber into 

the right chamber where it is removed into a waste bottle via a suction tube 

attached to a vacuum pump. This design offers a number of benefits including: 

minimal electrical interference as the perfusion system is not in continuous contact 

with the bath solution, a constant bath level with continuous perfusion. B 

Diagrammatic representation of the Lymnaea CNS. Each preparation is pinned as 

illustrated in Sylgard® in the main perfusion chamber. 
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2.4 Current clamp 

2.4.1 Equipment and software 

Current Clamp experiments were carried out using an Axoclamp 2B amplifier 

(Molecular Devices, U.S.A.). Analogue signals were converted to digital by a 1400A 

analogue to digital convertor (Axon fustruments, U.S.A.). Data were sampled at � 

2,000 Hz and recorded and analysed on a PC using pClamp 10.0 (Axoscope) software 

(Molecular Devices, U.S.A.). Micropipette electrodes were made using borosilicate 

glass and pulled using an futracel® P-30 vertical electrode puller. Each micropipette 

was filled with 4M potassium acetate (Sigma, U.K.), and the tip dipped in black ink. 

Prior to gaining neuronal access, electrodes were balanced by firstly offsetting any tip 

potential, and then bridge balancing. Unless otherwise stated, electrode tip resistances 

were recorded for each current clamp experiment and were in the range of 11-18 MO. 

2.5 Voltage clamp 

2.5.1 Equipment and software 

Voltage Clamp experiments were carried out using the same Axoclamp 2B amplifier 

(Molecular Devices, U.S.A) and same analogue to digital convertor (Axon fustruments, 

U.S.A.) described above. Data were sampled at 20,000 Hz and recorded and analysed 

on a PC using pClamp 10.0 (Clampex) software (Molecular Devices, U.S.A.). Both low 

resistance (current passing) and a high resistance (voltage recording) micropipette 

recording electrodes were made using borosilicate glass and pulled using an electrode 

puller at the appropriate settings. Each micropipette was filled with 4M potassium 

acetate (Sigma, U.K.), and the tips dipped in black ink. Prior to gaining neuronal 

access, electrodes were balanced by firstly offsetting any tip potential, and then bridge 

balancing. Unless otherwise stated, electrode tip resistances were recorded in the range 
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of 5-8 Mn for the current passing electrode, and 11-1 8  MQ for the voltage recording 

electrode. 

2.6 Behaviour - Appetitive Conditioning 

To test the in vivo effects of the sAHP enhancer 1-EBIO on learning and memory in 

Chapter 3, a group of young 1 -EBIO injected Lymnaea, and a group of vehicle control 

injected Lymnaea were subjected to a previously published appetitive conditioning 

training paradigm and subsequently tested for their ability to remember [210] . The 

detailed experimental procedure was as follows. Young animals (3-4 months old) were 

placed into holding tanks for 1 week prior to training. 24 hours prior to training animals 

were starved. They were then split into 4 groups: paired 1-EBIO injected, paired 

vehicle control injected, unpaired 1-EBIO injected and unpaired vehicle control 

injected. 50 µL injections of either 500 µM 1-EBIO in 0.5% EtOH HEPES-buffered 

saline, or 0.5% EtOH in HEPES-buffered saline were made into the foot of the animal 5 

mins prior to training using a 0.33 mm bore sterile microfine needle and syringe to 

animals from the appropriate group. Animals that retreated into their shells and released 

heamolymph post injection were not included in the remainder of the experiment. 

For the unpaired training group each Lymnaea were placed into a 15  cm diameter petri 

dish filled with 90 mL of Cu free tap water. Animals were allowed to acclimatise for 

10  mins. Following acclimatisation, 5 mLs of conditioned stimulus (CS) (0.08% v/v 

amyl acetate) was added to the dish, followed 20 s later by 5 mLs of neutral water. 

Animals were then placed in large tanks containing Cu free tap water. 50 mins later, 

each Lymnaea was placed in a Petri dish with 90 mL of clean Cu free tap water. To 

this, 5 mLs of the unconditioned (UC) stimulus, 0.4M sucrose was added, followed 20 s 

later by 5 mLs of neutral water. Snails were removed 2 mins later to a tank to be 

cleaned of stimuli, and then placed in a holding tank until testing 24 hours later. 
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Animals undergoing paired training were subjected to the same timing regimen and 

given the same stimuli, and conditions as for unpaired training, however in this group, 

the stimuli were given in a different order. Initially, snails were given 5 mLs of neutral 

water followed 20 s later by another 5 mLs of neutral water. After 50 mins in the 

holding tank, snails were placed back into their Petri dishes and given 5 mLs of CS, 

followed 20 s later by 5 mL of US. Each snail was transferred to a tank to clean off the 

stimuli for 10 mins before being returned to holding tank for 24 hrs prior to testing. 

For testing, each snail was placed in a 15 cm diameter Petri dish, and allowed to 

acclimatise for 10 mins. 5 mLs of neutral water stimulus was added to the dish as the 

number of bites the animal made in 2 mins was recorded. Following this, 5 mL of the 

CS was added to the dish and the number of bites from the snail in 2 mins was recorded. 

A feeding score was allocated for each snail (number of bites in 2 mins from CS -

number of bites in 2 mins from neutral water stimulus). Comparison of feeding scores 

between different groups was made by unpaired Student' s t-test. Figure 3-19 

summarises the condition training and testing protocol. 

To test for the effects of 1-EBIO on motor and sensory processing, 5 young Lymnaea 

were injected with 1-EBIO either 50 µL injections 500 µM 1-EBIO in 0.5% EtOH 

HEPES-buffered saline, or 0.5% EtOH in HEPES-buffered saline into the foot of the 

animal. 24 hrs later, the animals were transferred from a holding tank to 15 cm 

diameter Petri dish and allowed to acclimatize for 10 mins. Following this, the animals' 

feeding score to 5 mLs of a 0.4M sucrose stimulus was determined by firstly counting 

the number of bites in 2 mins to 5 mLs of a neutral water stimulus, following the 

number of bites in 2 mins to 5 mLs of the sucrose solution. The score was calculated as 

above and compared between control and 1-EBIO injected animals using a Student's  t

test. 
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2. 7 Data Analysis 

2.7.1 Current clamp recordings 

Current clamp recordings were analysed offline using pClamp 10.0 (Clampfit, 

Molecular Devices, U.S.A.) and were not filtered. Clampfit' s® 'Event Detection' and 

'Template Search' functionality was used to identify and measure various action 

potentials characteristics for isolated sections of current clamp recordings. For 

example, fAHP amplitude, peak amplitude, half-width, Interspike Interval. The values 

for all action potential parameters were averaged to give a single value for each animal 

that was taken forward to determine the population mean ± SEM. The mAHP time 

constant was determined by fitting a single exponential function between the peak 

fAHP and the peak fAHP+ 100 ms for the final 5 action potentials of an isolated section 

of trace (unless otherwise stated). These values were averaged and taken forward to 

determine the population mean ± SEM. The slow afterhyperpolarisation (sAHP) of an 

action potential was made using Clampfit' s 'Event Detection' and 'Threshold Search' 

functionality by setting the thresholds at the peak of the f AHP and the resting 

membrane potential. These were made for all action potentials occurring in an isolated 

section of trace. The values for all action potential parameters were averaged to give a 

single value for each animal that was taken forward to determine the population mean ± 

SEM. Other measurements made during current clamp are described in individual data 

chapters. 

-t; V(t) = vfAHP e T + C 

Equation 2-1 Calculation of mAHP time constant: where v = membrane potential 

at time t, and VrAHP is membrane potential at the fahp. 
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2.7.2 Voltage clamp recordings 

Voltage clamp recordings were filtered at 1/5 of the sampling frequency (4,000 Hz) 

using a low-pass Gaussian filter (Clampfit). Membrane resistances were measured in 

all cells by subjecting them to an initial hyperpolarising voltage step to -80 m V from -

60 mV, and measuring the current response (Clampfit). Leak current was then 

determined and subtracted from each recording using the leak subtraction function in 

Clampfit. 

2. 7 .3 Statistical analysis 

Statistical analysis was primarily conducted using Graphpad Prism 6, with some 

organisation of data and basic calculations first conducted in Microsoft Excel®. Unless 

otherwise stated, comparisons between data were considered statistically significant if 

p<0.05. Figures have been prepared using Graphpad Prism 6. In figures, and figure 

legends: *p<0.05, **p<0.01 , ***p<0.001 , ****p<0.0001 . Data are presented as mean ± 

SEM in all instances. 
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3 Age-related changes to the CGC afterhyperpolarisation 

3.1 Introduction 

Neuronal firing rate and firing behaviour is controlled, at least in part, by the 

afterhyperpolarisation (AHP) of the action potential. Typically, the AHP of a neuronal 

action potential is comprised of three temporally, and pharmacologically distinct 

components[211] . These are the fast AHP (fAHP), the medium AHP (mAHP) and the 

slow AHP (sAHP). Details of the ion channels that underlie these components and their 

temporal characteristics are shown in Table 3-1. Whether all, or some of these 

components are present in a neuronal action potential obviously depends upon the ion 

channels that are expressed in the cell, the intracellular Ca2+ dynamics, and any 

physiological modulation (e.g. phosphorylation). Both of the latter two factors can 

regulate the activity of the channel. 

AHP component Temporal profile Ion channels involved 

fAHP 0-l0ms BK channels 

A-type potassium channels 

Delayed rectifier channels 

mAHP 10-lOOms SKl-3 I 1K channels 

sAHP 50ms-2: 1 000ms Unknown 

Table 3-1. Typical components of the afterhyperpolarisation (AHP). Key: fAHP 

(fast AHP); mAHP (medium AHP); sAHP (slow AHP); BK (big-conductance Ca2+

activated K+ channel); SK (small-conductance Ca2+-activated K+ channel); IK 

(intermediate-conductance Ca2+ -activated K+ channel). 
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Of the K+ conductances which control the various phases of the AHP, three are Ca2+ 

activated K+ channels (Kea), and are therefore gated by an increase in [Ca2+]i. These are 

the large conductance Ca2+ activated K+ channel (BK), the small conductance Ca2+ 

activated K+ channel (SK), and the channels which undelie the lsAHP· BK channels are 

typically responsible for the fast component of the AHP (fAHP) and are activated by 

both voltage and Ca2+. They are multimeric complexes comprised of a tetramer of a 

subunits which forms the central pore, and a number of auxilliary � subunits, which are 

capable of modulting the gating activity of the channel. As their name suggests, BK 

channels have large unitary conductances of around 100 pS. 

The current carried by the small-conductance Ca2+-activated K+ channel (SK) is 

typically responsible for the mAHP component of the action potential[212] and is 

therefore active between 10-lO0ms from the fAHP of the action potential. To date, 3 

SK channel isoforms have been identified: SKl-3. All have much smaller unitary 

conductances compared to BK channels, ranging from 9-10 pS[213]. The SK isoforms 

are gated by the interaction between Ca2+ and CaM with the CaM binding domain of the 

channel, but unlike BK are not gated by voltage[212]. Physiologically, SK channels are 

capable of undergoing phosphorylation which reduces their membrane expression. The 

apparent inhibition of SK currents following the stimulation of �-adrenoceptors is 

thought to work through this mechanism [2 1 4]. SK channel expression has also been 

shown to be influenced by opioid receptor stimulation [215] and brain-derived 

neurotrophic factor [216]. 

The molecular identity of the channels which underlie the lsAHP has not yet been 

elucidated, but like SK channels, the lsAHP is Ca2+ and not voltage sensitive. The unitary 

conductance is also similar with values measured in hippocampal pyramidal neurones 

and dentate gyms neurones of between 2-7 pS [217]. However, unlike the SK current, 
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the lsAHP has much slower kinetics and is active for a much longer duration post action 

potential (50- IO00ms) leading to a long lasting afterhyperpolarisation. A number of 

neurotransmitters working typically through 2nd messengers have been shown to 

modulate the lsAHP· Inhibition of the sAHP in rat supraoptic neurones occurs following 

activation of muscarinic receptors[218]. Similarly, in layer V pyramidal cell of the rat 

medial prefrontal cortex, stimulation of 5-Hydroxy-Tryptamine (5-HT), noradrenaline, 

and muscarinic receptors results in an inhibition of the current [219]. These effects 

probably occur via downstream activation of Protein Kinase A (PKA) through the 

stimulation of G-protein Coupled Receptors (GPCR) [220, 221]. Recent evidence also 

suggests a role for phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate in modulating the lsAHP 

through 5-HT2A GPCR activation[222]. 

The Ca2+ ions that activate Kea originate from a variety of extracellular and intracellular 

sources. The specific plasmalemmal voltage-gated Ca2+ channel (VGCC) isoform that 

supplies Ca2+ to these Kea can vary depending upon the cell type, and there is some 

evidence that Kea channels can even co-assemble with specific VGCC isoforms[223]. 

Table 3-2 outlines the sources of Ca2+ for activation of the 3 main types of Kea channel 

and the cell-type where the association has been found. From this table it can be seen 

that for SK and the lsAHP especially, the source of Ca2+ required for their activation is 

diverse. 
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Kea Channel Source of Ca.t+ for 

activation 

BK L-type 

N-type 

P/Q type 

R-type 

T-type 

NMDAR 

Intracellular stores 

SK L-type 

N-type 

P/Q-type 

R-type 
T-type 

nAcChR 

NMDAR 

Intracellular stores 

Cell type 

Rat chromaffin cells[224] , rat hippocampal pyramidal neurones[225], rat sympathetic neurones[226] 

Hippocampal CAI pyramidal neurones[227] 

Rat chromaffin cells[224], rat Pukinje neurones[228] 

No evidence 

No evidence 

Rat olfactory bulb granule cells[229] 

Mouse inner ear cells[225], parasympathetic cardiac neurones[230] , rat amacrine cells[23 1 ]  

Suprachiasmic neurones[232] , hippocampal pyramidal neurones[227] 

Doral vagal motor neurones[233], subthalamic neurones[234], hypoglossal motor neurones[235], 
cholinergic nuclear basalis neurones[236] , rat sympathetic neurones[226] 

Layer II/III neocortical pyramidal neurones[237] , hypoglossal motor neurones[235] 

Suprachiasmic neurones[232] , dendritic spines of CAI hippocampal neurones[238] 

Midbrain dopaminergic neurones[237] , cholinergic nuclear basalis neurones[236] , nucleus reticularis[239] 

Auditory outer hair cells[240] 

Dendritic spines of CAI hippocampal neurones[241]  

Rat medial pre-optic neurones[242] , rat Meynert neurones[243], rat midbrain neurones[244]$ 

(Continued on next page) 
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Kea Channel Source of Ca"+ for Cell type 

fsAHP 

activation 

L-type 

N-type 

P/Q-type 

R-type 

T-type 

futracellular stores 

Rat hippocampal pyramidal neurones, mouse CAI pyramidal neurone[245]* [246] , striatal cholinergic 

intemeurons [247], suboesophageal ganglia cells of Caucasoachea atrolabiata[248] 

Rat neocortical pyramidal neurones[237] 

Rat neocortical pyramidal neurones[237] 

No evidence 

Rat thalamic paraventricular and midline neurones[249] 

Mouse CAl hippocampal pyramidal neurones[250] 

Table 3-2 Sources of Ca2+ for activation of various Kea channels in vertebrates and invertebrates. Generated in part from information 

contained within reviews of Kea by Fakler and Adelman[251] and Stocker[212]. Key: SK, small-conductance Ca2+ activated K+ channel; BK, 

large conductance Ca2+ activated K+ channel; lsAHP, the sAHP current; nAcChR, nicotinic acetylcholine receptor; NMDAR, N-methyl-D

aspartate receptor. *Cavl.3 but not Cavl.2. $Ca2+ -induced Ca2+ release initiated from Ca2+ derived through T-type Ca2+ channels. 
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In vertebrates, an age-related increase in the mAHP and sAHP has been consistently 

observed in hippocampal neurones from mice [100], rats [73, 98], and rabbits [99], and 

from prefrontal cortical neurones of monkeys [193]. The increase in the AHP in aged 

animals is associated with a reduction in excitability in vivo [252], and possibly to 

changes to firing behaviour [253]. In the case of aged hippocampal CAI neurones from 

rats and mice, it is thought that the prolonged hyperpolarisation of the cell membrane 

may contribute to an age-related positive shift in the stimulation frequency at which 

LTD transitions into LTP [254]. Furthermore, an increased sAHP in these animals 

correlates with poor success in learning and memory tasks [104, 105]. 

As described previously, some of the characteristic age-related changes to vertebrate 

hippocampal neurones are also seen in key neurones of the Lymnaea CNS. The most 

intensely studied neurones in this context are a pair of serotonergic neurones called the 

Cerebral Giant Cells (CGCs). These cells form part of the feeding circuitry of the 

animal, and modulate various components of the network, ultimately affecting feeding 

behaviour [205, 255]. The integrity of the CGCs is vital for a normal feeding rhythm to 

occur, but they may also have more subtle effects on the animals' feeding behaviour, in 

particular, those associated with learning and memory[199]. As Lymnaea stagnalis age, 

the spontaneous firing rate, and the firing rate following artificial current injection of 

these cells declines [101]. Furthermore, analysis of the AHP of the CGC action 

potential in older animals has shown it to have a larger amplitude, and to be prolonged 

(increased time to resting membrane potential) [101]. 

The age-related changes to the AHP in vertebrate neurones have been attributed to an 

increase in the outward membrane current carried by Ca2+-activated K+ channels, in 

particular SK, and the channels which underlie the lsAHP[98]. Staras et al have provided 

some evidence for the presence of a Ca2+-activated K+ current (Kea) in the CGCs, and 
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raised the possibility of it being SK[209] . In particular, they noted an 'N' shaped 

appearance of the I/V plot of K+ currents in the CGCs. Such a curve is a characteristic 

of a Ca2+ activated K+ conductance, with the peak of the 'N' coinciding with the voltage 

range over which VGCC inwardly conduct Ca2+[256]. An age-related increase in this 

current has therefore been proposed as an explanation for the slow firing frequency and 

increased AHP amplitude and duration seen with age in Lymnaea[ lO l] .  

As already discussed, one consequence of an age-related increase in the sAHP of 

mammalian hippocampal neurones is decreased plasticity, and reduced success in 

learning and memory dependent tasks. As the CGCs play a role in appetitive 

conditioning [199, 208] ,  the age-related reduction in their excitability may have a 

negative impact on an animal's ability to perform well in feeding associated learning 

and memory tasks. Interestingly, aged Lymnaea are outperformed by young Lymnaea in 

such associative learning feeding experiments, taking longer to learn, and forgetting 

quicker[ l24] . This raises two interesting questions. The first is whether the 

mechanisms which underlie the decreased excitability of the CGCs in Lymnaea are 

indeed due to an increase in a Ca2+ dependent K+ current as seen in other vertebrate 

models, and secondly that this age-related increase in current is directly responsible for 

impaired learning in aged Lymnaea. 

To answer the initial part of this question, the current responsible for increasing the 

AHP in the Lymnaea CGCs must be identified, and then characterised. There are two 

main ways that this can be conducted. The first is to test the Ca2+ sensitivity of the AHP 

and outward K+ current in CGCs by blocking the source of Ca2+. To date, two Ca2+ 

currents have been identified in the CGCs of Lymnaea. The first of these is a low 

voltage activated (L VA) current, which activates at --60 m V with a peak amplitude of 

-3-5 nA (at --45 mV). The current shares a number of similarities with T-type currents 
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(Cav3) including its sensitivity to 2 mM NiCh making it likely that it is this isoform. It 

is thought that this current is involved in the initial depolarisation of the CGCs the 

threshold for Na+ channel activation. The second Ca2+ current identified in the CGC, 

and perhaps the most likely candidate for the supply of Ca2+ to any Kea, is a high 

voltage activated (HVA) current. This current activates at more depolarised potentials 

with a peak of -30 nA at O mV. This HVA current is sensitive to 100 µM CdCh, but is 

insensitive to nifedipine, ro-agatoxin and ro-conotoxin, although the characteristics of 

the current make it likely to be carried by N-type (Cav2) channels[209] . Ca2+ channel 

isoforms have been identified in other cells in Lymnaea including Cav 1 channels in 

respiratory neurones and myocytes [257, 258], and also Cav2 [259, 260]. No subtypes of 

these channels have yet been identified in Lymnaea however. 

The second method to help identify Kea currents in the CGCs is it to test sensitivity to 

direct blockers of the various channels underlying in particular, SK and the lsAHP· Both 

the SK2 and SK3 isoforms of the channel in mammallian species are sensitive to the 

bee-derived toxin apamin with IC50 values of between 0.27-1.4 nM and 0.6-4 nM 

respectively [217]. Studies have shown the hSKl  isoform to be sensitive to apamin, but 

with reduced efficacy (IC50 of 0.7-12 nM) [217] . SK channels are also known to be 

sensitive to dequalinium (high SKI specificity), bicuculline, tubocurarine, and N

methyl-laudanosine. The current is also enhanced by the compound l -ethyl-2-

benzimidazolinone (1-EBIO) [215]. The lsAHP current is insensitive to apamin, but has 

recently been blocked in hippocampal pyramidal cells by the novel compound 

UCL2077[261 ] .  As with SK channels, the lsAHP current can also be enhanced by 1-

EBIO, which is  thought to work by increasing the sensitivity of the channel to 

intracellular Ca2+, shifting the Ca2+ concentration current response, and increasing 

channel deactivation time[262] . Pharmacologically, BK currents are typically blocked 

by TEA, charybdotoxin and iberiotoxin. 
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The work presented in this chapter therefore aims to test the hypothesis that age-related 

changes to firing rate and the AHP in Lymnaea CGCs are due to an increase in a Ca2+

activated K+ current (in particular, that carried by SK). The initial part of this chapter 

will provide data on the spontaneous firing rates of the CGCs from young and old 

animals, and also measurements of the various components of the AHP. Following this, 

data generated using both voltage and current clamp will be used to provide a 

description of the Ca2+ sensitivity and pharmacological profile of the components of the 

CGC AHP from both age-groups. Finally, in an attempt to draw comparisons with 

vertebrate data showing that an enhanced AHP during ageing contributes to cognitive 

deficits, the effect of pharmacological manipulation of the AHP on learning behaviour 

in Lymnaea will be described. 
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3.2 Methods 

3.2.1 Electrophysiology 

3.2.1.1 Age-related changes to firing rates and the action potential in the CGCs 

CNSs from 17 young (3-4 months old) and 13 old (10-12 months old) Lymnaea were 

isolated and pinned to a Sylgard® lined perfusion dish as described in Chapter 2 

(methods). rCGCs were impaled with a voltage recording microelectrode and left to 

stabilise for 5 mins, before a 30 s section of trace was analysed offline using Clampfit® 

(Molecular Devices). The mean fAHP, mAHP and sAHP for individual animals were 

first calculated, followed by the mean ± SEM for each age population as described in 

Chapter 2 (also see Figure 3-2A). CNSs were continually perfused with HEPES

buffered saline throughout the experiment, and waste removed via a vacuum pump. 

3.2.1.2 Identification of Kea currents in the CGCs 

To initially characterize Kea currents in the CGCs, voltage clamp experiments were 

conducted to examine the I/V relationship of K+ currents in the CGCs. CNSs from 7 

Middle aged (6-9 months) and 8 old (10-12 months) Lymnaea were isolated and 

prepared for two-electrode voltage clamp as described in methods. Following a 3 

minute stabilization period, the amplifier was switched to two-electrode voltage clamp, 

and the right CGC (rCGC) held at -60 m V. Cells were first stepped down to -80 m V for 

200 ms followed by a step to 1 of 4 voltages for 200 ms (-40 mV to +40 mV, in 20 mV 

increments). This was followed by a step back to -40 mV for 200 ms to evoke tail 

current, before returning to the holing potential for 400 ms. Current responses were 

recorded as described in Chapter 2. I/V plots were constructed from the extrapolated 

tail current amplitude at t=0 (I). Io values were calculated by a fitting single exponential 

function to the tail current between the peak and the minimum value, and then 
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extrapolating back to the end of the voltage step (see section 3.2.2). The presence of a 

Kea would be indicated by a slight positive deviation in the 1/Imax vs Vm curve 

(generated by extrapolating tail current to t=0) coinciding with the Vm at which there is 

peak activation of HV A Ca2+ channels (at approximately 0 m V). To confirm that the 

deviation observed on the 1/Imax vs. Vm curve is due to a Ca2+ sensitive K+ 

conductance, cells were subsequently superfused with the HV A Ca2+ channel blocker 

CdClz (100 µM) and the protocol repeated. If Kea were present, the increased 

conductance around 0 m V should disappear and be replaced by a simple linear Ohmic 

relationship. To test for age related changes, the experiments (in the absence and 

presence of CdClz) were repeated in old animals, and the data compared. The current 

clamp observations would suggest that a larger Ca2+ / Cd2+ sensitive current should be 

seen in the older age group. 

3.2.1.3 Ca2+ sensitivity of the CGC afterhyperpolarisation 

mAHP and sAHP currents were measured using two-electrode voltage clamp on CGCs 

from 7 young (3-4 months) and 7 old (10-12 months) Lymnaea. The CNSs were 

prepared for voltage clamp and the rCGCs identified an explained in the methods 

outlined in Chapter 2. Prior to impalement, electrodes were bridge balanced, and once 

the rCGCs were impaled the cells were allowed to stabilize for 3 mins. The currents 

underlying the mAHP and sAHP components of the AHP were evoked by stepping the 

membrane potential to 0 m V (the voltage at which HV A Ca2+ currents peak) from a 

holding potential of -60 mV, and then stepping back to -60 mV to produce an outward 

tail current. Each cell was subjected to 4 depolarisations, of varying durations to 0 mV: 

50 ms, 100 ms, 200 ms and 500 ms (see Figure 3-9Diii). The rational for the 

experimental design was that by increasing the duration of the depolarization, there 

would be more Ca2+ entering the cell (through HVA Ca2+ channels) and therefore a 
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larger tail current. This would enable the relationship between pulse duration (i.e. Ca2+ 

entry) and magnitude of the mAHP/sAHP to be determined. For the purpose of the 

analysis in this section, the mAHP was quantified by measuring the amplitude of the 

evoked tail current at 50ms and lO0ms (as discussed in the introduction, this is taken to 

represent the time course of the mAHP current). Area under the curve (AUC) were also 

calculated (3.2.2). To determine Ca2+ sensitivity, cells were superfused with 100 µM 

CdCh via a gravity feed system for 100 s, to block Ca2+ entry through HV A Ca2+ 

channels, and measurements repeated and compared to control. All traces were leak 

subtracted and filtered at 2000 Hz (see Chapter 2). Data were then statistically 

compared between age-groups using a two-way RM ANOV A. 

Measurement of the components of the afterhyperpolarisation (fAHP, mAHP and sAHP 

duration) of the CGC action potential, along with peak amplitude and half-width were 

calculated from the current clamp recordings of these animals. Measurements of the 

afterhyperpolarisation were made from action potentials in the final 20 s of this 

stabilisation period under control conditions, and also in the final 20 s of perfusion with 

CdCh. 

3.2.1.4 Determination of the conducting ion during the mAHP and sAHP 

CNSs from 4 middle aged animals (6-9 months old) were isolated from the animals and 

pinned to a perfusion bath as previously described. To determine the identity of the 

ionic current underlying the both the mAHP and sAHP tail currents in the rCGCs from 

these animals the following protocol two-electrode voltage clamp protocol was 

employed. Currents were evoked in the CGCs by initially depolarising the cell to 0 m V 

from -80 mV, and then stepping to -110 mV. The protocol was then repeated 4 more 

times, stepping back from 0 mV to either -90, -70, -50, or -30 mV each time. An IN 

plot of the mAHP amplitude (taken at l O0ms post repolarisation) and the sAHP 
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amplitude (taken at 250 ms and 500 ms post repolarisation) were constructed and the 

reversal potential (Erev) determined. A value between -70 and -85 mV would be 

indicative of a K+ conductance. 

In an attempt to see if the reversal potential could be shifted by altering the external K+ 

concentration [K]0, as predicted by the Nernst equation (Equation 3-3), the experiment 

was repeated with in a high [K+] HEPES buffered saline (17 mM). If the mAHP and 

sAHP are indeed K+ currents, the Erev would be shifted to the right following a switch to 

the more concentrated K+ solution. Erev values were subsequently calculated and 

plotted against the log1 0 of the [K+]0, and using the Nernst equation (Equation 3-3), the 

slope value was calculated to determine if K+ is the only ion conducting during the 

period of the tail current. The slope of the Erev vs. log10[K]0 should produce a value of 

approximately 58 mV (2.3(RT/zF) at 20°C) if the conducting ion is K+. 

3.2.1.S Apamin 

The various components of the afterhyperpolarisation were measured in 7 middle aged 

animals the presence and absence of a range of apamin concentrations. CNSs were 

isolated and pinned to a sylgard lined perfusion system as previously described (Chapter 

2). Following impalement, cells were left to stabilize for 3 minutes. During the final 

30 s, measurement of the AHP components was made as described above (3.2.1.1). 

Apamin was then superperfused over the rCGC at concentrations of 1 and 3 µM for 100 

s using the same mechanism as described before. During the final 30 s of perfusion 

AHP measurements were made. As these experiments were conducted over a longer 

period, possibility that the AHP changes as a function of time was excluded by 

comparing these data to a separate series of current clamp experiments conducted using 

5 middle aged animals where no apamin was perfused. Sections of trace were analysed 

at the time points corresponding to the apamin experiments. 
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3.2.1.6 Dequalinium 

CNSs from 2 old (10-12 month) Lymnaea were isolated and prepared for voltage clamp 

as described in the Chapter 2. Following successful impalement with the voltage 

recording and current injecting electrode, cells were left to stabilize, before a 100 s 

control period commenced. Following this cells were subjected to the voltage clamp 

protocol out lined in 3.2.1 .3, before a 100 s perfusion of lOµM dequalinium er was 

superfused over the rCGC. The voltage clamp protocol was repeated and then CGCs 

were washed for 5 mins before another voltage clamp protocol was repeated. 

Measurements of the afterhyperpolarisation of the action potential were also made in 

the final 30 s of control, dequalinum and wash treatments. 

3.2.1 .7 1 -EBIO 

CNSs from 9 young (3-5 months) Lymnaea were isolated and secured in a Sylgard lined 

perfusion bath and continuously perfused with HEPES-buffered saline (as previously 

described). rCGCs were impaled with a voltage recording electrode and cells left to 

stabilise for 5 mins prior to a 3 min superfusion with 0.1 % EtOH in HEPES-buffered 

saline. This was followed by a 3 min superfusion with 1-EBIO (and 0.1 % EtOH) and 

finally a 3 min superfusion with 0.1 % EtOH HEPES buffered saline wash. A 30 s 

section of current clamp trace at the end of each superfusion period was used for 

analysis of action potential characteristics and sAHP measurements as described in 

Chapter 2. 

The effects of 50 and 100 µM 1-EBIO on the mAHP and sAHP current amplitude were 

also assessed using the voltage clamp protocol described in 3.2.1 .3. CNSs from n=5 

and n=3 young (3-4 month) Lymnaea were isolated and prepared for voltage clamp of 

the rCGC as described in Chapter 2 (methods) respectively. Following successful 

impalement with the two-electrodes, current recordings were made following 100s of 
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0. 1% EtOH superfusion, 100s of 100 µM 1-EBIO (in 0. 1 %  EtOH HEPES buffered 

saline), and following 5 min wash with 0. 1 % EtOH HEPES buffered saline. 

3.2.1.8 1 -EBIO and 8-CPT cAMP 

The effects on the action potential afterhyperpolarisation of 1 -EBIO (in 0. 1 % EtOH) in 

the presence of 8-CPT cAMP were carried out in the following way. CNSs from 7 

young Lymnaea were isolated and prepared for current clamp recordings as described in 

Chapter 2 (methods), and recordings were made from the rCGC. Following successful 

impalement cell were perfused with 0. 1 % EtOH HEPES buffered saline for 3 minutes, 

followed by a 3 minute superfusion of 5 µM 8-CPT cAMP, a 3 minute superfusion of 5 

µM 8-CPT cAMP (in 0. 1% EtOH) and 100 µM 1-EBIO, followed by 8-CPT cAMP (in 

0. 1 % EtOH) wash for 3 minutes. Measurements of the afterhyperpolarisation of the 

action potential were made ( as described above) in the final 30 s of all treatment 

conditions. 

3.2.2 Data analysis 

All electrophysiological data has been gathered using pClamp 10 software (Axoscope® 

and Clampex®) and analysed using Clampfit® 1 0  at the sampling rates described in 

Chapter 2 (methods). The various components of the afterhyperpolarisation of the 

action potential were measured according to Figure 3-2A, and as described in Chapter 2. 

Io and AUC for Kea and sAHP currents were calculated using Clampfit 10.0 according 

to Equation 3- 1 and its integral. 

I(t) = 10 e -t/r + C 

Equation 3-1 Single exponential function used to calculate mAHP time constant. I 

is tail current amplitude at time t. Io is the extrapolated amplitude when t=O. 
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G/Gmax relationships have been fitted with a Holtzman function (Equation 3-2) 

constrained at y=O and c=l. Calculations of slope factor for the Nemst equation 

(Equation 3-3). All statistics and figures have been produced using Graphpad Prism 6 

except the calculation to determine statistical power in the experiments using 

dequalinium. This calculation was performed using G*Power 3[263, 264] , Statistical 

tests involve using two-way RM ANOVA, and Student' s  tests, unless otherwise stated. 

Comparisons were considered statistically significant if p<0.05. 

Equation 3-2 Boltzmann sigmoid equation. Where G/Gmax is normalised 

conductance, V 50 is voltage at half maximum conductance, Vm is membrane 

potential, slope is slope factor of voltage dependence. 

RT [K] 0 Erev = 2. 3 zF log10 [K]i 

Equation 3-3 Nernst equation, where: Erev is the reversal potential; R is the 

Universal Gas Constant (8.3145 V C mol"1 K"1);  T is the temperature in Kelvin 

(taken as 293°K here); z is the charge on the ion (taken as 1 in this instance as the 

ion of interest is K+ and should be the only conducting ion in this experiment); F is 

Faraday's constant (9.6485 x 104 C mo1"1); [K]0 and [K]i are the concentrations of 

K+ outside and inside the cell respectively. 
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3.3 Results 

3.3.1 Age-related changes to firing rate in the CGCs 

The mean CGC firing rate calculated from 17 young (3-4 months old) and 13 old (10-12 

months old) Lymnaea showed an approximately 48% reduction with age (young 66.2 ± 

4.0 spikes / min vs. old 36.3 ± 3.5 spikes / min, p<0.001 unpaired Student's t-test, 

Figure 3-lA). As would be expected, the mean ISi also increased significantly with age 

(young 908.2 ± 55.8ms vs. old 1842.0 ± 280.7ms, p<0.001 Student's t-test, Figure 

3-lB). A section of current clamp trace from a young and old CGC is shown in Figure 

3-lC demonstrating the age-related change to firing frequency. 
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Figure 3-1. Age-related changes to basic firing properties of the Lymnaea CGC. A 

Firing frequency reduces with age (***p<0.001, Unpaired Student's t-test). B ISi 

duration increases with age (***p<0.001, Unpaired Student's t-test). C Example of 

CGC current clamp traces from young and old Lymnaea; n=l 7 young and n=13 

old. Dotted line indicated resting membrane potential. 
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3.3.2 Age-related changes to the CGC after-hyperpolarisation 

Measurements of the three components of the CGC AHP (fAHP, mAHP and sAHP) 

were made on a series of action potentials derived by current clamp from the 

spontaneously firing CGCs described above (17 young and 13 old). Both the time 

constant for mAHP decay, and the duration of the sAHP were found to be significantly 

longer in CGCs from older animals (p<0.01 and p<0.001 respectively, Unpaired 

Student' s  t-test; Figure 3-2D and E). Values for the mAHP in young and old were 97.4 

± 11.7 and 147.6 ± 10.4 ms respectively. Values for the sAHP is young and old were 

445 ± 43 and 1098 ± 182 ms respectively. However, no statistically significant 

difference was found between the fAHP amplitude of young and old CGCs (p>0.05, 

Unpaired Student's t-test; Figure 3-2C). Values for young and old were -13.8 0.7 ± -

14.7 ± 0.6 mV. It is possible that a change in CGC resting membrane potential could 

account for the duration and time constant of the mAHP, however, no difference was 

found in the resting membrane potential (RMP) of CGCs from both age-groups (p>0.05, 

Unpaired Student's t-test; Figure 3-2B). Sample traces of the AHP from both age

groups are shown in Figure 3-2F. 
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Figure 3-2. Age-related changes to components of the CGC after-hyperpolarisation 

and resting membrane potential. A Details of the procedure for measuring the 

fAHP, mAHP, and sAHP. B Mean resting membrane potential (RMP) from young 

and old CGCs. C Mean fAHP in young and old CGCs. D Mean mAHP time 

constant ('t) from young and old CGCs (**p<0.01, unpaired Student's t-test). E 

Mean sAHP/time to RMP from young and old CGCs (***p<0.001, unpaired 

Student's t-test). F Example of an action potential from young (solid black line) 

and old (dotted line) CGC; n=17 young and n=13 old. 
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3.3.3 Relationship between the CGC afterhyperpolarisation and firing rate 

In certain neurones, the contribution of the various AHP components (fAHP, mAHP, 

and sAHP) can determine firing rate [265]. To provide some information about the role 

that the various components of the AHP play in determining firing rate, correlations 

between firing rate and fAHP, mAHP and sAHP magnitude were calculated for the 

CGCs in both age groups. 

In young animals, there was a strong correlation between both the mAHP and sAHP 

and firing rate (R2=0.66, p<0.0001 and R2=0.54, p<0.001 respectively), suggesting that 

these components both determine firing rate. In old animals there was a significant 

association with the sAHP and firing rate (R2=0.40, p<0.05). However, a correlation 

did not exist for the mAHP (R2=0.09, p>0.05 for the mAHP). Interestingly, the fAHP 

did not correlate with firing rate in either age group. A summary of the scatter plots and 

linear regression fits are shown in Fig�re 3-3. 
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Figure 3-3. Scatter plots and correlations between firing frequency and the various 

components of the AHP for individual young (n=l 7) and old (n=13) CGCs. A 

fAHP amplitude and firing frequency in young (black circles) and old {open 

circles) CGCs. B mAHP time constant and firing frequency in young (black 

circles) and old (open circles) CGCs. C sAHP / time to RMP and firing frequency 

in young (black circles) and old (open circles) CGCs. The arrows point to two

potential outliers. R2 and p values are provided in the insets. 
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3.3.4 Calcium sensitivity of the CGC afterhyperpolarisation during ageing 

As previously described, a major source of the Ca2+ that activates SK and lsAHP channels 

originates through HV A Ca2
+ channels (particularly L-type Ca2+ channels, but also N, 

P/Q/R and T type). The precise subtype of HVA-Ca2
+ channels depends upon the 

neuronal type, and animal model. The CGCs are known to possess only one type of 

HV A Ca2+ current, which has characteristics similar to Cav2 Ca2+ channels and is 

sensitive to lO0µM CdCh, To determine the Ca2+ sensitivity of the various components 

of the Lymnaea CGC afterhyperpolarisation, measurements of the fAHP, mAHP and 

sAHP were made from young and old animals in the absence and presence of 100 µM 

CdCh using current clamp. To provide a further characterization of these currents, 

including Ca2+ sensitivity, a series of voltage clamp experiments were conducted using 

the same animals. The results of the current clamp analysis are presented first, followed 

by the voltage clamp measurement of Kea-

3.3.4.1 Cd2+ sensitivity of the /AHP, mAHP, sAHP and firing frequency 

Figure 3-4 shows the differential effects on firing frequency in CGCs from young and 

old animals during 100 µM superfusion with Cd Ch. In young animals the mean firing 

frequency increased by approximately 83% (from 53.86 ± 3.73 spikes/min in control to 

96.86 ± 8.73 spikes per minute in 100 µM CdCh; p<0.001, paired Student's t-test). In 

old animals, CdCh had minimal effect on firing frequency (36.86 ± 3.62 spikes / min in 

control vs. 40.86 ± 6.37 in 100 µM CdCh; p>0.05, paired Student's t-test). 
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Figure 3-4. Changes to firing frequency following treatment with 100 µM CdClz in 

CGCs from young (n=7) and old (n=7) Lymnaea. A Cd2+ increases the firing rate 

in young (***p<0.001, paired Student's t-test), but not old (p>0.05, paired 

Student's t-test). B Sample of current clamp recording from young (Bi) and old 

(Bii) in the absence (top) and presence (bottom) of Cd2+. 

CdCh reduced the fAHP component of the action potential in both age groups (Figure 

3-5A, Di and Dii). In young animals the fAHP reduced by approximately 37% (-14.77 

± 0.37 mV in control to -9.25 ± 0.55 mV in 100 µM CdCh; p<0.001, paired Student's t

test) compared to old animals where there was a 27% reduction (-16.53 ± 0.86 mV in 

control to -12.10 ± 1.03 mV in 100 µM CdCh; p<0.05, paired Student's t-test). 

Although the drop in fAHP appeared greater in young animals, there was no statistically 

significant difference in their sensitivity to Cd2+ between the two age-groups (p>0.05; 

unpaired Student's  t-test, data not shown). 

The mAHP was similarly affected by CdCh in both groups, but in a somewhat 

unexpected way. Reducing the entry of Ca2+ into the CGC by blocking HVA Ca2+ 

channels with CdCh (and presumably a Kea) should reduce the time constant of the 
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mAHP, as the membrane potential returns to its resting value at a quicker rate. Instead, 

treatment with CdCh increased the mAHP time constant in both age-groups (Figure 

3-5B, Di and Dii) prolonging the time to recover to the RMP. In young, the mean time 

constants were: 63.63 ± 7.95ms in control and 200.90 ± 41.30ms in CdCh (p<0.01, 

paired Student' s  t-test) and in old animals the mean time constants were: 99.22 ± 

14.19ms in control and 227.60 ± 33.62ms in CdCh (p<0.01, paired Student' s  t-test). 

Again, sensitivity to CdCh was not statistically different between the two age-groups 

(p>0.05, unpaired Student's t-test, data not shown). 

The sAHP on the other hand was sensitive to CdCh treatment in young animals as 

hypothesised, showing a 40% reduction (from 537.4 ± 72.52ms in control, to 321.6 ± 

45.17ms in CdCh; p<0.01 ,  paired Student' s  t-test). Interestingly, the sAHP was 

unaffected by CdCh treatment in CGCs from old animals. 
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Figure 3-5. Effect of treatment with CdCh on the various components of the CGC 

AHP in young and old CGCs. A The fAHP is similarly reduced following CdCh 

treatment in both age-groups. B The mAHP is also sensitive to treatment with 

CdCh in both age-groups, but in an unexpected manner. C The sAHP is reduced 

following treatment with CdCh in young but not old CGCs. D Sample traces from 

young (Di) and old (Dii) in the absence (black line) and presence (grey line) of 100 

µM CdCh. *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001, paired Student's t-test; n=7 young and 

n=7 old. 

CdClz also affected the shape of the action potential. In both young and old animals 

there was a significant reduction in the peak action potential amplitude (measured from 

the peak height to the minimum of the fAHP). Values for young animals in the absence 

and presence of CdClz were: 88.01 ± 1.52 mV and 70.58 ± 1.85 mV (p<0.0001, paired 

Student's t-test). In old animals the values were 81.43 ± 2.97 mV (control) and 71.57 ± 
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1 .78 mV (CdCh; p<0.05, paired Student's t-test). The half width duration of CGC 

action potentials were significantly shorter following treatment with CdCh in old 

animals compared to control (11 .79 ± 0.93ms vs. 1 0.25 ± 0.69ms in control and CdCh 

respectively; p<0.05, paired Student's t-test). No change was seen in CGCs from young 

animals however (12.71 ± 0.99ms vs. 13.30 ± l .32ms in control and CdCh respectively; 

p>0.05, paired Student's t-test). 
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Figure 3-6 A Peak action potential amplitude for young and old in the absence and 

presence of 100 µM Cd Cb B Mean half width of a CGC action potential in young 

and old animals before, and after treatment with 100 µM CdCh. Ci and Cii 

representative action potential recording from young and old respectively, in the 

absence (solid line) and presence (dashed line) respectively. ***p<0.001, *p<0.05, 

paired Student's t-test. 
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3.3.4.2 Identification of Kea currents in CGCs from young and old Lymnaea 

Figure 3-7 shows the 1/Imax vs. Vm plots for middle aged and old rCGCs in the absence 

and presence of CdCh. The plots have been generated by extrapolating the tail 

current, evoked following the step back to -40 mV, to t=0, and plotting the normalized 

current against Vm. Both sets of data have been fitted with Boltzmann sigmoid curves 

(Equation 3-2, where y=O and c=l ). Comparison of middle aged animals in the absence 

and presence of CdCh using a Two-way RM ANOV A is statistically significant 

(p<0.05, Figure 3-7Bi). Comparing the same plot for old animals is also significant 

(p<0.001 interaction, Two-way RM ANOVA, Figure 3-7Bii). From these data it can be 

seen that in both age groups there is a steeper slope in the absence of CdCh compared to 

CdCh. However, the difference in the slope values only reaches statistical significance 

in the old age group (middle aged slope: 12.15 ± 0.87 vs. 12.60 ± 0.62 mV in control 

and 100 µM respectively, p>0.05, paired Students t-test; old slope: 11 .28 ± 1 .27 vs. 

13.31 ± 1 .63 mV in control and 100 µM respectively, p<0.05, paired Student's t-test). 

This denotes that the outward current is peaking at lower Vm, consistent with the 

development of a Cd2+ sensitive current. A reduction in the 1/IMax value at 0 m V was 

seen in 7 /8 old and 8/8 middle aged animals following superfusion of Cd2+. 
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Figure 3-7. 1/Imax curves showing the effect of treatment with Cd Ch on outward K+ 

currents. Plots have been fitted with a Boltzmann sigmoid curve (where y=O and 

c=l), and statistically compared using a two-way RM ANOV A with Bonferonni 

post hoc test. Significance is indicated with *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001. Ai 

Voltage step protocol to elicit outward tail currents (20 m V steps from -60 to 40 

mV for 100 ms, followed by step to -40 mV for 100 ms). Whole current traces from 

a sample middle aged and old CGCs under control conditions are provided below. 

Aii Sample tail current trace ( elicited by step down to -40 m V) from a middle aged 

animal under control conditions (black line) and following treatment with CdCh 

(grey line). A single exponential fit has been superimposed on these traces and 

extrapolated to t=0 to provide the current amplitude. Bi CdCh treatment in CGCs 

from middle aged animals. Bii CdCh treatment in CGCs from old animals. Biii 

Comparison between middle aged and controls 1/IMax curves. B Summary of 

voltage clamp protocol; n=7 middle aged and n=S old. 
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3.3.4.3 Ca2 /Cd2+ sensitivity of the CGC mAHP current 

Once the presence of Kea had been confirmed in the CGCs, a more in-depth analysis of 

the slowly evolving AHP components (mAHP and sAHP) throughout ageing was 

conducted. Measurements of the tail currents at both the 50ms and 1 00ms time points 

in both animals increased significantly with the increased duration of the depolarization 

to 0 m V. There was however no significant difference between the response from 

young and old animals (p>0.05, Two-way RM ANOV A; Figure 3-8Ai and Aii), 

although there was a trend towards larger evoked currents in older animals. The mAHP 

as measured at 50 ms responded slightly differently to the increasing duration of 

depolarizations in the presence of CdCh compared to control in both age-groups 

(p<0.001 interaction; Two-way RM ANOVA (duration and condition) in both young 

and old; Figure 3-8Bi and Ci). There was no effect of CdCh on mAHP measurement at 

lOOms in either age-group (Figure 3-8Bii and Cii). 
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Figure 3-8. A Voltage clamp protocol employed to investigate mAHP current 

amplitude. Evoked tail current amplitudes measured at 50ms (Bi, Ci, and Di) and 

l00ms (Bii, Cii, and Dii) following repolarization from 0 mV. Cells were held at 0 

m V for increasing durations (50ms, l00ms, 200ms and-500ms). Bi and Bii 

Comparison of current amplitudes between young and old CGCs at 50ms and 

l00ms respectively. Ci and Cii Effect of CdCh on tail current amplitude in young 

at 50ms {p<0.01 interaction) and lOOms respectively. Di and Dii Effect of CdCh on 

tail current amplitude in old at 50ms (p<0.01 interaction) and l00ms respectively; 

n=7 young and n=7 old. 
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3.3.4.4 Ca2+ sensitivity of the CGC sAHP current 

The sAHP has a slower temporal profile than the mAHP, showing activity between 

50ms - ls  post action potential (or series of action potentials). To quantify the 

magnitude of the sAHP, both the area under the curve (AUC) of the tail current from 

lO0ms to ls post repolarisation (AUC1ooms-1 s), and the current amplitude at 500 ms post 

voltage step to -60 m V were calculated using the data generated above. 

Figure 3-9 shows that the sAHP AUC10oms-I s  is reduced following the application of 

CdCh in CGCs from both young (p<0.05, two-way RM ANOVA) and old (p<0.001, 

two-way RM ANOV A) Lymnaea. This clearly demonstrates that a slowly evolving 

component of the outward current is sensitive to Cd2+. Post-hoc analysis (Bonferroni) 

shows there to be a Cd2+ sensitive component to the outward tail current at 100, 200, 

and 500ms depolarisations to 0 m V in old animals. However, in young animals, there is 

only a broad sensitivity to Cd2+ across the range of durations. Figure 3-9D shows the 

Cd2+ sensitive component of the sAHP tail current (calculated by subtraction of the pre 

and post treatment AUC values). Although there is no statistically significant 

difference, there is a trend to a larger AUC10oms-Is of the Cd2+ sensitive sAHP in CGCs 

from old animals (p=0.07, Two-way RM ANOVA). One interesting observation from 

this graph is that the initially positive relationship between pulse duration and the Cd2+ 

sensitive outward charge is lost at duration of >200ms in both age groups. In old CGCs 

the Cd2+ sensitive component appears to remain stable between 200ms and 500ms, and 

in young CGCs the same component may even decline over these pulse durations 

(Figure 3-9C). 
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Figure 3-9. Slow tail current (sAHP) and Ca2+ sensitivity. Ai Voltage clamp 

protocol used to elicit sAHP current. Aii and Aii Sample traces of evoked tail 

currents following 200 ms depolarisation to 0 m V: Aii Young in the absence 

(black) and presence (grey) of CdCh; Aiii Old in the absence (black) and presence 

(grey) of CdCh; B Effect of CdCh treatment on area under the curve (AUC) of the 

tail current in CGCs from young animals. CdCh significantly reduced the AUC 

(p<0.05). C Effect of CdCh treatment on the AUC of tail currents from CGCs of 

old animals. CdCh significantly reduced the AUC (p<0.001, two-way RM ANOV A 

both factors). D Cd2+ sensitive component of the evoked tail current (by 

subtraction) from young and old CGCs. Note the Cd2+ sensitive sAHP is larger in 

old animals but does not reach statistical significance (p=0.07, two-way RM 

ANOVA). AUC measurements taken from l00ms-ls post repolarization to -60 mV. 

*p<0.05, **p<0.01, Bonferonni post-hoc tests; n=7 young and n=7 old. 
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Figure 3-10 shows the mean current amplitude of the tail current at 500ms post 

repolarization in young and old +/- CdCh. Using this form of measurement, the age

related change in sensitivity to Cd2+ is clear. CGCs from both young and old animals 

show Cd2+ sensitivity (Figure 3-IOA and B respectively), however the Cd2+ sensitive 

component from old CGCs show a significantly greater mean current at 500ms post 

repolarization compared to young (p<0.01 , two-way RM ANOVA; Figure 3-10D). 

There was also a trend for the mean sAHP from old animals to be greater than those in 

the young, with a significant interaction in the current response between the two age

groups (p<0.05, two-way RM ANOV A; Figure 3-IOC). Post-hoc test (Bonferonni) 

revealed a significant difference at 500ms between the two groups. 
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Figure 3-10. sAHP evoked tail current measured 500ms post voltage step. A Effect 

of CdCh treatment on current amplitude at 500ms in CGCs from young animals. 

Cd Ch reduces tail current amplitude (p<0.05, two-way RM ANOV A). B Effect of 

CdCh treatment on current amplitude at 500ms in CGCs from old animals. CdCh 

reduces tail current amplitude (p<0.001, two-way RM ANOV A; significance in 

Bonferonni post-hoc tests indicated by *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001). D The 

Cd2+ sensitive component of the tail current at 500ms is greater in CGCs from old 

animals compared to young (p<0.01, two-way RM ANOV A; significance in 

Bonferonni post-hoc tests indicated by *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001); n=7 young 

and n=7 old. 
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3.3.4.5 The CGC mAHP and sAHP currents are outward K+ currents 

Erev values for the mAHP and sAHP currents were determined using two-electrode 

voltage clamp to provide evidence that the underlying currents are generated by the 

outward flow of K+. Mean I/V plots of mAHP and sAHP currents (taken at time points 

of lO0ms, 250ms, and 500ms) for 4 middle aged CGCs are shown in Figure 3-11 for 

HEPES buffered saline (black). As can be seen in this figure, the reversal potential at 

each time point is approximately -75 mV. 

In an attempt to see if the reversal potential could be shifted by altering the external K+ 

concentration [K]0, the experiment was repeated in a high [K+] HEPES buffered saline 

( 17 mM). Figure 3-11 shows that the Erev does indeed shift to a more positive 

membrane potential in high K+ saline (grey lines indicate high [K+] ). Increasing the 

[K]0 10-fold, shifts the Erev by approximately +25 mV at all of the time points at which 

the mAHP and sAHP currents were measured (Figure 3-1 lAi-Aiii). However, for the 

shift in Erev for the mAHP (Figure 3-l lAii) plotting Erev vs. the log10 of the K+ 

concentration produced a slope of 34.0 mV (i.e. 10-fold increase in the [K+]0 there is an 

-34 mV shift in Erev (Figure 3-1 lB)). This deviates from the predicted 58 mV 

calculated from the Nemst equation. 
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Figure 3-11. IN plots of outward tail currents measured at l00ms (Ai), 250ms (Aii) 

and 500ms (Aiii) post step from 0 mV at various repolarization potentials (-110, -

90, -70, -50 and -30 m V). B Voltage clamp protocol used to determine Erev, C Plot 

of Erev vs. log10[K+] of the saline for the sAHP (Aii, 250ms post repolarization; 

reversal at approximately 80 m V and 46 m V in saline and High K+ saline 

respectively). The slope is equal to 2.3(RT/zF), which should be equal to 58 mV if 

K+ is the only conducting ion. The slope was in fact 34.0 mV. *p<0.05, 

**p<0.0l,***p<0.001, Bonferonni post-hoc tests; n=4 middle aged CGCs. 
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3.3.5 Pharmacology of the CGC afterhyperpolarisation 

To further characterize the AHP components a series of current and voltage clamp 

experiments were conducted to probe the sensitivity of the AHP to pharmacological 

agents. These included apamin, dequalinium and 1- ethyl-2-benzimidazolinone (1-

EBIO). 

3.3.S.1 Apamin 

Apamin produced a modest reduction in both the firing rate and the fAHP over the 

course of these experiments (p<0.05, One-way RM ANOV A). The drug also appeared 

to increase the mAHP (p<0.05; one-way RM ANOV A), with a further trend to 

increasing the sAHP at 3 µM concentrations. This is indicated by the grey bars in 

Figure 3-12 which show the effect of apamin under control conditions and following the 

application of 3 and 5 µM apamin. These results are not consistent with 

pharmacological block of SK channels however. 

In order to address the possibility that CGC' s were slowing down as a funtion of time, 

rather than because of the application of apamin, a parallel set of experiments were 

performed using an identical protocol in which apamin had been replaced with HEPES

buffered saline. A similar time dependent trend in firing rate, fAHP, mAHP and sAHP 

magnitude was observed in this control experiment (filled circles) to that seen with 

apamin (open circles, Figure 3-12). Statistical comparison of these values (control over 

time, versus varying concentrations of apamin) showed there to be no interaction 

(p>0.05, two-way repeated measures ANOV A Figure 3-12A-D). 
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Figure 3-12. Effect of apamin, an SK channel blocker, on firing frequency and the 

components of the AHP in CGCs of middle aged Lymnaea (n=7, solid circles). 

Alongside these are data from n=S middle aged animals where apamin has been 

excluded from the HEPES buffered saline perfusion solution ( open circles). The 

various parameters were measured at the same time points as in the parallel 

apamin experiments, and illustrate the effect of time on the relative magnitudes. 

Both datasets have been normalized to values taken during the initial control 

period. Apamin (solid circles) has no effect on firing rate (A), fAHP amplitude (B), 

mAHP (C) or the sAHP duration (D) when compared to a control group (open 

circles; p>0.05 for all analyses, two-way RM ANOV A). There is a significant effect 

of time on all three parameters however (p< 0.01 for firing frequency [A], p<0.001 

for mAHP [B], p<0.05 for AHP [C] and p<0.05 for sAHP [D], two-way RM 

ANOV A). Ei and Eii show representative current clamp traces from control and 

apamin respectively. RMP for the control period is indicated by the dotted line. 
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3.3.5.2 Dequalinium 

One possible explanation for the lack of sensitivity to apamin, is that the SKl isoform is 

expressed in the CGCs, rather than SK2/3. To test this, CGCs (n=2) were perfused with 

dequalinium, a potent SKl blocker. Under current clamp conditions, dequalinium 

failed to have any effect on the time constant of the mAHP of action potentials at a 

concentration of 10 µM. However, the lack of effect may have been due to the small 

number (n=2) of animals tested (Figure 3-13A and B). To test if this were the case, 

statistical power was subsequently calculated and found to be 79.9% for this 

experiment. This was based on a one-way repeated measures ANOV A experimental 

design with the observed effect size (f) of 2.28, and n of 2. 
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Figure 3-13. Effect of dequalinium on the mAHP in CGCs from old Lymnaea. 

Dequalinium does not affect the mAHP at 10 µM; n=2 old CGCs. 

Using the same voltage clamp protocol as that used to assess Ca2+ sensitivity of the 

potassium tail current described above (see Figure 3-14D), we found there to be no 

reduction of the tail current amplitude at 50ms or 1 00ms post voltage step (Figure 

3-14A and B) following treatment with 10 µM dequalinium. Measuments of the area 

under the curve ( lO0ms-ls  post voltage step) also failed to showed activity of 
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dequalinium (Figure 3- l 4C). There was also no difference in the amplitude of the 

sAHP current measured at 500ms post step between treatment and control (Figure 

3-14D). As in the section above however, the low n in these experiments may explain 

the failure to detect a statistically significant effect. Unfortunately, it was not possible 

to calculate statistical power with an n of 2 using the two-way repeated measures design 

used in these experiments to determine if this were the case. 
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Figure 3-14. Effect of dequalinium on voltage clamp measurement of the mAHP 

and sAHP using the same protocol as described in section 2.3.4.2. Measurement of 

mAHP at 50ms (A) and l00ms (B) post step in control, 10 µM dequalinium, and 

wash. C Measurement of AUC between l00ms-ls post step of the tail current as an 

indicator of sAHP magnitude. D Measurement of current amplitude at 500ms post 

step of the tail current as an indicator of sAHP magnitude; n=2 old CGCs. 
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3.3.5.3 1-ethyl-2-benzimidazolineone (1-EBIO) 

The molecule 1-ethyl-2-benzimidazolinone (1-EBIO) is an SK and lsAHP activator, and 

increases the size of the mAHP and sAHP[262]. Here the sensitivity of CGCs from 9 

young animals to 1-EBIO was tested to see if the mAHP and / or sAHP components of 

the action potential could be enhanced, thereby converting a young phenotype into an 

old. 

Superfusion of 100 µM 1-EBIO for 3 minutes did not increase either the mAHP, or the 

sAHP when compared to control (0.1 % EtOH; p>0.05, one-way RM ANOV A for both 

mAHP and sAHP; Figure 3-15A and B respectively) in young animals. However, over 

the course of the experiment there was a small, but significant reduction in firing 

frequency, although significance was only achieved between control and wash (Figure 

3-15C; p<0.05, one-way RM ANOV A, Tukey post-hoc test p<0.01 between control and 

wash). 
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Figure 3-15. Effect of 1-EBIO on the mAHP (A) and sAHP (B) and firing 

frequency (C) in CGCs from young Lymnaea determined in current clamp. 1-

EBIO does not increase either components of the AHP in these animals, but the 

firing frequency of the cells do decline over the course of the experiment. **p<0.01, 

One-way ANOV A with Tukey post-hoc test); n=9 young. 

The effect of 1-EBIO was also assessed in two-electrode voltage clamp, using the same 

protocol to elicit Ca2+ sensitive tail currents as described in section 2.3.4.2. Analysis of 

the sAHP currents (as previously described) showed there to be a slight increase in the 

magnitude of the currents in 1-EBIO (although not significant; Figure 3-16). As with 

the current clamp experiments, washing the preparation following 1-EBIO treatment 

also produced a significant increase in the AUC10oms-l s  post step. 
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Figure 3-16. Voltage clamp analysis of tail currents in the absence and presence of 

50 µM 1-EBIO. CGCs from middle aged animals (n=5) were held at -60 mV and 

then stepped to Om V for 50ms, and then returned to -60 m V. The protocol was 

repeated on each cell, however the step to 0 m V was increased sequentially 

duration (l00ms, 200ms, 500ms and ls). A-C Measurements of the evoked tail 

current (on return to -60 mV) which include: total area under the curve from peak 

tail current to ls post step (A); total area under the curve l00ms post step to ls 

post step (B); current amplitude at 500ms post step (C). The x axis is labelled with 

the duration of the depolarization to 0 m V. D A sample traces of evoked outward 

tail currents following a l00ms depolarization to 0 mV. Note increased tail current 

following 50 µM 1-EBIO, and wash. 
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In an attempt to avoid the accumulation of intracellular K+ (and Ca2+) loading which 

may have interfered with the previous results, we utilized a simpler voltage clamp 

protocol to elicit tail currents to see if 1-EBIO had an effect on the sAHP current. We 

also used a higher concentration of 1 -EBIO in this experiment. The protocol consisted 

of holding the membrane potential of 3 young CGCs at -60 m V, followed by a step to 0 

mV for 200ms (to allow Ca2+ entry), before stepping back to -60 mV to evoke tail 

currents. Cells were then perfused with 100 µM 1-EBIO for 100s, and the single 

depolarization protocol repeated. The sAHP was measured as described previously. No 

increase was seen in the sAHP current following 1-EBIO treatment current using either 

measure (Figure 3-17). 
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Figure 3-17. Voltage clamp analysis of tail currents evoked from CGCs of young 

Lymnaea in the absence (n=3) or presence (n=3) of 100 µM 1-EBIO. Experiments 

were conducted unpaired to control for possibility of intracellular accumulation of 

K+ (and Ca2+) during a paired experiment. Tail current measurements included: 

total area under the curve from peak tail current to ls post voltage step (A); total 

area under the curve l00ms post voltage step to ls post voltage step (B); current 

amplitude at S00ms (C). A schematic of the voltage clamp protocol is provided in 

D: cells were held at -60 m V and then stepped to 0 m V for 200ms followed by a 

step back to -60 mV. Evoked tail currents were then measured as described above. 
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3.3.5.4 1 -ethyl-benzimidazoleineone (1-EBIO) and 8-CPT cAMP 

Despite evidence from Staras et al that only N-type HV A Ca2+ channels are present in 

the CGCs, these experiments were conducted using young Lymnaea, and therefore the 

expression of L-type channels in old animals cannot be discounted. In an attempt to 

boost the activity and membrane expression of any L-type Ca2+ channels in young 

CGCs, that may reveal the pharmacological effects of 1-EBIO, a further experiment was 

conducted using 1-EBIO in the absence or presence of the cAMP analogue 8-CPT 

cAMP. 

In the following experiments, CGCs from 7 young animals were superfused 

sequentially with vehicle control (0.1 % EtOH), 5 µM 8-CPT cAMP, both 100 µM 1-

EBIO and 5 µM 8-CPT cAMP, followed by washing with 5 µM 8-CPT cAMP. The 

mAHP and sAHP were then measured and compared. Figure 3-18 shows the effects of 

these treatments on both components of the CGCs action potential. Superfusion of 8-

CPT cAMP had no significant effect on either the mAHP, or sAHP in the young 

animals examined. In the presence of both 8-CPT cAMP and 1-EBIO however, there 

was a significant increase in the sAHP from 415 ± 60 ms in 0.1 % EtOH and 393 ± 87 

ms in 5 µM 8-CPT cAMP to 759 ± 120 ms in the presence of both 8-CPT cAMP and 1-

EBIO (p<0.05, one-way RM ANOVA with Tukey post-hoc comparisons). Washing the 

preparations in 8-CPT cAMP partially reversed the effect (sAHP reduced to 546 ±74 

ms). Firing rate was also found to be reduced in the presence of the combination of 8-

CPT cAMP and 1-EBIO, compared to control (71 ± 7 spikes/min in control vs. 57 ± 9 in 

8-CPT cAMP and 1-EBIO; p<0.05, one-way RM ANOVA). However, this may have 

been a general reduction of firing rate over time. One-way ANOV A revealed a 

significant increase in the mAHP over the course of the experiment (p<0.001 ), although 
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multiple comparisons only detected a difference between control and wash (p<0.05, 

Tukey post-hoc). 
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Figure 3-18. Effect of 1-EBIO in the presence of 8-CPT cAMP on the mAHP and 

sAHP in young Lymnaea. A Firing rate is reduced in the presence of 8-CPT cAMP 

and 1-EBIO, but this be an effect of time (*p<0.05, one-way RM ANOVA). B 

Neither 8-CPT cAMP, nor 1-EBIO and in the presence of 8-CPT cAMP increased 

the mAHP. C 8-CPT cAMP did not increase the sAHP when perfused on its own. 

When both 1-EBIO and 8-CPT cAMP were perfused together the sAHP increased 

by approximately 93% (*p<0.05, One-way ANOV A, post-hoc Tukey). The effect 

of this combination of drugs on the sAHP was reversed by washing with 8-CPT 

cAMP. D Sample traces of the AHP in the control, 8-CPT cAMP, and 1-EBIO and 

8-CPT cAMP conditions; n=7 young CGCs. 
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3.3.6 Learning and memory in Lymnaea, and the after hyperpolarisation 

The observation presented earlier in this chapter that 1 -EBIO, an lsAHP activator can 

increase the sAHP in the CGCs of young snails (in the presence of 8-CPT cAMP), 

provides us with a tool to probe the link between sAHP duration and performance in 

learning and memory tasks. 1-EBIO injected into animals should impair their ability to 

learn (if cAMP concentrations are elevated; which is known to occur during active 

learning). We tested this hypothesis by subjecting young animals to a previously 

published appetitive conditioning paradigm as summarised in the methods section (a 

summary flow diagram is provided in Figure 3-19A). 

During training, the mean bite rate to sucrose was similar in all 4 groups (p>0.05; one

way ANOV A), showing that at the acquisition stage 1-EBIO injection was not altering 

sensation or motor response to stimuli (sucrose). During testing, animals in the paired 

control group, showed a significantly increased feeding score in response to amyl 

acetate compared to the control unpaired control group showing that the associative 

learning regimen was successful (p<0.001 effect of training, drug treatment and 

interaction, two-way ANOVA followed by Bonferonni post-hoc test; Figure 3-19B). 

The paired 1-EBIO group demonstrated a significant impairment in the ability to 

associate the two stimuli as demonstrated by a reduced mean feeding score during 

testing compared to the paired control group (mean feeding scores for the paired control 

and paired 1-EBIO injected animals were: 14.8 ± 1 .5 and 2.8 ± 1 .1 respectively 

(p<0.001 , two-way ANOVA followed by Bonferonni post-hoc test; Figure 3-19B). 

Furthermore, comparing feeding scores in the 1-EBIO injected animals and unpaired 

control showed no statistically significant difference showing that the drug had impaired 

learning. To test whether the effects of 1-EBIO on learning and memory were not 

simply an artifact of the drug reducing the animals' motor behaviour, or sensitivity to 
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sucrose stimuli, feeding scores in a separate group of 1-EBIO treated animals (following 

training) were compared with HEPES-buffered saline injected controls. No significant 

difference was observed in the feeding scores (bites to sucrose stimulus - bites to 

neutral water stimulus, in 2 minutes) between 1-EBIO injected animals and those 

injected with HEPES buffered saline (12.6 ± 1 .7 vs. 14.2 ± 2.2 respectively; p>0.05, 

unpaired Student' s t-test; Figure 3-19) . 
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Figure 3-19. Effect of 1-EBIO injection on learning in an appetitive conditioning 

paradigm. A Summary flow diagram of allocation of animals to treatment and 

control arms, training and testing regimen. B Feeding scores of animals from each 

arm administered amyl acetate during testing. 1-EBIO significantly impairs 

associative learning (p<0.001 effect of drug, training and interaction, two-way 

ANOV A. ***p<0.001 on graph indicates Bonferonni post-hoc test. C Feeding score 

to a sucrose stimulus in control (n=5) and 1-EBIO injected animals (n=5). 1-EBIO 

has no significant effect on feeding score (p>0.05, unpaired Student's t-test). 
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3.4 Discussion 

3.4.1 Age-related changes to the firing rate and AHP of the CGCs 

One of the initial aims of the work presented in this chapter was to confirm the age

related changes to the AHP and excitability in the CGCs first demonstrated by Patel et 

a/[101]. The rationale for this was to ensure that the ageing of Lymnaea under 

laboratory conditions at the University of Brighton is consistent between experiments. 

Table 3-3 provides a summary of some of these findings. 

The 48% reduction in mean firing rate observed in the experiments described in the 

initial part of this chapter was slightly less than the 57% observed by Patel et al, but was 

nonetheless a highly significant decrease in excitability. An analysis of the various 

parameters of the CGC AHP also showed some changes that are consistent with those 

described by Patel et al. Measurements of the time to RMP following an action 

potential for instance (the sAHP), were shown to increase significantly with age. 

However the mean values reported for both the young and old age groups in this current 

work were larger than those described by Patel et al. One possible explanation for this 

could be a difference in the method of measurement. For example, a slight difference in 

the location where the observer defines the resting membrane potential to be (RMP) 

could shift the values for the sAHP considerably. 

Unlike the work described by Patel et al, only a small and statistically insignificant 

increase in the amplitude of the fAHP was seen in the CGCs from old Lymnaea. As 

with measurements of the sAHP, this may be accounted for by the technique used to 

measure the fAHP. In the work described here, a software package which automates 

the process of measuring parameters of the action potential was used to measure the 

fAHP in young and old CGCs (the template search functionality in Clampfit®). The 

baseline from where the fAHP amplitude is measured may have differed in the two 
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pieces of work, resulting in different values. Interestingly the values reported by Patel 

et al were approximately 10 m V larger than in the work reported here, suggesting that a 

lower baseline is being used in the present measurements. 

In addition to measuring the fAHP and sAHP, measurements of the mAHP were made 

in both young and old animals. This was conducted by fitting a single exponential 

function to the period of the AHP during which the mAHP in vertebrate models has 

been shown to be active (10-lO0ms). The findings here showed the mAHP time 

constant to increase significantly with age, demonstrating a reluctance of the membrane 

potential to return to RMP in old animals. Although measurement of the sAHP in 

current clamp incorporates some of the period during which the mAHP is active, it 

appears from the successful exponential fit of the mAHP (which is not possible for the 

whole sAHP), that it is a separate component of the AHP in its own right. 

The magnitude of the sAHP and firing rate were found to be related in both young and 

old CGCs. In young animals, there was a clear and highly significant negative 

correlation between firing rate and the sAHP, suggesting that the longer the sAHP 

duration, the slower the firing frequency. In old animals a similar relationship was 

found, although less convincing. However, a closer look at these data suggests that 

there may be two populations of animals in the old age group. Two old outliers 

(indicated by arrows in Figure 3-3) appear to fit more with the young age group. If they 

are subsequently omitted from the analysis, the relationship becomes far stronger. 

The mAHP on the other hand showed an association with firing frequency in young 

animals only, with longer mAHP time constants correlating with slower firing rates. 

One possible explanation for the finding that both the magnitude of the mAHP and the 

sAHP appear to be associated with firing rate in young is that they are both controlled 

by the same upstream signalling process. The lack of association between mAHP and 
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firing rate in the old age-group may suggest that in old animals the mAHP and sAHP 

are being controlled independently (possibly by different upstream processes) and that 

the sAHP is ultimately the major determinant of firing rate. Interestingly, the fAHP 

failed to show any association with firing rate in either age group. 
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1-EBIO + 
Intervention Ageing CdCh Apamin Dequalinium 1-EBIO 8-CPT 

cAMP 
Section in Chapter 3 2.3. 1/2 2.3.4 2.3.5. 1 2.3.5.2 2.3.5.3 2.3.4.4 
Age of animal used Old Young Old Middle aged Old (low n) Young Young 
Parameter Method 
Firing rate cc J, i - - - - J, 

cc - -1, -1, - - NIE NIE fAHP 
vc NIE NIE NIE NIE NIE NIE NIE 
cc i i i - - - -

Altered Altered 
mAHP 

vc 
- (small over range over range NIE NIE increase) of pulse of pulse 

- -
durations durations 

cc i J, - - - - i sAHP 
vc i J, J,J, NIE NIE - -

Table 3-3. Summary of electrophysiological findings from Chapter 3. Key: NIE = not examined; - = no change 
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3.4.2 Ca2+-activated K+ currents in the CGC during ageing 

The second aim of the work presented in this chapter was to test the hypothesis that the 

age-related reduction in CGC excitability is due to increased activity of one or more 

Ca2+ activated K+ currents (Kea), To test this hypothesis experiments were conducted in 

both voltage and current clamp using a range of pharmacological tools to determine 

Ca2+ sensitivity and ion channel identity. Table 3-3 provides a summary of the main 

electrophysiological findings from this chapter. These findings will be discussed in 

more detail below in the context of individual components of the AHP. 

3.4.2.1 The /AHP 

The fAHP, as measured in current clamp was sensitive to HV A-Ca2+ channel block with 

CdCh. This provides evidence that Ca2+ derived through an HV A Ca2+ channel 

activates a current underlying the fAHP. A likely candidate for the ion channel 

responsible for this current is the large conductance Ca2+ activated K+ channel (BK), 

which is known to produce the fAHP component of action potentials in numerous 

neuronal types [211, 266]. A cDNA sequence sharing some homology with that of 

mammalian BK channels has been identified in the Lymnaea cDNA sequencing project 

database [267], raising the possibility that such a channel is expressed in the CGCs. 

However, in their characterisation of ionic currents in the CGCs, Staras et al did not 

note that any of the outward currents were specifically BK-like [209]. However, the 

group did show that the fAHP of the CGC action potential is sensitive to TEA, a known 

unselective blocker of BK channels. Further characterisation of the fAHP current using 

voltage clamp on the young and old animals was beyond the scope of this study. A full 

pharmacological characterisation of the CGC fAHP, using iberiotoxin and 

charibdotoxin in both voltage and current clamp will ultimately be required to 

determine whether BK is indeed present in CGC. 
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3.4.2.2 The mAHP 

The ea2+ and pharmacological sensitivity of the mAHP was characterised in young and 

old animals using data gathered from both current and voltage clamp techniques. 

Assessment of the mAHP using voltage clamp involved stepping the membrane 

potential to 0 m V for increasing durations (between 50ms and 500ms ), before stepping 

back to -60 m V to evoke K+ tail currents. The rationale for increasing the length of the 

depolarisation was to allow more ea2+ into the cell through VGee. This in turn should 

increase the activation of Kea and produce larger tail currents (if indeed a Kea is 

present) . Initial comparisons of the mAHP component in voltage clamp, showed that 

unlike in current clamp experiments, there was no significant difference between young 

and old in the mean amplitudes of the tail currents measured at both 50ms and 1 00ms 

post repolarisation (Figure 3-8). There was however a trend towards there being a 

larger mAHP current in old animals. In both age groups, the tail current amplitude 

increased significantly with increasing duration of depolarisation to 0 mV, which is 

consistent with the presence of a Kea-

The identity of the conducting ion during the period of the mAHP was also determined 

using voltage clamp experiments. As discussed earlier the mAHP is usually produced 

by the outward flow of K+ ions through Kea, however, the inward movement of er ions 

could also conceivably produce these currents. To exclude the possibility that a er 

current is producing the mAHP, the reversal potential of the conducting ion was 

determined. The identity of the ion conducting during the period of the mAHP was 

confirmed as K+ as it reversed in the expected voltage range for K+ ions (-70 to -90 

m V), and not around the RMP (-55 m V) as would be expected if it were er. 

Furthermore, altering the [K+]0 produced a positive shift in the Erev for the mAHP 

current, which provides further evidence that this is a K+ conductance. Nevertheless, a 
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plot of Erev vs. log1o[K+]0 produced a slope which deviated from that predicted by the 

Nemst equation. This suggests that K+ ions are not the only ions conducting across the 

membrane during this period. The possibilities of other conductance's during this 

period include the persistent Na+ current UNa(P)) and the low voltage activated Ca2+ 

current (T-type). 

Comparing mAHP current amplitudes in the absence and presence of CdCh produced 

some interesting results. Block of HV A Ca2+ currents with CdCh altered the current 

response to increasing depolarisation durations in both young and old, but did not 

abolish any significant proportion of the tail current in either age-group. In old animals 

there was a slight reduction in tail current amplitude at 200ms depolarisation duration, 

but not at other durations. In young, CdCh actually increased the tail current amplitude 

slightly following a 500ms depolarisation. Taken together, these data suggest from 

voltage clamp analysis suggest that the mAHP is unlikely to be produced by a K+ 

current sensitive to Ca2+ derived through CdCh sensitive HV A-Ca2+ channels. 

There is however an interesting question that is raised from the voltage clamp data 

using CdCh which needs addressing. This is the increase in the mAHP tail current 

amplitude observed with increasing duration of depolarisation to 0 m V. The possible 

reasons for this include the following: 

1 .  The tail currents are provided by a Ca2+ insensitive K+ current that has 

slow activation kinetics. At relatively short depolarisations (i.e. 50ms), little 

current will be activated (due to the slow activation kinetics), whereas at the 

longer depolarisation, there will be far more K+ current flow. The consequence 

will be that evoked tail currents will increase with duration of depolarisation. 

The delayed rectifier is one example of a K+ current that may be active during 

this period. Furthermore, this current is known to be present in the CGCs. 
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Another possibility is an M-type current. However, the presence of such a 

current has not been confirmed previously in the CGCs. 

2. The source of Ca2+ supplying the mAHP is not sensitive to CdC}i. The only 

Cd2+ insensitive channel known to be present in the CGCs, which could be 

providing Ca2
+ to a Kea, is the T-type Calcium channel. There is evidence that 

T-type Ca2+ channels are coupled to various Kea channels in mammalian species 

(see Table 3-2). The other potential source of Ca2+ is from internal stores, 

although by blocking HV A-Ca2+ channels in the CGCs it is unlikely that there 

will be continued release from here. 

3. A K+ conductance that is activated by Na+. If a KNa were present in the CGCs, 

an increasing duration of depolarisation to O m V would conceivably increase the 

[Na+]i and produce larger KNa currents. KNa currents have previously been 

shown to contribute to the ARP of certain invertebrate neurones, although they 

appear to contribute to the slow phase of the ARP, rather that the fast or medium 

[268]. Such a current has yet to be identified in Lymnaea. 

Analysis of the mAHP in the absence and presence of CdCh in current clamp also 

produced some intriguing results. Application of CdCh unexpectedly increased the 

time constant of the mAHP in current clamp in both young and old animals, rejecting 

the initial hypothesis. There may be a number of possible explanations for these results. 

Firstly, these data suggest that Ca2+ is a requirement for bringing the membrane 

potential back up to its resting value following the fAHP. One possible explanation 

therefore is that CdCh is blocking a Ca2+ pacemaker current that is active at low 

voltages, and ordinarily depolarises the membrane potential following the fAHP. The 

CGCs are known to possess only one low voltage activated Ca2+ channel, which is very 

similar to T-type channels. futerestingly the Lymnaea LVA channel is not sensitive to 
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block by CdC}z, and therefore another L VA channel may be present in the CGC, which 

has not yet been identified. 

The second possible explanation is that Cd+ itself may be activating the channels which 

underlie the mAHP with greater efficacy than Ca2+. This would have the effect of 

producing a larger mAHP with increased time constant. There is no evidence that Cd2+ 

is capable of activating SK. However, if Cd2+ were capable of entering the cell, there is 

evidence to suggest that it is capable of binding to, and activating the Ca2+ sensing 

molecule calmodulin (CaM)[269], which forms the Ca2+ sensing part of the SK channel. 

The use of the pharmacological agents' apamin, dequalinium chloride and 1-EBIO also 

failed to produce any significant effect on the CGC mAHP in either young or old 

animals. This is despite using apamin concentrations in current clamp experiments that 

exceeded 1000 x the IC5o for block of SK channels. In these experiments the fAHP 

amplitude, the mAHP time constant, and the sAHP duration all increased as a function 

of time ( control experiments), but did not respond differently when parallel experiments 

were conducted in the presence of apamin. This, along with the failure of CdC}z to 

reduce the mAHP time constant in current clamp, and lack of a convincing effect in 

voltage clamp suggests that the K+ current active during the mAHP is not SK, and 

furthermore, not a Kea, The K+ current that is most likely to be active during this period 

is therefore the delayed rectifier. 
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3.4.2.3 The sAHP 

Voltage clamp assessment of the sAHP current showed that as with the mAHP current, 

the conducting ion in both young and old animals is largely K+. The current at 250ms 

post-depolarisation reversed at approximately -73 mV, and was shifted to the right when 

the extracellular solution was switched to a solution containing high [K+], which is 

suggestive of a K+ conductance. However, as with the mAHP, the slope of the Erev vs. 

log1 0[K+]0 curve did not fit with that predicted by the Nemst equation, suggesting the K+ 

ions are not the only conducting ion. Because the current at 500ms post-repolarisation 

was small, it was difficult to accurately determine the point at which the current 

reversed for this particular measurement, and so a comparison to the Nemst slope value 

has not been made here. 

Further experiments in CGCs from both young and old animals showed that a 

proportion of the sAHP current was sensitive to treatment with Cd2+
. Furthermore, the 

Cd2+ sensitive component (as well as total sAHP current) was indeed larger in CGCs· 

from old animals compared to young. Taken together this suggests that Lymnanea 

CGCs possess a Ca2+ activated K+ current with similar temporal kinetics to the lsAHP 

observed in mammalian neurones, and that it increases with age. This is an observation 

consistent with findings in neurones from a variety of different mammalian species, 

including mice [100], rats [73, 98], rabbits [99] and monkeys [193]. 

The voltage step protocol used to evoke sAHP currents involved depolarisations to 0 

m V for increasing durations. Figure 3-1 OD shows the subtracted sAHP current that was 

sensitive to the Ca2+ channel blocker CdClz, From this graph it is interesting to note 

that for old animals, as the duration of the depolarisation increases (which presumably 

allows more Ca2
+ entry) there is an increase in the Cd2

+ sensitive current up until the 

200 ms depolarisation. However, at the 500 ms pulse duration, the amplitude of the 
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sAHP current stabilises. Interestingly in young CGCs, the pulse duration at which the 

current stabilises occurs much earlier, at around 100 ms duration. What these data 

suggest is that with increasing pulse duration there is an increase in Ca2+ entry and a 

subsequent increase in the Ca2+ sensitive lsAHP· However, this only occurs to the point 

when either I )  all Ca2+ sensitive sAHP channels have been activated and any further 

Ca2+ entry will produce little or no additional increase in current or, 2) the [Ca2+]i has 

reached steady state and Ca2+ entry is equal to Ca2+ removal, resulting in no additional 

Kea activation. The divergence in the graphs for young and old, and the later 

stabilisation of current amplitude in old CGCs suggests that this age group may 

therefore possess either more lsAHP channels, or have slower Ca2+ clearance kinetics. 

Current clamp analysis of the time to resting membrane potential following an action 

potential (sAHP) in current clamp, confirmed the findings from voltage clamp that there 

is a larger sAHP in older animals. However, the effect of CdCh treatment on the sAHP 

duration during spontaneous firing was not as expected. With a larger Ca2+ sensitive 

sAHP current observed in older CGCs, the expectation was to see far greater sensitivity 

to the HV A Ca2+ channel blocker in old animals, perhaps converting them in to a young 

phenotype. It transpired however, that CdCh had only a small effect on the sAHP 

duration in old animals, unlike young, where the effects were highly significant. There 

are a number of possible reasons for this: 

1. The mechanism of block by CdC}i. Cd2+ ions are thought to block HVA-Ca2+ 

channels by physically occluding the Ca2
+ conducting pore in a voltage 

dependent manner [270, 271]. This means that block is more efficient at 

depolarised potentials, when Ca2
+ channels are open. This has been observed in 

chick sensory neurones, where HV A Ca2+ tail current traces have a characteristic 

'hook' appearance, indicating that Cd2+ becomes unblocked from the pore as the 
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cell is repolarised (albeit temporarily) [270]. If Ca2+ channels are required to be 

open for Cd2+ to block, then an age-related reduction in the duration of the 

action potential would result in a shortening of the period when HV A-Ca2+ are 

open, reducing the opportunity for Cd2+ block. Indeed, an age-related reduction 

in action potential half-width has been observed previously in the CGCs of 

Lymnaea [101]. In addition, any age-related slowing of the kinetics of HVA 

Ca2+ channel activation, or of voltage sensitivity may decrease the likelihood of 

Cd2+ blocking the pore during an action potential in old animals. In voltage 

clamp, this phenomenon may not be relevant as the cells are depolarised for far 

longer than the duration of an action potential, increasing the opportunity for 

channel block. Nevertheless, there is evidence presented earlier in this chapter 

that CdCh is blocking Ca2+ channels successfully during spontaneous firing in 

old CGCs, as demonstrated by the effect on half-width and the mAHP time 

constant. 

2. The sAHP in old animals is activated by Ca2+ released from intracellular 

Ca2+ stores (ICS) that is released by stimuli other that Ca2+. If this were the 

case, ICS would be activated despite the blocking of CdCh sensitive Ca2+ 

channels in old animals. ROS for example, are known to stimulate release of 

Ca2+ from ICS [272], and these may be produced in abundance during the action 

potential. Although not tested here, ROS are implicated in neuronal ageing in 

numerous species [196], and may be important in the ageing of Lymnaea 

neurones [273]. 

3. Ca2+ from another source is activating Kea during an action potential, but 

only plays a minor role during a voltage clamp depolarisation protocol. The 

Na+ / Ca2+ exchanger (NCX) uses the driving force for Na+ to transport Ca2+ out 

of a neurone following stimulation. However, in the period immediately 
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following an action potential, the [Na+] i can increase, which can impair the 

function of the NCX, causing it work in 'reverse mode' [274]. Under these 

conditions, Caz+ can be transported into the cell, which can then go on to 

activate a number of Caz+ dependent processes. There is evidence that in aortic 

smooth muscle of rats, following the peak of the action potential, the NCX 

supplies Caz+ to Kea to produce a long lasting afterhyperpolarisation [275]. It 

may be the case that in CGCs from old animals, the NCX is continually 

supplying Caz+ to sAHP channels during spontaneous firing, making it 

apparently resistant to CdC}z. Why this effect is only seen in old animals may 

be to do with age-related changes to [Na+] i, the ability of NCX to secondarily 

activate ICS in old but not young CGCs, or to do with the functionality of the 

NCX. 

Pharmacological probing of the sAHP involved testing the effects of 1 -EBIO on the 

sAHP duration in current clamp. There was a small but insignificant increase in sAHP 

duration in the presence of 1-EBIO along with a reduction in firing frequency. The 

weak effects on sAHP duration with 1-EBIO may be pharmacological, but could also be 

explained by the time dependent slowing of firing frequency. Indeed, these were 

observed in the current clamp experiments described earlier with apamin. 

Unfortunately, no parallel control experiments were conducted in this instance. The 

effects of 1 -EBIO on the sAHP current in young animals also proved inconclusive as 

measured by voltage clamp. Despite a slight increase in the sAHP (determined by the 

area under the current response curve, Figure 3-16) in the presence of 1 -EBIO, a 

significant difference was only seen between control and wash. This suggests that an 

increase in sAHP is due to run-up of the current (possibly due to K+ loading), and that 

1 -EBIO has no effect on the sAHP in young CGCs. A further experiment which 
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utilised a shorter voltage step protocol to minimise the possibility of run-up, also failed 

to demonstrate any pharmacological effect of 1-EBIO on the sAHP. 

The effect of combining 1-EBIO and 8-CPT cAMP on the sAHP was also assessed in 

the CGCs of young Lymnaea. The rationale for this experiment was to potentiate any 

L-type current, which may be present in young animals with the cAMP analogue, in the 

expectation that increased Ca2+ entry from this source, would increase the likelihood of 

observing an effect with 1-EBIO. The results of these experiments indeed suggest, that 

1-EBIO is the presence of 8-CPT cAMP is capable of enhancing the sAHP duration and 

subsequently reducing firing frequency. 

The mechanism by which this occurs however is yet to be elucidated. As explained 

above, the rationale for using 8-CPT cAMP was to potentiate any L-type current in the 

CGCs of young animals. At the time these experiments were conducted there was no 

direct evidence that young animals expressed any functional L-type Ca2+ channels 

(although Chapter 4 has now provided evidence that a small L-type current was 

probably present). Furthermore, if 8-CPT cAMP does indeed acts to potentiate an L

type Ca2+ current, we would expect to see an increase in sAHP duration with 8-CPT 

cAMP alone. This was not the case. It therefore seems unlikely that the synergistic 

effect is due to an effect on Ca2+ channels. Additionally, cAMP activation of PKA has 

been shown to inhibit sAHP currents directly [105, 220, 221] which also suggests that 

the effect may not be directly through sAHP channels. Therefore, the effect in Lymnaea 

may be through a novel mechanism. Further experiments, probing the effects of 8-CPT 

on Ca2+ currents in young CGCs are therefore required to ascertain the mechanism by 

which cAMP is producing a synergistic effect with 1-EBIO. 
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3.4.3 Behaviour 

The final aim of the work described in this chapter was to test the hypothesis that 

pharmacological manipulation of Kea in vivo can affect performance in appetitive 

conditioning learning and memory tests. hnportantly, a reduction in the success of old 

Lymnaea in these learning and memory tests has been previously reported [124]. In this 

present work, attempts were made to mimic the age-related biophysical phenotype of 

the CGCs by enhancing sAHP activity in the CGCs of young Lymnaea by injecting 1-

EBIO. Following injection, animals were subjected to appetitive learning and testing 

regimen, to determine if their ability learn and remember could be impaired by the drug. 

Although 1-EBIO failed to produce any enhancement of the sAHP in voltage and 

current clamp recordings, it did produce an effect whilst in the presence of 8-CPT 

cAMP. As cAMP is a requirement for synaptic plasticity in both vertebrate and 

invertebrate neurones [276] (and possibly in the CGCs of Lymnaea [208]), it was 

hypothesised that during active learning, the intracellular conditions would favour 

sAHP enhancement by 1-EBIO. Prior to conducting these behavioural experiments, 

learning and memory performance had only been shown to be sensitive to blockade of 

SK channels in mammals [95]. 

Injection of 1-EBIO into young Lymnaea did impair their ability to learn and remember 

in an appetitive-conditioning paradigm compared to vehicle-injected controls. 

Furthermore, the possibility that 1-EBIO is producing these results by impairing motor 

ability or supressing sensory function has been negated by the ordinary responses to 

sucrose in the 1-EBIO injected animals. Nonetheless, because of the nature of the 

experiment it is impossible determine whether the effects are due to 1-EBIO working 

through the CGCs, and not through another neurone integral to memory processing in 

the animal. However, there is evidence that the CGCs are involved in memory 
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processing in Lymnaea through a process called delayed non-synaptic plasticity. It has 

been consistently shown that between 12-24 hrs post-training, the membrane potential 

of CGCs from animals that have been successful in this conditioning paradigm, are 

significantly more depolarised than those of control group [199, 208]. Interestingly, 

despite an increase in membrane potential, the firing rate of these depolarised neurones 

remained stable, indicating the possibility that the CGCs are able to adapt their firing 

rate (a process which can involve Kea)- It may therefore be this process of spike 

adaptation which is affected by 1-EBIO, ultimately interfering with memory trace 

formation. 
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3.5 Conclusions 

The evidence presented in this chapter provides confirmation that the CGCs of Lymnaea 

stagnalis exhibit an age-related reduction in their firing frequency, along with an 

increase in the mAHP and sAHP components of the action potential. Both of these 

components show a negative correlation with firing frequency. No significant change in 

the f AHP component of the CGCs action potential was observed with ageing. This 

component was however sensitive to CdC}z (a HVA Ca2+ channel blocker), showing 

similar sensitivity in both age groups. Although not pharmacologically confirmed, the 

characteristics appear similar to BK. 

The mAHP current shows little or no sensitivity to blockade by CdC}z and is not 

sensitive to pharmacological block by apamin, or 1-EBIO. Application of dequalinium 

also failed to alter the mAHP time constant in current clamp or current amplitude at 50 

and 100 ms in voltage clamp, although the n=2 is low. Statistical power was therefore 

calculated for the data generated from the current clamp experiment to test whether it is 

possible to accept the null hypothesis with the observed p>0.05. Using the observed 

effect size and the sample number, statistical power was calculated to be 79.9%, close to 

the the generally accepted value given to statistical power of 80%. Due to this level of 

power, and p>0.05, it is reasonable therefore to accept the null hypothesis that 

dequalinium has no effect on the mAHP tau. Nonetheless, it was not possible to 

calculate statistical power for the voltage clamp experiments which involved analysis 

with a two-way RM ANOV A as an n=2 sample size is too small. Therefore, more 

animals will be required meet the required power to either accept or reject the null 

hypothesis. In summary, taken together these data suggest that it is unlikely that this 

current is SK or indeed Kea- Interestingly however, the mAHP time constant of the 
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action potential increases in the presence of CdCh in both young and old, which raises 

the possibility that a Cd2+ sensitive pacemaker is being blocked in both age groups. 

Voltage clamp assessment showed that both young and old CGCs possess a Cd2+ 

sensitive K+ current that shows temporal characteristics in line with that of the sAHP of 

the action potential observed in vertebrates. Not only does the amplitude of this current 

increase significantly with age, there is some evidence that this may be due to altered 

kinetics of Ca2+ clearance (a longer depolarization duration at which current stabilized 

in old animals). This current was not however sensitive to the effects of 1-EBIO alone, 

although in current clamp the sAHP of young animals was enhanced in the presence of 

both 1-EBIO and 8-CPT cAMP. Interestingly, although the lsAHP was sensitive to Cd2+ 

during voltage clamp, the duration of the sAHP component of the action potential was 

not affected by the ion in old animals during spontaneous firing. This may have been a 

complication of the mechanism of block by CdCh, but may point towards an additional 

CdCh insensitive source of Ca2+ that can activate the sAHP current during spontaneous 

firing (e.g. ROS, NCX). Why this effect is seen particularly in old animals may indicate 

altered ROS signalling or impaired Ca2+ clearance mechanisms. 

Evidence has also been provided that appetitive conditioning in Lymnaea can be 

impaired by injection of the sAHP enhancer 1-EBIO in vivo. The effect of injection of 

this drug was to mimic the behavioural phenotype of old animals. The specific cell, and 

the mechanism through which 1-EBIO is producing this effect is yet to be determined 

however. 

These results are somewhat consistent with those from vertebrate hippocampal 

neurones. Why the lsAHP is larger in old CGCs is an interesting question. It could 

possibly be due to an increased number of sAHP channels, or altered [Ca2+] i  

homeostasis. The next chapter of this thesis will attempt to answer the question of 
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whether a change to Ca2+ currents in the CGCs with age may explain the increased 

sAHP and reduced firing rate. 
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4 Age-related changes to HVA-Ca2+ current in the CGCs 

4.1 Introduction 

The Ca2+ hypothesis of neuronal aging proposes that during ageing there is a disruption 

to [Ca2+] i  homeostasis, which in extreme circumstances produces cell death and 

neuronal loss[79). Alzheimer's disease may be one such example of neuronal loss as a 

consequence of disruption to Ca2+ homeostasis [ 1 87). Age-related functional and 

behavioural decline is however not always associated with neuronal loss. During 

normal brain ageing in humans for example, there is only a modest reduction in 

neuronal number over normal lifetime, and in the hippocampus, there is virtually no cell 

loss at all [ 159). This however is not consistent with the mild impairment of cognition 

that is seen with normal brain ageing [62). Interestingly, a similar picture is seen in 

other mammalian species, including rabbits and rats. 

In the absence of neurodegeneration as an explanation for the functional and 

behavioural decline associated with normal brain ageing, what then produces these 

changes? As has been outlined previously, impaired cognition in vertebrate models of 

ageing has been attributed to alterations in hippocampal excitability caused by an 

increase in a Ca2+ sensitive AHP. These findings raise the inevitable question: what 

drives these changes - an increase in Kea, or a change to Ca2+ homeostasis? There is 

extensive evidence that during ageing there is an increase in HV A Ca2+ currents in 

vertebrate neurones, and that these changes are consistent with increases in Kea 

currents. For example, current clamp experiments of hippocampal neurones have 

observed increased spike width (consistent with increased Ca2+ channel activity) in aged 

animals. L-type Ca2+ currents (Cav l )  in particular have been shown to increase in 

amplitude in hippocampal neurones of aged rabbits[82), rats[80, 8 1 ,  83) and mice[ l90). 
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Both an increase in channel density[83], and channel modulation [277] have been 

implicated in producing these enhanced currents. However, voltage sensitivity and 

steady state inactivation of Ca2+ currents appear to remain intact with age in rat 

hippocampal neurones [81] .  Interestingly however, an age-related increase in N-type 

Ca2+ channel currents have not to date been observed. On the contrary, N-type channel 

protein[278] and current density[279] have been reported to decrease with age in rat 

cortical synapses. 

In Chapter 3 we saw evidence of an age-related reduction in the excitability of the 

Lymnaea CGCs, in line with those observed in mammalian neurones during ageing. 

The reduction in excitability in the CGCs was associated with an age-related increase in 

both the medium (mAHP) and slow (sAHP) components of the afterhyperpolarisation 

(AHP). Following extensive probing of the mAHP current in young and old CGCs 

however, the K+ current active during the period of the mAHP (10-100 ms) is not 

increased with age, and furthermore is not sensitive to Ca2+ channel block with CdCh. 

It therefore seems unlikely that the K+ current active during this period of the action 

potential is a Kea, 

The sAHP current on the other hand was sensitive to HV A-Ca2+ channel block with 

CdCh. In voltage clamp, both the total current measured at 500 ms post repolarisation, 

and the Cd2+ sensitive component was larger in CGCs from old animals. This is 

consistent with observations in neurones from other vertebrate species that a Ca2+ 

sensitive lsAHP increases with age. Interestingly however, the duration of the sAHP 

(measured following an action potential) showed little sensitivity to CdCh in old 

animals, but was shortened significantly in CGCs from young animals. A number of 

possible explanations for this were considered in the last chapter. These included: 1) 

that this was an artefact of the mechanism by which Cd2+ blocks HV A Ca2+ channels in 
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old animals or, 2) that in CGCs from aged animals, Ca2+ is being supplied to sAHP 

channels predominantly from another source. ROS stimulated release of Ca2+ from 

intracellular Ca2+ stores (ICS), or the Na+/Ca2+ exchanger working in reverse mode are 

two distinct possibilities. 

From a pharmacological perspective, 1-EBIO, which is an activator of the lsAHP, did not 

affect the sAHP duration during spontaneous firing, or the lsAHP amplitude in voltage 

clamp experiments in young CGCs. However, when 1-EBIO was superfused over the 

neurones in the presence of 8-CPT cAMP, it increased the duration of the sAHP 

markedly. Behaviourally, in vivo injection of 1-EBIO into young animals impaired 

their ability to learn information in an established appetitive-conditioning paradigm (a 

learning and memory task that involves the CGCs). In these experiments the drug was 

administered to young animals, and effectively changed their phenotype to that of an 

aged animal. 

Finally, characterisation of the fAHP of the CGC action potential showed that it was 

partially sensitive to HV A Ca2+ channel block with CdCh, which suggests that it is 

generated by a Ca2+-sensitive K+ conductance, perhaps BK. There were however no 

age-related changes to this component. 

A number of interesting questions emerged from the results of the experiments 

conducted in the last chapter. Among them were the following: 

1. Could the increased amplitude of the sAHP current (/sAHP) in old animals 

be explained by an increase in HV A-Ca2+ current amplitude, or an 

alteration in their voltage sensitivity, activation, deactivation or inactivation 

kinetics? An age-related increase in HV A Ca2+ current amplitude would show 

consistency with data generated from the other vertebrate species outlined 
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above. However, the CGCs are only known to possess an N-type Ca2+ current, 

and to date, there is no evidence that the biophysical characteristics of this 

current change with age in other model of neuronal ageing. 

2. Does a Cd2+ sensitive pacemaker current exist in the CGCs, and do the 

characteristics of this current change with age? The increase in the time 

constant of the mAHP during spontaneous firing in the presence of CdCh 

suggests that Ca2+ is required in the initial recovery period after the fAHP. As 

this was increased in old animals, it may be the case that voltage sensitivities of 

the underlying Ca2+ current may have changed with age. 

3. What is the mechanism by which 8-CPT cAMP potentiates the activity of 1-

EBIO? The rationale for using 8-CPT cAMP was to increase any L-type Ca2
+ 

current that may be present in the CGCs of young animals. It is therefore 

important to investigate whether the amplitude, or kinetics of HY A-Ca2+ 

currents in the CGCs are affected by 8-CPT cAMP. 

All of the points above can be addressed, to some extent, by conducting a 

comprehensive electrophysiological characterisation of HY A-Ca2
+ currents of the CGCs 

from both young and old animals. To this end, several experiments were performed to 

test the primary hypothesis that the HY A Ca2
+ current in the CGCs increases with age. 

These included a determination of the current voltage relationships (l/Y), activation, 

deactivation, and recovery from inactivation rates of HYA-Ca2
+ currents in CGCs from 

both age groups. 
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4.2 Methods 

4.2.1 Electrophysiology 

4.2.1.1 HVA Ca2+ currents in young and old (10-12 months) 

CNSs from 9 young (3-4 months) and 9 old (10-12 months) Lymnaea were isolated and 

pinned to a Sylgard lined perfusion bath as described in Chapter 2. The CNSs were 

perfused with HEPES buffered saline as the rCGC were impaled with voltage recording 

and current passing electrodes. Following stabilisation of the membrane potential, the 

perfusion solution was switched to zero Na+ with K+ channel blocker HEPES buffered 

saline (see Chapter 2), and left to equilibrate for 5 mins. After a period of 3 minutes, 

the amplifier was switched to two-electrode voltage clamp and the rCGCs held at -80 

mV and then stepped in 5 mV increments to +50 mV, each for 30ms. Between each 

pulse, the neurone was stepped back to -80 m V for 3s to allow recovery of inactivated 

Ca2+ channels. 

4.2.1.2 Inactivation /  activation o/HVA Ca2+ currents 

CNSs from 6 young (3-4 months) and 4 old (10-12 months) were isolated and pinned on 

a Sylgard line perfusion dish as described in Chapter 2 and subjected to the following 

voltage clamp regimen. rCGCs were held for 5s at x7 pre-pulse potentials (-80 to +40 

mV in 20 mV steps), before a test-pulse to 0 mV to elicit a HVA-Ca2+ current. Prior to 

each pre-pulse, cells were held at -60 m V and then hyperpolarised to -80 m V for 100 

ms. Peak test-pulse currents were plotted against pre-pulse potential to produce an 

inactivation cure which was subsequently fitted with a sigmoidal Boltzmann function 

(constrained to y= l and c=0). rCGCs were also subjected to a separate voltage step 

protocol to determine voltage / activation. This involved stepping the cell from -80 m V 

to +40 m V for 100 ms in 20 m V increments. During micro electrode impalement CNSs 
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were perfused with HEPES buffered saline. Following stabilisation of the membrane 

potential the perfusion solution was switched to a zero Na+ with K+ channel block 

HEPES buffered saline, where Ca2+ had been replaced with Ba2+ (Chapter 2). 

Following the switch of perfusion solution, the system equilibrated for 5 mins. 

4.2.1.3 Recovery from voltage and calcium dependent inactivation 

CNSs from 9 young (3-4 months) and 8 old (10-12 months) Lymnaea were isolated and 

pinned on a Sylgard line perfusion dish as described in Chapter 2 and subjected to the 

following voltage clamp regimen. The rCGCs were held at -80 mV, and then stepped to 

0 mV (at which HVA-Ca2+ open) for 200 ms. Cells were then returned to -80 mV for 

10 ms, during which recovery from inactivation takes place. The membrane potential 

was then stepped again to 0 m V for 200 ms and returned to -80 m V for 3 s. The 

protocol was repeated a further 19 times, with the interpulse interval increasing by lOms 

each sweep (to a max of 200ms). The proportion of current recovered was calculated by 

the ratio of the peak current amplitude in pulse 2 divided by the peak current amplitude 

in pulse 1. Any residual current at the end of the 200 ms pulse was subtracted from the 

respective peak current. 

As described above, cells were initially perfused with HEPES buffered saline until 

successful impalement with the microelectrodes. Following this the perfusion was 

switched to zero Na+ with K+ channel block HEPES buffered saline, and the voltage 

clamp protocol executed (Chapter 2). The solution was then switched to a zero Na+ 

with K+ channel block HEPES buffered saline, where Ca2+ had been replaced with Ba2+ 

(Chapter 2). The voltage protocol was then repeated to allow investigation of recovery 

from voltage inactivation alone. 
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4.2.1.4 Investigation of nifedipine sensitive current with no prepulse 

CNSs from 5 old (12-14 months) Lymnaea were isolated and pinned on a Sylgard line 

perfusion dish as described in Chapter 2. Following impalement of the two-electrodes 

and stabilisation of the membrane potential, the perfusion solution was switched from 

HEPES buffered saline to a zero Na+ with K+ channel block HEPES buffered saline 

(Chapter 2). After a 5 min equilibration period, cells were superfused with 0.1 % 

DMSO via a gravity feed for 2 mins. The amplifier was then switched to two-electrode 

voltage clamp and rCGCs were held at -80 m V for 3 s prior to stepping to +50 m V for 

30 ms in 5 m V steps. The superfusion solution was then switched to one containing 10 

µM nifedipine (with 0.1 % DMSO) and perfused over the rCGC for a further 2 mins, 

before the protocol was repeated. The reservoir contain the nifedipine solution was 

wrapped in aluminium foil to protect it from UV degradation. 

4.2.1.5 Investigation of nifedipine sensitive current with prepulse 

CNSs from 6 young (3-4 months) and 9 very old (12-14 months) were isolated and 

pinned on a Sylgard line perfusion dish as described in Chapter 2 and subjected to the 

following voltage clamp regimen. There were subjected to the same voltage clamp 

protocol as described in 4.2.1 .5, however, prior to initiating this regimen in both control 

and nifedipine conditions, the cells were subjected to a prepulse depolarisation to O m V 

for 1 s duration. Action potential characteristics and afterhyperpolarisation 

measurements made of action potential during the final 20 s of control and nifedipine 

perfusions (Chapter 2). 

4.2.1.6 The effect o/8-CPT cAMP on HVA Ca2+ currents in young and old CGCs 

To assess whether 8-CPT cAMP is affecting HVA-Ca2+ current in young CGCs, CNSs 

from 8 young (3-4 months) were isolated and pinned on a Sylgard line perfusion dish as 
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described in Chapter 2. As described above, following impalement of the two

electrodes and stabilisation of the membrane potential, the perfusion solution was 

switched from HEPES buffered saline to a zero Na+ with K+ channel block HEPES 

buffered saline (Chapter 2), and allowed to equilibrate for 5 mins. rCGCs were then 

subjected to the voltage step protocol outlined in 4.2.1.1. rCGCs were then superfused 

with 5 µM 8-CPT cAMP for 3 minutes, and the voltage clamp regimen repeated. 

4.2.2 Data analysis 

4.2.2.1 Construction of G/Gmax plots 

First the Ca2+ reversal potential (Erev) was determined for individual animals from their 

1/V plots. These were inserted into Equation 4-1 along with I to calculate conductance 

( G) for each voltage step. The values for G when Vm = Erev were removed, as were 

some of the values either side of Erev ( +/- 5 m V). This is because as Vm approaches 

Erev, Vm - Erev becomes very small, magnifying any error in G. For individual animals, 

the remaining values for G were normalised and plotted as a function of Vm. 

I G = ---
Vm - Erev 

Equation 4-1. Where G is conductance, I is current, Vm is membrane potential, 

Erev is reversal potential. 

Each plot was fitted with a single Boltzmann sigmoid function (Equation 4-2) 

constrained to y= 1 and c=O. Attempts were made to fit curves with double Boltzmann 

functions but these were unsuccessful. The half activation voltages (V50) and slope 

factors were derived from these individual plots, and the mean (± SEM) values 

subsequently calculated for young and old animals. 
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Equation 4-2. Boltzmann sigmoid equation. Where G/Gmax is normalised 

conductance, V50 is voltage at half maximum conductance, Vm is membrane 

potential, slope is slope factor of voltage dependence. 

4.2.2.2 Calculation of activation and deactivation rates 

Single exponential function were fitted to HV A Ca2+ current from 0 nA, to the peak 

inward Ca2+ current over several voltage ranges for both young and old CGCs in 4.3.1.2 

according to Equation 4-3. Deactivation time constants were calculated in young and 

old CGCs by fitting a double exponential function (Equation 4-3) to the tail current of 

the Ca2+ current evoked following the voltage step back to -80 m V from the voltage 

range -45 to +50mV (in 5 mV increments). Curves were between the peak of the tail 

current and the peak+25ms. These time points were chosen to avoid contamination of 

tail current with the slowly evolving Kea current (Chapter 3). Both activation and 

deactivation time constants were calculated using the Chebyshev method in Clampfit®. 

y = L Ai e -t/r + c 

i=l 

Equation 4-3. Single and double exponential function to fit curves from 

electrophysiological data. 

4.2.2.3 Statistical analysis 

Unless otherwise stated statistical analysis involved comparing data using a two-way 

RM ANOV A where difference was considered statistically significant if p<0.05. 

Graphpad Prism 6 was used to perform statistical analysis and construct figures. 
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4.3 Results 

4.3.1 HVA-Ca2+ currents from young and old (10-12 months) CGCs 

4.3.1.1 1/Vrelationships o/HVA-Ca2+ currents in young and old CGCs 

To investigate whether there are age-related changes to the amplitude and voltage 

sensitivity of HV A-Caz+ currents in the CGCs, neurones from 9 young and 9 old ( 10-12 

months) Lymnaea were subjected to the voltage clamp protocol outlined in Figure 4-lC. 

Figure 4-lA shows the current-voltage relationship for Caz+ currents in young (black 

circles) and old (grey squares) CGCs. The peak inward currents in both age groups 

occurred at -5 mV and were of a similar amplitude (37.25 ± 3.29 nA in young and 40.21 

± 2.81 nA in old; p>0.05 two-way RM ANOVA). Voltage / activation plots, which 

provide information about the voltage activation threshold for the Caz+ current and 

voltage sensitivity, were then constructed from these data using the methods described 

in 4.2.2. Mean V 50 values for young and old were not significantly different from each 

other despite a smaller V50 in old animals (-14.52 ± 2.106 mV in young and -10.56 ± 

1.903 mV in old; p>0.05, unpaired Student's t-test). The mean slope values for young 

and old were: 9.99 ± 0.54 mV and 9.99 ± 0.60 mV respectively, and were also not 

significantly different (p>0.05, unpaired Student's t-test). Voltage / activation plots of 

the mean data were fitted with a single Boltzmann constrained to these mean values 

(V50, and slope) are shown in Figure 4-lB. It was not possible to statistically compare 

the plots with a RM ANOV A however, due to the excluded values. 
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Figure 4-1. Electrophysiological investigation of peak HVA-Ca2+ currents in young 

(3-4 months) and old (10-12 month old animals) CGCs. A IV relationship between 

HVA Ca2+ currents in young (n=9, black circles) and old (n=9, grey squares). Peak 

inward currents are approximately the same in both age groups, and occur a 

similar voltages. B Activation curves (G/Gmax) produced from data generated in A 

and fitted with a Boltzmann sigmoid curve (bottom fixed to O, top fixed to 1, with 

V 50 and slope fixed to the mean values generated from individual animals). Both 

the mean slope values (in rn V) and V so values showed no significant age-related 

changes. C Voltage protocol and sample current traces from young (black) and old 

(grey). 
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4.3.1.2 Activation rates ofHVA-Ca2+ currents in young and old CGCs 

HVA-Ca2+ current kinetics were characterised further by determining time to peak 

currents and activation rates of currents evoked during the experiments described above 

(section 4.3.1 . 1 ). Ca2+ currents evoked in old animals took significantly longer to 

achieve peak magnitude over the voltage range -20 to +50 mV (16.45 ± l.49ms vs. 

20.41 ± l .50ms at O mV in young vs. old respectively; p<0.05 two-way RM ANOVA). 

Individual 'time to peak current vs. voltage ' curves (Figure 4-2A) were successfully 

fitted with a single exponential function in both age groups. This allowed calculation of 

the mean plateau value, which predicts the minimum time to peak Ca2+ current. For 

young CGCs the plateau value was significantly shorter in duration than in old CGCs 

(6.41 ± 0.74ms in young and 8.38 ± 0.53ms in old; p<0.05, unpaired Student's  t-test). 

In an attempt to calculate the activation rates of the HVA-Ca2+ currents a single 

exponential was fitted to the rising phase of each current trace between O nA, and the 

peak current in young and old. However, fits were only successful for 6/9 old animals, 

and only for the currents evoked between -5 to 15 mV. The time constants for the fitted 

currents (Tact) are shown in Figure 4-2A as a function of Vm. 'tact values were 

significantly slower in CGCs from old animals compared to young over this voltage 

range (p<0.05, two-way RM ANOV A), indicating slower activation. Post-hoc analysis 

revealed a significant difference at -5 mV (p<0.001, two-way RM ANOVA). In both 

age groups, 'tact values showed an inverse relationship with voltage, indicating faster 

current activation at more depolarised potentials. However, the effect of voltage on the 

speed of activation was different between the two age-groups (p<0.001 interaction, two

way RM ANOV A). 
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Figure 4-2. Activation of Ca2+ currents in CGCs of young and old Lymnaea. A 

Sample recording of a HV A-Ca2+ current activated by stepping to O m V in a CGC 

from a young and an old animal indicating slower activation. B Time to peak Ca2+ 

current vs. membrane voltage plots in young (n=9) and old (n=9) CGCs. C Mean 

activation time constants (Tact) of HVA Ca2+ currents from young and old CGCs 

evoked by stepping to -5, O, 5, 10 and 15 mV; *p<0.05, ***p<0.001, two-way RM 

ANOV A with Bonferonni post-hoc test. 
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4.3.1.3 Deactivation ofCa2+ currents in the CGCs 

The process of channel closing, deactivation, was investigated next by analysing 

exponential fits to the evoked tail currents. Double exponential functions were fitted 

successfully to tail current in all young animals, and 8/9 old. In 1/9 old animals it was 

not possible obtain a good fit with the cursors set at the points detailed in section 4.2.2 

for the -45 voltage, and in another old animal, for the tail current evoked at the -40 m V 

voltage. In these cases, cursor 2 was adjusted slightly until a good fit was obtained. 

The faster time constant of the two, which was in the range of 0.8 to 3.6ms, did not 

change significantly with age ( data not shown). Furthermore the relative contribution 

that the fast component made to the extrapolated amplitude of the tail current did not 

change significantly with age either (data not shown). On the other hand, the slower 

time constant (slow 'tcteact) did change significantly with age. Figure 4-3A shows the 

relationship between slow 'tcteact and Vm for HV A-Ca2+ currents in young and old CGCs 

over the voltage range -1 5 to 50 mV. Overall, there was an interaction between age and 

voltage, with slow 'tcteact values being typically larger in old animals compared to young 

(p<0.05 interaction, two-way RM ANOV A; Figure 4-3A and B). As with 'tact values, 

slow 'tcteact for both young and old showed an inverse relationship with Vm (over the 

voltage range -15 to +50 mV; p<0.0001 ; two-way RM ANOVA). 
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Figure 4-3 Deactivation of Ca2+ current in CGCs of young and old Lymnaea at 

high voltages. A Sample recording of Ca2+ current deactivation (tail current) in a 

CGC from a young (black line) and an old (grey line) animal. The tail current was 

evoked by stepping back to -80 m V from -5 m V. B Time constants for the slow 

component of Ca2+ channel current deactivation (slow Tdeact) in young (n=9, black) 

and old (n=8, grey) CGCs. There is statistically significant interaction between age 

and voltage, with 'tdeact being typically larger in old animals (p<0.05 interaction, 

two-way RM ANOV A). 

4.3.1.4 Inactivation of HVA Ca2+ currents 

Experiments were also conducted to ascertain whether the process of steady state HVA

Ca2+ channel inactivation is affected by the ageing process in the CGCs. This was done 

by subjecting CGCs from young and old animals to the inactivation voltage step 

protocol described in Figure 4-4B. This protocol measures the proportion of HVA-Ca2+ 

current evoked in a test-pulse to O mV that remains following a prolonged hold at a 

range of depolarised potentials. 

The first set of experiments were conducted with Ca2+ as the permeate ion, however, it 

was found that despite the presence of TEA and 4-AP, there remained a small outward 
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current (presumably carried by Kea) that contaminated the HV A-Ca2+ current 

amplitudes at more depolarised potentials. The contaminated HV A Ca2+ current 

amplitudes made fitting a Boltzmann sigmoid function to the inactivation plots 

impossible. In an attempt to reduce the contamination of the Ca2+ currents by Kea, the 

experiments were repeated with Ba2+ substituted for Ca2+ as the permeate ion. Using 

Ba2+ as the charge carrier through the HV A-Ca2+ channels has two advantages in this 

situation: 1) Ba2+ activates Kea far less than Ca2+, and will therefore reduce outward 

currents through these channels and 2) Ba2+ also blocks other K+ channels that may be 

contaminating the trace. The resulting inactivation curves constructed from both young 

(n=4) and old CGCs (n=6) using Ba2+ as the charge carrier are shown in Figure 4-4A. 
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I l .  _ _ _ _ _ _ _  - -�(!l9�ng -60 mV 
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Figure 4-4. Inactivation of HV A-Ba2+ current in young and old CGCs. A Steady 

state inactivation protocol. B Steady state inactivation curves for young (n=6) and 

old (n=4) CGCs with Ba2+ as the permeate ion. The mean data has been fitted with 

a Boltzmann sigmoid function (Equation 4-2) constrained to y=O and c=l. 
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Age did not appear to affect the Ba2+ inactivation curve in these experiments (p>0.05, 

two-way RM ANOV A; Figure 4-4A). The mean V 50 and slope values generated by 

fitting single Boltzmann sigmoid functions to individual data are shown in Table 4-1. 

There were no statistically significant differences between the two age groups. 

It is important to note however that these data have been generated with Ba2+ as the 

charge carrier, and despite the advantage described above, the inactivation curves 

created are as a result of voltage inactivation and not Ca2+ dependent inactivation. The 

results may therefore be different if Ca2+ were used as the charge carrier, as inactivation 

would be due to both Ca2+ and voltage. 

4.3.1.S Window current in Ba2+ for young and old CGCs 

Activation curves (G/Gmax vs. Vm) were also determined for the above animals in Ba2+ 

(over the voltage range -80 to +40 mV in 20 mV increments). Curves for young and old 

were not statistically different from each other (p>0.05, two-way RM ANOV A). Mean 

Slope and V50 values were also not significantly different (Table 4-1). Overlaying these 

data on the steady state inactivation plot allows the window current to be determined. 

The window current (i.e. the range over which HV A-Ca2+ channels are activated, but 

show very little inactivation) is therefore also similar in both age groups (although there 

is a slight reduction in the voltage range over which the Ca2+ window current is active in 

old due to the shape of the inactivation curve, Figure 4-5). 
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Figure 4-5. Activation/ Steady state inactivation curves of HVA-Ba2+ currents in 

young and old CGCs. The mean data has been fitted with a Boltzmann sigmoid 

function (Equation 4-2) constrained to y=0 and c=l (inactivation), and y=l and c=0 

(activation). The voltage protocol for inactivation is shown in Figure 4-4A. 

Activation curves were generated by evoking currents by stepping from -80 m V to 

40 mV in 20 mV increments for l00ms (holding potential -60 mV); n=6 young and 

n=4 old CGCs. 

Young Old 

Activation 
V50 (mV) in Ba2+ -15.73 ± 3.45 -13.29 ± 3.92 

Slope (mV) in Ba2+ 7.22 ± 0.40 8.37 ± 0.83 

Inactivation 
V50 (mV) in Ba2+ -18.68 ± 3.82 -25.06 ± 1.88 

Slope (mV) in Ba2+ 11.55 ± 3.50 6.14 ± 0.88 

Significance (y vs. o) 

p>0.05 

p>0.05 

p>0.05 

p>0.05 

Table 4-1. V50 and slope values of Boltzmann sigmoidal fits to the activation and 

inactivation curve for young and old in HVA-Ba2+ detailed in Figure 4-4. 
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4.3.1.6 Recovery from HVA-Ca2+ channel inactivation 

Both vertebrate and Lymnaea HVA-Ca2+ channels are known to undergo two types of 

inactivation: Ca2+ dependent inactivation (CDI), and voltage dependent inactivation 

(VD1)[258, 259, 280]. In order to progress from their inactivated state to a closed state 

that is capable of undergoing activation, the channel must be subjected to a 

hyperpolarised potential. Whilst at this potential, channels recover from inactivation at 

a particular rate, which may consist of one or two recovery phases. A series of 

experiments were conducted to investigate whether HV A-Ca2+ channel recovery from 

inactivation in the CGCs changes during ageing. The hypothesis being tested was that 

recovery from inactivation may improve with age, increasing the availability of Ca2+ 

channels during an action potential. We investigated this using the double pulse 

experiment described in methods (also see Figure 4-6Aii). Briefly, cells were subjected 

to two depolarisations to 0 mV, separated by a recovery period at -80mV, the duration 

of which increased over the course of the experiment ( lOms - 200ms). The ratio of 

peak inward current evoked during pulse 2 to the peak inward current derived in pulse 1 

were calculated and plotted against recovery time. Where there was a residual current 

at the end of the pulse 1 ,  this was subtracted from the peak currents generated during 

both pulses and the new ratio calculated. The experiment was first conducted with Ca2+ 

as the permeate ion to allow examination of recovery from both voltage and Ca2+ 

dependent inactivation, and then repeated using Ba2+ as the permeate ion to dissect out 

recovery from voltage dependent inactivation. 

The time-course of current inactivation was also measured during pulse 1 for animals in 

both Ca2+ and Ba2+ to provide some information about the kinetics of CDI and VDI. 

Unfortunately it was not possible to fit single, double or triple exponentials to the 
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inactivation period post peak current. Instead the ratio of current amplitude at 50ms, to 

peak current was recorded under both conditions, in both age-groups. 

Recovery from Calcium and Voltage Dependent Inactivation 

Figure 4-6Aii shows a plot of the mean 'fraction of current recovered vs. recovery time' 

(interpulse interval) for CGCs from 9 young (black) and 8 old (grey) animals. A two

way RM ANOV A of the 9 young and 8 old data shows there to be an age-related 

difference (p<0.05) and an interaction (p<0.001) in their recovery over time. 

Bonferonni post-hoc tests revealed specific differences between the two age groups in 

the early stages of recovery (p<0.0001 at 10 ms, p<0.01 at 20 ms and p<0.05 at 30 ms; 

Figure 4-6Aii). A sample trace is shown in Figure 4-6Ai. 

The two plots showing 'mean recovery vs. duration of recovery period' were easily 

fitted with a double exponential decay function, to yield both a fast ( 'tfast) and slow 

('tsJow) recovery time constant. The mean 'tfast and 'tsJow for young animals were 8.36 ± 

0.60 ms and 813 .8 ± 87.03 ms respectively. In the old, the 'tfast and 'tsJow values were 

5.43 ± 0.721 ms and 744.0 ± 131 .9 ms respectively. Unpaired Student's t-test showed 

the 'tfast values to be significantly faster in CGCs from the old age-group (p<0.01 , 

Unpaired Student 's  t-test; Figure 4-6Bi). However, there was no significant difference 

in 'tsJow values between young and old (Figure 4-6Bii). In both age-groups the majority 

of recovery occurred during the initial fast phase; although in old animals the fast time 

constant accounted for more channel recovery (61 .0% ± 2.2 in young vs. 69.4% ± 2.8 in 

old; p<0.05, Unpaired Student's t-test). For 1/9 old animals it was not possible to fit a 

single, double, or triple exponential function to its recovery data, and therefore it was 

omitted from all analysis. 
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Figure 4-6. Time-course of recovery from Ca2+ and voltage dependent inactivation 

of HVA-Ca2+ channels in CGCs from young and old Lymnaea. Ai Voltage clamp 

protocol and sample traces showing recovery in young and old following a 50ms 

period of recovery. Aii Plot of fraction of current recovered vs. recovery time 

(interpulse interval) for the double pulse experiment. There was a significant 

difference between young and old (p<0.05 two-way RM ANOV A; Bonferonni Post

hoc test: p<0.001 at 10 ms, p<0.01 at 20 ms and p<0.05 at 30 ms). A double 

exponential fit of the data in Aii yields a fast (Trast) and a slow (TsJow) time constant 

of recovery. Comparison of the mean (± SEM) Tfast and TsJow values generated from 

the recovery plots from individual young and old animals is shown in Bi and Bii 

respectively. These reveal that Trast is significantly faster in old animals; n=9 

young and n=8 old. 
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Recovery from Voltage Dependent Inactivation 

As discussed above, HVA-Ca2+ channels can be inactivated by either intracellular ca2+, 

or by voltage. To dissect out the time course of recovery from VDI alone, the charge 

carrier Ba2+ can be substituted for Ca2+ in the bathing solution. The advantage of using 

Ba2+ in this instance is that the ion is able to conduct through HV A-Ca2+ channels, 

producing a measurable Ba2+ current, but is unable to inactivate Ca2+ channels, meaning 

that recovery from VDI only can be measured[257]. To this end, following perfusion 

with Ca2+ as the permeate ion, the bathing solution was switched to a zero Na+ saline 

(with TEA and 4-AP) with Ba2+ substituted for Ca2+, and the voltage protocol repeated 

using the same cells. The fraction of current recovered at various recovery intervals 

was measured as before with any residual current at the end of pulse 1 subtracted from 

the peak currents generated from the pre and test pulses. Following transition to Ba2+ 

substituted saline, a number of cells from each group were lost. This meant for young 

n=6, and old n=7. 

The time course of recovery from voltage-dependent inactivation in CGCs from both 

young and old animals was significantly different (p<0.05, two-way RM ANOV A; 

Figure 4-7 Aii). As with the Ca2+ experiments, both the mean data, and that of 

individual animals were successfully fitted with a double exponential function, yielding 

a 'tfast and 'tstow time constant. Mean 'tfast values were 16.52 ± 1.51 ms in young, and 

19.09 ± 1.88 ms in old (p>0.05, unpaired Student's t-test, Figure 4-7Bi). There were no 

statistical differences in the proportion of recovery occurring in this initial fast phase 

between both age-groups (67.08 ± 2.936 ms in young Ba2+ vs. 69.87 ± 2.350 ms in old). 

'tstow values in Ba2+ were much slower in CGCs from old animals compared to young 

(147.4 ± 23.50 ms in young and 253.4 ± 34.09 ms in old; p<0.05, unpaired Student's  t

test; Figure 4-7Bii). 
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Comparisons of the time constants generated under the two conditions (Ba2+ and Ca2+) 

showed that the initial fast phase of recovery slowed in Ba2+ for both age-groups 

(p<0.01 , paired Student's t-test in young; p<0.001 , paired Student's t-test in old). The 

slow time constant on the other hand was more rapid in both age-groups when Ba2+ was 

used as the charge carrier (p<0.001 , paired Student' s t-test in young and p<0.05 in old, 

paired Student' s t-test). 
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Figure 4-7. Time-course of recovery from voltage dependent inactivation of HV A

Ba2+ channel current in young and old CGCs. Ai Voltage clamp protocol and 

sample traces showing recovery in young and old following a 200 ms period of 

recovery. Aii Plot of fraction of current recovered vs. recovery time (interpulse 

interval) for the double pulse experiment (p<0.05, two-way RM ANOV A). A 

double exponential fit of the data in Ai yields a fast (Trast) and a slow (Tstow) time 

constant of recovery. Bi and Bii Comparison of the mean Trast and Tstow values 

generated from the recovery plots from individual animals shows that Tstow is 

significantly faster in old animals (p<0.05, unpaired Student's t-test); n=6 young 

and n=7 old. 
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Time-course of Ca2+ current inactivation 

In young animals, 41.21± 2.86% of current remained at 50ms following a depolarisation 

to 0 mV. In Ba2+ far less of the current inactivated, with 64.93 ± 3.53% of current 

remaining at 50ms (p<0.0 1 ,  paired Student's t-test). As with young, current inactivation 

in old animals was greater with Ca2+ (34.37 ± 8.68% of current remaining at 50ms) than 

with Ba2+ (72.37 ± 2.92% of current remaining at 50ms; p<0.01, paired Student's t-test). 

There was no age-related difference in the extent of current inactivation under both 

condition for young and old (p>0.05, unpaired Student's  t-test). 
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4.3.2 HVA-Ca2+ currents from young and very old (12-14 months) CGCs 

4.3.2.1 The effect of age on nifedipine sensitive currents in the CGCs 

The changes in the activation, deactivation, and recovery from inactivation kinetics 

could conceivably be explained by the expression of a different HV A-Ca2+ channel in 

CGCs of old animals. Lymnaea stagnalis is known to possess homologues of at least 

two HVA-Ca2
+ channels: LCavl and LCav2. Both homologues are expressed in 

Lymnaea neurones[258, 259], and in the case of LCavl ,  in Lymnaea myocytes[257]. 

Pharmacologically, the LCav l homologue has been shown to be sensitive to nifedipine, 

whereas the LCav2 is not[258]. Staras et al however, have previously shown that the 

CGCs are insensitive to the effects of nifedipine, suggesting that the HVA-Ca2+ 

channels expressed in the CGCs are LCav2 channels. Nevertheless, the lack of 

sensitivity of the CGC Ca2+ current to nifedipine shown in their experiments may have 

been because of the relatively young age of the animals used, which may not have 

expressed significant numbers of LCavl channels. Therefore, the sensitivity of the 

CGCs of different aged animals to nifedipine was re-examined in an attempt to test the 

hypothesis that LCavl expression in the CGCs increases with age. 

I/V relationship of HVA-Ca2+ channels from the CGCs of very old animals (12-14 

months old) were determined in the presence or absence of 10 µM nifedipine (0.1 % 

DMSO vehicle), using the same voltage step protocol as described in 4.3.1.1. A slight 

increase in the peak current amplitude was observed at -5 mV in both conditions (-56.2 

± 3.4 nA for control and -66.2 ± 5.2 nA in nifedipine), and a reduction in the current 

amplitude over the voltage range -50 to -25 mV. However, the I/V curves for the two 

conditions were not significantly different (p>0.05 two-way RM ANOV A; Figure 

4-8Aii) . 
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Activation plots (G/GMax) of these individual data, fitted with a Boltzmann sigmoid 

function, showed no significant shift in the mean V50 values (-18.41 ± 5.99 mV in very 

old control and -20.27 ± 5.963 mV in the presence of 10  µM nifedipine; p>0.05, paired 

Student' s  t-test). However, the slope values decreased significantly in the presence of 

nifedipine (1 1 .24 ± 0.31 mV in very old control and 8 .77 ± 0.73 in 10 µM nifedipine; 

p<0.05, paired Student's t-test, Figure 4-8B). 
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Figure 4-8. Effect of nifedipine on HV A Ca2+ currents in CGCs from very old (12-

14 month) Lymnaea. Ai Sample current trace from very old CGCs in the absence 

(grey) and presence (black) of nifedipine following voltage step to O mV. Aii 

Voltage step protocol and IV relationship of total Ca2+ currents in the CGCs of 

very old animals. B Voltage activation relationship (G/GMax vs. Vm, fitted with a 

Boltzmann sigmoid function) of Ca2+ channel currents in the CGCs of very old 

Lymnaea; note slope value decreased significantly, p<0.05, paired Student's t-test; 

n=5 very old CGCs. 
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4.3.2.2 Use of a pre-pulse to increase voltage sensitivity of CGCs to nifedipine 

Nifedipine is known to bind preferentially to L-type Ca2+ channels in the inactive 

state[28 1].  Therefore, to maximise the opportunity for nifedipine to bind to channels in 

this state and block any LCavl current, the experiments were repeated with the addition 

of an inactivating pre-pulse to O mV for ls duration prior to commencing the voltage 

step protocol. These experiments were conducted using CGCs from 6 young (3-4 

months old), and 9 very old (12-14 months old) animals. Details of the protocol, and 

the resulting IN relationship are shown in Figure 4-9Ai. 

Using this protocol, a dramatic improvement in the sensitivity of the CGCs to nifedipine 

was noted. The current response to each voltage step in CGCs from both young and 

very old changed significantly following treatment with nifedipine compared to control 

(p<0.0001 interaction in young, and p<0.01 interaction in very old, two-way RM 

ANOV A; Figure 4-9Bi). From the IN plot of young CGCs, there is a noticeable 

reduction in current over the voltage range -50 to -20 mV in the presence of nifedipine. 

At -5 mV however, there is a slight increase in current in the age group following 

superfusion with nifedipine. A similar effect occurred in very old animals, with a 

reduction in current over the voltage range -50 to -25 mV, and a slight increase between 

-5 and O m V (Figure 4-9Bi). 

Interestingly in these experiments, the IN relationship in very old control animals 

showed a significantly enhanced peak current over the voltage range -45 to -5 m V 

compared to young control (p<0.01 age, and p<0.001 interaction, two-way RM 

ANOV A). The peak inward current in very old CGCs was -52.05 ± 3.27 nA, which 

occurred at -10 mV. The corresponding value at that voltage in young was significantly 

lower at -34.33 ± 2.10 nA (p<0.01, Bonferonni post-hoc test; Figure 4-9Bii). The older 

age of the aged animals (12-14 months vs. 10-12 months) used in these experiments 
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may be a reason for the discrepancy between the finding from this experiment and the 

experiments in section 4.3.1.1. In addition to the difference seen in peak amplitudes 

between the two age-groups under control conditions, in the presence of nifedipine, the 

remaining nifedipine insensitive component of the HV A-Ca2+ current also showed a 

significant increase with age (p<0.0001 age, p<0.0001 voltage, p<0.0001 interaction, 

two-way RM ANOVA). Peak currents were -43.47 ± 3.57 nA at -5 mV in young, and -

61.00 ± 3.04 nA at -10 mV in very old. Sample traces from young and old CGCs in the 

absence and presence of nifedipine are shown in Figure 4-9Ai and Aii). 

By using the Subtract control current feature in Clampfit®, it was possible to subtract 

the current responses to voltage step protocol in the presence of nifedipine above, from 

the pre-treatment current responses in both age-groups, to reveal the nifedipine sensitive 

current. An analysis of the I/V relationship of this subtracted current is shown in the 

I/V plot in Figure 4-9Biii. This nifedipine sensitive current appears to activate at 

around -50 mV in both age groups, but with a steeper current response in the very old 

age-group at progressively more depolarised potentials (-40, -35 and -30 mV; p<0.01, 

p<0.05 and p<0.05 respectively, two-way RM ANOVA, Bonferonni post-hoc analysis). 

Peak currents occurred at -25 mV in both age groups with amplitudes of -14.419 ± 

4.155 nA in young and -25.145 ± 4.514 nA in very old. 

To ensure that the enhanced currents seen in older aged CGCs were not simply because 

of an increased cell size, cell capacitance was measured in both groups of animals ( as a 

marker of membrane area). This was done using the Time-Domain method whereby a 

single exponential function was first fitted to the capacitive transient created following a 

voltage step (V p) ,  Then, using the calculated time constant ('r), the access resistance (RA 

= Vp / lo) and the membrane conductance (Gm = lss / (Vp-RA.lss)) cell membrane 

capacitance (Cm) was calculated for each cell. The mean Cm values for the CGCs were 
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1.37 ± 0.24 nF in young animals and 1.31 ± 0.12 nF in very old animals, which were not 

statistically different from each other (p>0.05, unpaired Student' s  t-test). As the specific 

membrane capacitance of biological membrane is approximately l µF/cm2, cell 

capacitance is a reasonable indicator of membrane area in a ratio of lµF: l cm2. 

In addition to the above experiments, a voltage ramp protocol was also employed to the 

CGCs from a number of middle-aged animals in an attempt to dissect different HV A

Ca2+ currents in the cell and provide further proof of a nifedipine sensitive current in the 

CGCs. The protocol used shifted the cell membrane potential linearly from -100 to +40 

mV over a period of 200ms. Figure 4-9Aiii shows the current response to the voltage 

ramp in a CGC from a middle aged animal in the presence and absence of nifedipine. In 

control (black line) there are clearly two inward currents, peaking at approximately -30 

mV and 5 mV. In the presence of nifedipine (grey line), the peak at -30 mV disappears, 

whereas the peak at 5 m V gets slightly larger. These data are in line with the IV plot in 

Figure 4-9Bi. 
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Figure 4-9. Effect of nifedipine treatment on HV A Ca2+ currents in CGCs from 

young and very old animals (12-14 months). Ai Sample traces showing effect of 

nifedipine on the inward current generated by a step to -30 m V in a young CGC. 

The control current response is in black and the response following nifedipine is in 

grey. Aii Sample traces showing effect of nif edipine on the inward current 

generated by a step to -30 m V in a very old CGC. The control current response is 

in black and the response following nif edipine is in grey. A iii Voltage ramp 

protocol and current response in a middle aged animal (pre-pulse employed prior 

to ramp). Bi Voltage step protocol and 1/V relationship for young (n=6) and very 

old (n=9) animals in the absence and presence of 10 µM nifedipine (0.1 % DMSO 

control). Voltage clamp protocol in these experiments employed a ls pre-pulse 

depolarisation to O m V prior to commencing voltage protocol. Bii Young vs. very 

old current response from Bi showing enhanced currents over the voltages -45 to -5 

m V. Biii 1/V relationship of the nif edipine sensitive current in young and very old 

CGCs. The nif edipine sensitive component was produced by subtracting the post

nif edipine current response from pre-nifedipine current response during the 

voltage step protocol using the Subtract control current functionality in Clampfit®. 

*p<0.05, two-way RM ANOV A with Bonferonni post-hoc test. 
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To provide information about the activation thresholds and voltage sensitivities for the 

CGC Ca2+ currents, the peak current data were re-plotted as G/GMax vs. Vm plots (for 

details on how these were constructed see 4.3.1 .1) .  Figure 4- lOA and B show the 

voltage/activation plots for young and very old animals respectively in the absence and 

presence of 10  µM nifedipine. All plots have been with fitted single Boltzmann 

sigmoid function that are constrained to mean V so and slope values generated from fits 

to individual voltage / activation plots (Equation 4-2). In both age groups there is no 

significant change in the mean half activation voltage (V 50) following the administration 

of nifedipine. The mean slope values for young animals do not change following 

administration of nifedipine, however in the very old age-group, slope values become 

smaller with addition of nifedipine (p<0.01 , paired Student' s  t-test). 

Comparisons of young control with the very old control (Figure 4-lOC) reveals a 

significant leftward shift in V50 with age (p<0.01 ,  unpaired Student's t-test), with no 

effect on the slope values. Comparison of the mean V 50 for the nifedipine insensitive 

component of the Ca2+ channel activation curve (Figure 4-10D) reveals a significant 

leftward shift in V50 with age (p<0.05, unpaired Student' s  t-test), with no effect on 

slope. Mean (± SEM) V50 and slope values are shown in Table 4-2. 
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Figure 4-10. Activation curves for HVA Ca2+ currents in CGCs from young and 

very old animals in the absence and presence of 10 µM nifedipine. Single 

Boltzmann sigmoidal functions have been fitted to the mean data A Activation 

curves from young (n=6) CGCs in the absence and presence of nifedipine. B 

Activation curves from very old (n=9) CGCs in the absence and presence of 

nifedipine. C Activation curves for the Ca2+ channel current in young and very old 

CG Cs under control conditions. D Activation curves for the nif edipine insensitive 

Ca2+ channel current in young and very old. 
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Parameter Condition Young Very old Sig. 

Vso Control -11.23 ± 2.182 -20.58 ± 1.712 p<0.01** 

Nifedipine -11.31 ± 2.682 -20.50 ± 2.838 p<0.05* 

Sig. p>0.05 p>0.05 

Slope Control 11.25 ± 0.9195 12.98 ± 0.7749 p>0.05 

Nifedipine 8.355 ± 1.282 9.506 ± 0.8236 p>0.05 

Sig. p>0.05 P<0.05* 

Table 4-2. Summary of mean (± SEM) V so (in m V) and slope values (in m V) for 

young and very old ± 10 µM nifedipine. 

4.3.2.3 Sensitivity of Ca2+current activation kinetics to nifedipine 

In section 4.3.1.2 we observed an increase in the time to peak current and 'tact for HV A

Ca2+ currents in the CGCs with age. One possible explanation for this could be the 

increased expression in old age of a Ca2+ channel isoform with delayed activatiori 

kinetics. If the reason for these changes is an enhanced nifedipine sensitive component, 

then superfusion of nifedipine onto the CGCs of old animals should convert them into a 

young phenotype (with faster time to peak current values, and a smaller 'tact) . To test 

this hypothesis, we measured 'tact values and the time to peak Ca2+ current in young and 

very old CGCs, in the presence and absence of nifedipine (using the data generated in 

section 4.3.2.2). Unfortunately however, it was not possible to fit single exponential 

functions to the evolving Ca2+ currents in these data due to the presence of humps on the 

current traces (presumably from the presence multiple Ca2+ currents). Therefore, only 

the time to peak current values are reported. 

The mean time to peak Ca2+ current values, as a function of voltage are shown in Figure 

4-11 for all conditions. Surprisingly in these experiments, time to peak current values 

for the very old CGCs Ca2+ current were no different from young under control 
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conditions, although, at higher voltages there appeared to be trend towards longer time 

to peak values (Figure 4-1 lAii). Nonetheless, nifedipine had a significant effect on the 

time taken to reach peak current in both age-groups, suggesting that the nifedipine 

insensitive current takes longer to activate. In young, the presence of nifedipine 

increased the time taken to reach peak current at lower voltages, although was less 

effective at higher voltages (p<0.0001 interaction, two-way RM ANOV A; post hoc 

analysis p<0.05 at -20 mV; Figure 4-l lBi). Very old animals also showed a slight 

increase in time to peak current at lower voltages, with less effect at higher voltages, 

although overall the effect appeared to be less pronounced than in young (p<0.05 

interaction; two-way RM ANOV A; Figure 4-1 lBii). Comparison of the time to peak 

current of the nifedipine insensitive component of the Ca2+ current (i.e. in the presence 

of nifedipine) between young and very old, showed that it had far slower activation 

kinetics at lower voltages in young CGCs compared to very old (p<0.0001 interaction 

two-way RM ANOVA; Figure 4- l lCii). Sample traces from young and very old 

control, and in the absence and presence of nifedipine are shown in Figure 4-1 lAi and 

Ci respectively. 

The effect of voltage on the time to peak current was highly significant under all 

conditions (p<0.0001 voltage, two-way RM ANOV A), and it was possible to 

successfully fit single exponential decay functions to individual curves under all 

conditions in all but 1/9 very old control and 1/8 very old nifedipine. The mean 

minimum predicted time at which the current could peak was not significantly different 

between ages under control conditions (plateau value). However, nifedipine 

significantly reduced the minimum predicted time at which the Ca2+ current could peak 

in young (p<0.05, paired Student's t-test), but not old animals (Table 4-3). Further to 

this, the nifedipine insensitive current showed longer minimum predicted times to peak 
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in the very old age group compared to young (i.e. in the presence of nifedipine; p<0.05, 

unpaired Student's t-test) . 

Parameter Condition Young 

Plateau Control 7.606 ± 0.4546 

Nifedipine 6.700 ± 0.4045 

Sig. p<0.05* 

Very old 

8.229 ± 0.4878 

7.946 ± 0.1991 

p>0.05 

Sig. 

p>0.05 

p<0.05.* 

Table 4-3. Plateau values (predicted minimum time to peak current) reported for 

single exponential functions fitted to the time to peak current vs. voltage plots of 

individual young and very old animals in in the presence and absence of 10 µM 

nifedipine (Figure 4-11). 
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Figure 4-11. Effect of nifedipine on time to peak current values for Ca2+ currents 

in CGCs from young and very old animals. Ai Sample trace showing activation of 

Ca2+ currents in young (black line) and very old (grey line) CGCs following a 

voltage step to -5 m V from -80 m V. Aii Time to peak current values vs Vm in 

young (black circles) and very old (grey squares) controls. Bi Time to peak current 

vaules vs Vm for Ca2+ currents in young CGCs in the absence ( closed circles) and 

presence (open circles) of 10 µM nifedipine. Bii Time to peak current vaules vs Vm 

for Ca2+ currents in very old CGCs in the absence (closed grey squares) and 

presence (open grey squares) of 10 µM nifedipine. Ci Sample trace showing 

activation of the nif edipine insensitive component of the CGC Ca2+ current in 

young (black line) and very old (grey line). Cii Comparison of time to peak Ca2+ 

current values vs Vm for the nifedipine insensitive component of CGCs Ca2+ 

current in young (open black circles) and very old (open grey squares). Note: 

arrows in Ai and Ci indicate time at which peak current occurred. *p<0.05 two

way RM ANOV A with Bonferonni post-hoc analysis. 
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4.3.2.4 Sensitivity of Ca2+ current deactivation kinetics to nifedipine 

In section 4.3.1.3 we observed a slight increase in the slow deactivation time constant 

( 'tcteact) of CGC HV A Caz+ currents with age. One possible explanation for this, as with 

the change in activation kinetics (section 4.3. 1.2), could be increased expression in old 

age of a HV A Caz+ channel isoform with prolonged deactivation kinetics. From the 

results presented in the previous section, increased activity of either the nifedipine 

sensitive, or nifedipine insensitive component of the HV A-CAZ+ current could 

conceivably contribute to the prolonged slow 'tcteact values seen with old-age. If the 

reason for the prolonged slow 'tcteact is an enhanced nifedipine sensitive component, then 

superfusion of nifedipine onto old animals should convert them into a young phenotype 

(with a smaller slow 'tcteact) . To test this hypothesis, we measured the deactivation rates 

of young and very old HVA-Caz+ currents in the CGCs in the presence and absence of 

nifedipine. To do this we fitted exponential functions to the tail currents generated 

following a return to -80 m V of the command voltage following the series of 

depolarising voltage step described in section 4.3.2.2. Tail current kinetics were 

analysed as previously described (section 4.3.1.3). 

Tail currents were successfully fitted with double exponential functions between the 

peak tail current and the peak+25ms for all traces. As described previously, this was 

because the lsAHP would be active between 50 ms and 1 s, contaminating the tail current 

amplitude. Mean slow 'tcteact values vs. Vm (-15 to 50 mV) from young and very old 

control animals are shown in Figure 4-12A. Over the voltage range studied, slow 'tcteact 

values were slightly larger in the very old age group compared to young, which is 

similar to the findings described in section 4.3.1.2, but the difference was not found to 

be statistically significant. Figure 4-12B and Ci show the effect of 10 µM nifedipine on 

slow 'tcteact in young and very old respectively. In young animals, nifedipine had no 
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effect on slow 'tdeact over the voltage range analysed (p>0.05 two-way RM ANOV A). 

However, application of nifedipine to very old animals produced a slight increase in 

slow 'tdeact values (p=0.0531, two-way RM ANOVA; Figure 4-12Ci). 

Comparing the slow 'tdeact values for young and very old in the presence of nifedipine 

tells us how the nifedipine insensitive current deactivation kinetics changes with age. 

Slow 'tdeact values for this component of the Ca2+ current were slightly larger in the 

presence of nifedipine in very old animals, although did not reach statistical significance 

(p=0.0774, two-way RM ANOVA; Figure 4-12D). 

The fast component of the double exponential fit to the tail current (fast 'tdeact) did not 

change with age under control conditions. However, in the young animals there was an 

interaction between fast 'tdeact and voltage when comparing control with nifedipine 

(p<0.01 interaction, two-way RM ANOV A; Figure 4-12E). 
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Figure 4-12. Effect of 10 µM nifedipine on slow and fast 't'deact values for HVA-Ca 2+ 

current deactivation in CGCs from young (n=6) and very old (n=9) animals. A 

Slow 't'deact values vs voltage for young and very old controls. B Slow 't'deact in the 

absence (solid circles) and presence (open circle) of 10 µM nifedipine in young 

animals. Ci Slow 't'deact in the absence (solid grey squares) and presence (open grey 

squares) of 10 µM nifedipine in very old animals. Cii Sample trace showing tail 

current in very old control CGC in the absence (grey line) and presence (grey 

dashed line) of 10 µM nifedipine. D Comparison of slow 't'deact for the nifedipine 

insensitive component of the CGC Ca2+ current in young and very old. E Fast 't'deact 

values in very old animals in the absence (solid grey squares) and presence (open 

grey squares) of 10 µM nifedipine. 

4.3.2.5 Effects of the nifedipine on action potential characteristics during ageing 

To assess the contribution that the nifedipine sensitive current makes to the various 

components of the AHP, action potential characteristics were measured in the absence 

and presence of nifedipine in both young and old animals (10-12 months old Figure 

4-13. Both the sAHP and the mAHP in the CGCs were unaffected by nifedipine in both 

groups of animals. However, the fAHP decreased significantly in the presence of 

nifedipine in both age groups. In old animals, there was a significant reduction in the 

half width of the action potential in the presence of drug (p<0.05, paired Student' s t

test), although in the young animals no effect was seen. The peak amplitude of the 

action potential was decreased following administration of nifedipine in young animals 

(p<0.05, paired Student's t-test), but not old. Firing frequency was not sensitive to the 

effects of nifedipine in either age group. These experiments were conducted using two

electrodes to enable voltage clamp of the CGCs at 0 m V for 1 s prior to analyisis of 

action potential characterisitcs (to maximise Ca2+ channel block with nifedipine). 
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Figure 4-13. Effect of 10 µM nifedipine on CGC action potential characteristics in 

young and old animals. A fAHP is reduced in both young (n=6) and old (n=9) 

CGCs following administration of nifedipine. B Nifedipine increases the mAHP 

time constant in young and old animals but does not reach statistical significance. 

C Nifedipine has no effect on sAHP is either young or old animals. D Half width is 

reduced in old, but not young CGCs by nifedipine. E Nifedipine reduces peak 

amplitude in young, but not old CGCs. Fi and Fii Sample action potentials traces 

in young and old CGCs respectively in the absence (black) and presence (grey) of 

10 µM nifedipine. *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001, Student's t-test. 

4.3.2.6 The effect of 8-CPT cAMP on HVA-Ca2+ in the CGCs of young animals 

In the last chapter, the mAHP and sAHP activator 1-EBIO was able to increase the 

sAHP in the CGCs of young animals, but only in the presence of 8-CPT cAMP. The 

proposed rationale for using 8-CPT cAMP was to maximise the activity of HV A-Ca2+ 

channels and increase delivery of Ca2+ to the Kea channel. It was thought that if there 

were negligible Ca2+ ions in the vicinity of the Kea channel, 1-EBIO would have little 

effect (as it works by enhancing sensitivity of the channel to Ca2+). To determine if 8-

CPT was indeed increasing the activity of HVA-Ca2+ currents in the CGCs, peak current 

amplitudes and time to peak current values were measured in the absence and presence 

of 8-CPT cAMP. Voltage activation curves were also plotted from these data to 

generate mean V50 and slope values. Neither peak current amplitudes, time to peak 

current (including minimum predicted time to peak current) or voltage activation curves 

(mean V50 or slope values) were affected significantly in by 8-CPT cAMP. Mean V50 

values for young CGCs in the absence and presence of 8-CPT cAMP were -13.11 ± 

4.776 mV and -14.05 ± 4.376 mV respectively. Mean slope values in the absence and 
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presence of 8-CPT cAMP were: 10.63 ± 1.548 m V and 8.858 ± 1.437 m V respectively 

(Figure 4-14). 
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Figure 4-14. Effect of 8-CPT cAMP on various characteristics of HVA Ca2+ 

currents in CGCs from young animals. Ai 1/V relationship for Ca2+ current in 

young CGCs in the absence (black line) and presence (grey line) of 8-CPT cAMP. 

Aii GIGMax voltage / activation curve generated for the 1/V relationship data. B 

Time to peak current values for Ca2+ currents in the absence and presence of 8-

CPT cAMP from n=S young CGCs. 
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4.3.2. 7 Association between firing rate and parameters o/Ca2+ currents 

The hypothesis stated in the introduction to this chapter asked the question of whether 

an age-related change to Ca2+ currents in the CGCs contributed to the reduction in firing 

frequency (through Kea activation) seen in old age. Whilst it has not been possible to 

test directly whether the alteration in Ca2+ currents that are observed during ageing in 

the CGCs affect Kea channels, it was possible to test for correlations in the magnitude of 

these changes with changes to firing frequency. Analysis was first conducted in the 

young (3-4 month) and old (10-12 month) animals to test for correlations between firing 

frequency and the fast time constant of recovery from inactivation (in Ca2+), and also 

firing frequency and the predicted minimum time to peak current. These parameters 

were chosen for correlation as they showed significant age-related changes. 

Figure 4-15A shows the mean firing rate for the 9 young and 9 (10-:12 months old) 

animals used in the Ca2+ experiments detailed in 4.3.1 .  Firing frequency was calculated 

over a 30s section of trace approximately 30s post-impalement of the microelectrode. 

Old animals showed a lower firing frequency compared to young, although significance 

was not reached. The most likely reason for failing to see a significant age-related 

decline in firing frequency was the fact that in these experiments the CGCs' connectives 

and axons were crushed to improve space clamp and this may have altered the level of 

CGC excitation. 

Nevertheless, there was a trend towards lower firing frequencies in old animals, and the 

question of whether firing frequency is determined (at least in part) by the parameters of 

recovery from inactivation, and activation kinetics is still valid. Figure 4-15Bi and Bii, 

show the plots of firing frequency vs. the fast time constant of recovery from 

inactivation ('trast, generated in 4.3.1 .6) in young and old (10-12 month) animals 

respectively. In old animals, there is a significant correlation between firing frequency 
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and 'trast (R2 = 0.6929, p<0.05; Pearson's), but not in young. Even if an outlier with a 

firing frequency of 130 spikes / min is removed from the analysis of young animals, it 

still fails to reach significance (p>0.05, Pearson's). When the young and old data is 

combined, and the young outlier removed, there exists a significant correlation between 

'tfast and firing frequency (R2 = 0.4603, p<0.05; Pearson's). 

Figure 4-15Ci and Cii shows the relationship between firing frequency and the 

minimum predicted time to peak current (generated in 4.3.1.2) in CGCs from young and 

old (10-12 months) respectively. In old animals there is a significant correlation 

between the predicted minimum time to peak current and firing frequency (R2 = 0.5367, 

p<0.05; Pearson' s). There is no correlation in young however (R2=0.1494, p>0.05; 

Pearson' s). Removing the outlier previously identified (at 130 spikes / min) does not 

improve the relationship. When young and old data are combined, there is a significant 

correlation between the two measures, although not as strong as when the data are 

drawn from the old population alone (R2 = 0.3045, p<0.05; Pearson's). This 

relationship is not affected if the young outlier at 130 spikes / min is removed. 
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Figure 4-15. Firing frequency of young and old (10-12 month) CGCs. A Firing 

frequency in young and old (10-12 month) animals used in voltage clamp 

experiments. Bi Scatter plot showing relationship between Trast (recovery from 

CDI and VDI) and firing frequency in young. Note that even with outlier 

(indicated with arrow) removed, R2 is small and p>0.05. Bii Scatter plot showing 

relationship between Trast (recovery from CDI and VDI) and firing frequency in old 

(10-12 months). Ci Scatter plot showing the relationship between the predicted 

minimum time to peak Ca2+ current (see section 4.3.1.2) and firing rate in young 

(arrow indicates outlier identified in Bi, if this is removed R2 decreases further and 

p>0.05). Cii Scatter plot showing the relationship between the predicted minimum 

time to peak Ca2+ current (see section 4.3.1.2) and firing rate in old. 
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.... 

Analysis of correlations between firing frequency and Ca2+ current measurements in the 

experiments using 12-1 4 month old animals were then conducted. There was no 

significant correlation between either the magnitude of the total Ca2+ current, the 

nifedipine sensitive current or the nifedipine insensitive current with firing frequency in 

either age group, or when the data were combined. There was however a significant 

correlation between V50 and firing frequency in very old animals (R2 = 0.5372, p<0.05; 

Pearson's; Figure 4-16Bi), but not in young (Figure 4-16Bii). Combining these data 

(young and very old) also revealed a significant relationship (R2 = 0.3143, p<0.05; 

Pearson's) 
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Figure 4-16. Firing frequency of young and very old (12-14 month) CGCs used in 

voltage clamp experiments in 4.3.2, and correlations with V 50· A Firing frequency 
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4.4 Discussion 

There are three main findings from this chapter. The first is the identification of a 

nifedipine sensitive current in the CGCs of both young and very old animals. Previous 

characterisation of Ca2+ currents in the CGCs produced evidence of only a Cav3 type 

L V A-Ca2+ current, and a single Cav2 type HV A-Ca2+ current. The incorporation of an 

inactivating pre-pulse into the voltage step protocol increased the sensitivity of a HVA

Ca2+ channel isoform in the CGCs (presumably Cavl )  to nifedipine, allowing 

observation of this third component of the total Ca2+ current. 

The second finding is that as Lymnaea enter old age (>10 months), numerous, but not 

always consistent changes to Ca2+ currents in the CGCs emerge. In early old age (10-12 

months) the changes include subtle alterations to Ca2+ current kinetics of activation, 

deactivation and recovery from inactivation. A summary of these finding are shown in 

Table 4-4. In late old age (very old animals, 12-14 months), more pronounced changes 

occur to the magnitude of HV A-Ca2+ currents, with both HV A-Ca2+ components 

increasing significantly in this age group. Interestingly, an age-related increase in an N

type current has not been observed in other models of neuronal ageing previously. In 

addition there are also changes to voltage sensitivities (V 50) and some subtle changes to 

the kinetics of activation and deactivation of specific HV A-Ca2+ currents. A summary 

of the main age-related changes to Ca2+ currents in this group of animals is shown in 

Table 4-5. 

The third finding, which is some respects incorporates the previous two, is that the age 

(or otherwise) related increase in the magnitude of the nifedipine sensitive and 

nifedipine insensitive HV A Ca2+ current does not appear to be associated with a 

reduction in firing rate. The observation of enhanced L-type Ca2+ current amplitude 

with age is consistent with data produced from vertebrate models of neuronal ageing. 
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Interestingly however, the finding in the CGCs of Lymnaea provides an argument 

against enhanced Ca2+ entry being responsible for a reduction in neuronal excitability 

(through effects on Kea). Correlations were however found between firing rate and 

parameters describing the kinetic properties of the Ca2+ currents ( 10-12 month old), and 

voltage sensitivity (12-14 month old). Each of these three major findings will be 

considered in more detail below. 

4.4.1 A nifedipine sensitive current in the Lymnaea CGCs 

Because of the age-related changes observed in the activation, deactivation and recovery 

from inactivation kinetics of the HV A Ca2+ currents in the 10-12 month old CGCs, the 

possibility of a different Ca2+ channel isoform being expressed with age was 

investigated. The paper by Staras et al had characterised two Ca2+ currents from the 

CGCs of young animals. One of these currents activated at - -60 mV, peaked at -45 

mV, and was sensitive Nt. Because of these properties it was proposed to be a Cav3, 

L VA Ca2+ current. The other current identified in the CGCs activated at more 

depolarised potentials ( - -30 m V) and peaked at around O m V. This current was 

sensitive to CdCh, but not ro-agatoxin (a Cav2.l channel blocker), ro-conotoxin (a 

Cav2.2 channel blocker) or nifedipine. Despite this, the authors concluded that the 

channel was likely to be a Cav2 channel isoform (either N, or P type) due to the 

inactivation kinetics, and voltage sensitivity. 

In the experiments described in the second part of this chapter, the sensitivity of Ca2+ 

currents in the CGCs from very old animals to nifedipine were assessed. In  these 

experiments, the drug had no apparent effect on the peak Ca2+ currents between -80 to 

+50 mV, which suggested that CGCs from very old animals did not express Cav l 

channels. However, analysis of pre- and post-nifedipine voltage activation plots 
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showed that nifedipine reduced the slope factor significantly, providing some initial 

evidence that Cav l channels are present in the CGCs. 

These experiments were followed up with a series of voltage step experiments which 

incorporated a pre-pulse into the voltage step protocol. The pre-pulse was included to 

take advantage of the mechanism of nifedipine block, which preferentially antagonises 

channels in their inactivated state. The addition of this step into the protocol allowed 

the dissection of a nifedipine sensitive component from the total Ca2+ current. In CGCs 

from both young and old animals there was a reduction in current amplitude over the 

voltage range -50 to -20 mV. The IN relationship of the nifedipine sensitive 

component of the CGC Ca2+ current showed a peak nifedipine sensitive current of 

approximately -15 nA in young and 25 nA in old, both at -25 mV. There was also a 

change in the time to peak current over the voltage range -20 to 50 mV in both young 

and very old animals following administration of nifedipine. 

The voltage at which the nifedipine sensitive peak current occurs is only slightly more 

positive than that of the Cav3 isoform identified by Staras et al, which raises the 

possibility that it is this LV A current which is sensitive to nifedipine. Indeed, Cav3 

currents have been shown to be partially sensitive to blockade from dihydropyridines, 

although nifedipine shows fairly weak block of human T-type channels with an IC50 of 

-20 µM [282]. There are two reasons why this is probably not the case however. 

Firstly, the current identified by Staras had a magnitude of 5 nA, which is 3 and 5 times 

smaller than the nifedipine sensitive component in young and very old CGCs 

respectively. Secondly, even in the presence of nifedipine, there remained a small 

residual current, which was active over the range of the L VA current described in the 

literature [209]. Nonetheless the IN relationship of the nifedipine sensitive component 
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of the CGC Ca2+ current does not bear the hallmarks of a conventional Cav l current 

either, partly because it is activated at relatively negative membrane voltages. 

Which channel carries the CGC nifedipine sensitive current? To date, Lymnaea have 

been shown to possess only two singleton HV A-Ca2+ channel isoforms (LCavl and 

LCav2). Spafford et al have previously characterised the LCavl channel current in a 

tsA-201 human cell line expressing recombinant LCavl channels [258]. This current 

activated at approximately -20 mV and peaked at approximately +20 mV, when Ba2+ 

was used as the permeate ion. It should be noted that using Ba2+ as the permeate ion 

would have the effect of shifting the 1/V relationship to more negative potentials 

because of reduced charge screening. Interestingly, the group also compared the I/V 

characteristics of the LCavl current with that of the recombinant LCav2 isoform and 

showed that the 1/V curves were virtually identical. 

The I/V relationship of the recombinant LCavl channel current is at first glance not 

obviously compatible with that of the nifedipine sensitive current in the CGCs due to its 

more positive voltage activation characteristics (despite using Ba2+ as the charge 

carrier). Nevertheless, the possibility that this is a Cav l channel should not be 

discounted, primarily because recombinant LCavl channels expressed in a human cell 

line do not necessarily behave as they would in an intact neurone. For example, in the 

work by Spafford et al, the recombinant channels were expressed with mammalian 

auxiliary subunits (e.g. � and a2-o), and not Lymnaea auxiliary subunits (LCavP), and 

this may have the effect of modulating the channel differently. In addition, in the 

human cell line expression system, Ca2+ channels will be under different modulatory 

control from, amongst other factors, second messenger and other forms of enzymatic 

modulation. 
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Characterisation of a nifedipine sensitive HVA Ca2+ current has however been 

conducted in intact excitable cells, albeit, myocytes from Lymnaea [257]. In these 

experiments, the L VA component of the total Ca2+ current was removed by holding the 

membrane potential of the cell at an inactivating voltage of -50 mV. The remaining 

HVA Ca2+ current (which was sensitive to nifedipine) activated at around -40 mV and 

peaked at approximately -10 mV. Interestingly, this current was more sensitive to 

nifedipine block when a conditioning prepulse to +50 m V was administered. 

Nevertheless, the 1/V relationship for this current is still somewhat dissimilar from the 

CGCs, but again may be explained by a different level of modulation than in the 

Lymnaea myocytes studied in this paper. 

An alternative explanation is that the nifedipine sensitive current expressed in the CGCs 

is a splice variant of the LCavl channel or is perhaps a completely different, as yet 

unidentified Ca2+ channel isoform. One comparable mammalian isoform is the Cav 1.3 

Ca2
+ channel which, despite being classified as a HV A Ca2+ channel, activates at 

intermediate voltages [283]. Interestingly, this property makes it capable of acting as a 

pacemaker current [94]. One other similarity that the CGC nifedipine sensitive channel 

shares with this isoform is its reduced sensitivity to dihydropyridines compared to other 

channels within its class. Certainly, in the experiments with the CGC, the current was 

less sensitive to nifedipine (i.e. it required a pre-pulse) compared with those conducted 

on recombinant channels by Spafford et al. 

In Chapter 3, we observed an increase in the sAHP duration of CGC action potentials 

with the combined application of 1-EBIO and 8-CPT cAMP in young animals. With 1-

EBIO alone, there was no effect on duration. The rationale for using 8-CPT cAMP was 

to enhance any L-type Ca2+ current supplying Ca2+ to Kea channels. This would then 

provide 1-EBIO with the opportunity to enhance the sensitivity of the current. Voltage 
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clamp experiments were conducted to test for an increase in HV A Ca2+ current with 8-

CPT cAMP in young CGCs. The results from these experiments indicate that 8-CPT 

cAMP has no effect on the peak amplitude of the young CGC HV A-Ca2+ current, nor 

does it affect the activation or deactivation kinetics. Unfortunately, as it was not 

possible to isolate the L-type current (no pharmacological blocker of the N-type current 

in Lymnaea), the drug may have had subtle effects on the L-type component, which 

may not have been measurable from the total Ca2+ current trace. Nonetheless, an 

alternative mechanism through which 8-CPT cAMP is enhancing the effects of 1-EBIO 

needs to be considered. 

4.4.2 Age-related changes to HVA Ca2+ currents in the CGC 

Chapter 4 provides evidence that as Lymnaea enter old age several characteristics of the 

total Ca2+ current change in a way which could potentially alter [Ca2+] i homeostasis 

within the cell. As discussed before, the main experiments conducted in this chapter 

were performed on old animals of two different ages: 10-12 months old, and 12-14 

months old. The changes that are seen are complex, and not obviously consistent 

between the two-age groups, but do amount to a disruption to Ca2+ signalling with age. 

In discussing these changes, the two categories of old-aged animals will initially be 

considered separately. 

4.4.2.1 10-12 month old animals 

Comparing the characteristics of total Ca2+ current in CGCs from young animals with 

those from 10-12 month old animals highlighted several differences. A summary of 

these is provided in Table 4-4. Unlike data from the hippocampus of rabbits [82] and 

rats [80, 8 1 ,  83], and from cell 3 neurones in the parietal ganglion of Lymnaea [ 191] ,  the 

peak Ca2+ current did not increase with age. Instead, age-related changes to 
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activation/deactivation kinetics, and recovery from inactivation were observed. Such 

changes have not been observed previously in mammalian neurones during ageing [8 1 ] .  

Over the voltage ranges analysed, old animals took significantly longer to  reach peak 

current, had a longer minimum predicted time to peak current, and had larger 'tact values. 

As discussed in Chapter 3, slow activation kinetics may explain the lack of effect of 

CdC}z on the sAHP in old animals. The potential consequences of slow activation 

kinetics are however not obviously in line with the Ca2+ hypothesis of ageing. Indeed, a 

slower 'tact should reduce the quantity of Ca2+ entering the cell during an action 

potential, as Ca2+ channels will presumably take longer to open. In a molecular context 

however, assuming there is no channel modulation, the process of channel activation is 

simply channel deactivation in reverse. An increase in the time to peak current and 'tact 

should be associated with a similar slowing in the rate of deactivation (an increase in 

'tdeact) - An increased 'tdeact could potentially increase the [Ca2+]i in the period 

immediately following an action potential. The reason for this is due to Ca2+ channels 

being open for longer (although deactivating) during the down-stroke of the action 

potential, where there will be a negative membrane potential, and the driving force for 

Ca2+ entry is at its greatest. Indeed, Ca2+ entry into a neurone through voltage gated 

Ca2+ channel has been shown to peak during the repolarisation phase of the action 

potential, which includes the hyperpolarisation period following the main spike [284] . 

Therefore, the prolonged period of time the channels are open at negative potentials 

may increase Ca2+ entry considerably. 

Deactivation rates were subsequently measured in young and old animals by fitting 

double exponential functions to the tail currents when CGCs were stepped from 

voltages ranging from -20 to +50 mV back down to -80 mV. Over this range the slow 

deactivation time constant in old animals was seen to respond differently to voltage 
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compared to young CGCs. Effectively, the slow 'tdeact values were larger in old animals 

compared young over the range of voltages studied, which goes some way to support 

the data on activation kinetics. No change was observed however in the fast 'tdeact· 

The observation of prolonged activation (and deactivation) kinetics could be explained 

by a change in the voltage sensitivity the CGC Ca2+ channels. This would be observed 

as a positive shift in the V50. The G/Gmax curves of young and old animals did show a 

shift in the V50 to more positive potentials with age, although this difference was not 

statistically significant. Interestingly, there was a slight, but significant effect of voltage 

on the slow 'tdeact values, which is unusual as the rate should be identical regardless of 

the voltage that it is stepped from. 

Doubt remains however over which components of the exponential fit to the tail current 

represents individual current decay through the various Ca2+ channel isoforms. Data 

from both vertebrate [285, 286) and invertebrate [287) studies on Ca2+ deactivation 

suggests that Cav3 currents deactivate with a much slower time constant than that of 

either Cav l or 2 isoforms, making it the likely candidate for the slow 'tdeact that is 

observed changing with age. However, over the period that the tail current is measured, 

there should be very little contribution of any Cav3 type current, as most will have 

inactivated during the voltage step. A further complication is the contamination of the 

tail current with evolving Kea currents (although this has been minimised by selecting a 

region of tail current where Kea currents are probably not active (see Chapter 3)). 

Comparing the results obtained in these experiments with the work on recombinant 

LCavl and LCav2 channels by Spafford et al may provide some insight into the causes 

behind changes in activation and deactivation kinetics. Spafford et al measured time to 

peak currents for recombinant LCav2 channels expressed in tsA-201 cells to be between 

5- l0ms at 20 mV. For LCavl channels, time to peak current were slightly longer 
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(between 10-15ms) following a depolarisation to the same voltage. Mean time to peak 

currents observed in the young and old CGCs described in the early part of this chapter 

were approximately 10.2 and l l .4ms respectively. It seems reasonable to suggest 

therefore that old CGCs are expressing Ca2+ channels with slower activation kinetics i.e. 

LCavl channels. 

The other possibility is that HVA-Ca2+ channels are configured differently in old 

animals compared to young, perhaps by an alteration in their association with an 

auxiliary subunit. The mammalian �2a subunit for example, interacts with Cav2 

channels to accelerate their activation kinetics, and shift both the voltage dependence of 

activation and inactivation to more negative potentials [288] .  This would fit with a 

scenario where in young animals, Cav2 channels were associated with a mammalian-like 

�2a subunit, but in old age, the subunit becomes dissociated. However, most � subunit 

interactions with a 1 subunits in mammals produce an increase in functional channel 

expression, and possibly an increased insertion of Ca2+ channels into the plasma 

membrane. Ultimately, this leads to an increase in peak current [289). A change in 

peak current amplitude with age was not however observed. Furthermore, Lymnaea are 

currently only known to encode a single � subunit isoform, which displays different 

modulatory effects on Ca2+ current kinetics to that of mammalian subunits. Indeed the 

only effect LCa� appeared to have on an LCav2 current was a slight reduction in the 

kinetics of inactivation [290) . Nevertheless, this does not discount the possibility that 

other � subunit isoforms, splice variants of this isoform, or indeed a a.2-8 subunit may 

be identified in Lymnaea which could explain the alteration in activation kinetics. 

Calcium channels (Cav2) can also be modulated via an interaction with the �'Y subunit of 

a G-protein following G-protein coupled receptor (GPCR) activation. The �'Y subunit 

interacts with the Cav2 channel it is closed state preventing it from opening. However, 
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as the membrane potential depolarises during an action potential, the interaction 

becomes less favourable and the inhibition is removed. The Cav2 channel is then able 

to transition to an open state, albeit with the effect that the macroscopic current has 

apparently slow activation kinetics. 

The other significant age-related change that occurred to Ca2
+ currents in 10-12 month 

old animals was an increase in the speed of channel recovery from inactivation at 

hyperpolarised potentials. Before considering these age-related changes in more detail 

however, let us first consider the situation in young animals when Ba2+ was used as the 

charge carrier. 

In young animals, recovery from inactivation due to voltage alone (in Ba2+) was 

expected to occur with a single exponential function, as channels recover from a single, 

voltage inactivated state. However, recovery occurred in 2 distinct phases, with time 

constants of recovery: 'tfast and tsiow (Figure 4-7). One possible explanation is that Ba2+ 

itself is inactivating Ca2
+ channels, and one of the recovery phases represents recovery 

from Ba2
+ inactivation. Indeed, mild inactivation of Ca2

+ channels due to Ba2
+ has been 

described previously [29 1 ]. Nevertheless, a bi-exponential recovery from VDI time

course has been observed before for Ca2+ currents (not Ba2+) from both vertebrate and 

invertebrate neurones. In neurohypophysis neurones from rats for example, a double, 

and even triple phase recovery from VDI has been previously described [292]. Two

phases of recovery from inactivation have also been described in Lymnaea neurones, 

when sufficient quantities of EGTA were present to prevent CDI [280] . 

It is worth noting that in both of these experiments the cells did not necessarily contain 

Ca2+ currents carried by a single channel isoform. It is certainly a possibility therefore 

that each phase may relate to the inactivation kinetics of a particular class of Ca2+ 

channel. Perhaps the simplest explanation therefore for the two-phase recovery from 
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VDI seen in the CGCs of young animals, is that each phase represents recovery from 

inactivation of a separate Ca2+ channel isoform. One of these channels would have fast 

recovery from VDI kinetics (represented by trast), and the other channel would have 

slow recovery from VDI kinetics (represented by 'tsJow), Indeed, when expressed in tsA-

201 cells, both Lymnaea Ca2+ channels isoforms, LCavl and LCav2, recover from 

inactivation with a monoexponential function in Ba2+, with recovery of LCavl being 

significantly slower than LCav2 [258] . The fast phase of recovery in young CGCs, as 

indicated by trast could be explained by the recovery from inactivation of an LCav2 

(nifedipine insensitive component) and tsiow explained by recovery from inactivation of 

LCavl channels (nifedipine sensitive component). However, further work using 

nifedipine to isolate the nifedipine insensitive current would need to be conducted to 

confirm this. 

When these experiments on young CGCs were repeated with Ca2+ as the permeate ion, 

the expectation was to see extra phases of recovery (due to recovery from CDI in 

addition to recovery from VDI). However, as with the recovery from inactivation 

where Ba2+ was used as the charge carrier, the data were similarly best fitted with 

double exponentials, giving a trast and a 'ts!ow (Figure 4-6). It is conceivable however, 

that whilst in ca2+, a recovery from VDI phase(s) is buried within each of the two 

exponential functions, especially if inactivation is dominated by CDI, which will make 

it hard to resolve by curve fitting. 

Comparing recovery from inactivation in Ba2+ and Ca2+ in young CGCs showed that 

both of the two recovery phases represented by trast and 'tsJow were sensitive to Ca2+. 

Recovery during the initial period in Ba2+ was speeded up when the ion was substituted 

with Ca2+ (reduced trast) ,  whereas recovery during the late phase was inhibited when 

Ca2+ replaced Ba2+ (increased 'tsJow), The observation that Ca2+ increased the speed of 
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recovery from inactivation during the initial fast phase of recovery is an observation that 

is at odds with vertebrate data however, inhibiting late phase recovery is consistent with 

that seen in other organisms [280, 292]. 

Taken together, these results lead to the following proposed simple state diagram for 

recovery from inactivation in young CGCs. There are two HVA Ca2+ channels isoforms 

present in young CGCs, one of which shows similarities to LCavl (i.e. the nifedipine 

sensitive current), and one of which shows similarities to LCav2 (the nifedipine 

insensitive current). Whilst in Ba2+, both isoforms undergo VDI and enter a voltage 

inactivated state from which they recover from at different rates. The recovery time

course of these two channels are resolvable by fitting 2 exponential functions to the 

recovery from inactivation plot. The nifedipine insensitive component (LCav2) isoform 

recovers rapidly with the time constant 'tfast, whereas the nifedipine sensitive component 

(LCavl) isoform recovers slowly, with the time constant 'tstow· In the presence of ca2+, 

both isoforms undergo both CDI and VDI, but preferentially undergo CDI. Again, the 

two isoforms recover from CDI at different rates producing a double exponential (with 

the recovery from VDI for each isoform buried within each function). The nifedipine 

insensitive (LCav2 isoform) recovers rapidly with the time constant 'tfast+ (i.e. faster than 

from VDI), whereas the nifedipine sensitive (LCavl isoform) recovers slowly, with the 

time constant 'tstow+ (i.e. more slowly than VDI). A summary of this mechanism is 

shown in Figure 4-17. This proposed mechanism will need to be tested, principally by 

isolating the nifedipine insensitive current, and measuring its recovery from inactivation 

in Ca2+ (CDI and VDI) and also in Ba2+ (VDI alone). The hypothesis being tested is 

that the slower component of recovery from inactivation should disappear following 

treatment with nifedipine. Under conditions where both CDI and VDI are possible, we 

might then be able to resolve the recovery from both CDI and VDI. 
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Figure 4-17. Proposed state diagram illustrating recovery from inactivation of 2 

Ca2+ channel isoforms at hyperpolarised potentials in young animals. The left hand 

side of the diagram shows the proposed two inactivated states for the LCav2 

channel isoform (due to VDI and CDI). The channel undergoes VDI with rate 

constant av (bottom), and recovers at hyperpolarised potentials with rate constant 

Pv· In the recovery from inactivation experiments, the time course of recovery 

from VDI for this channel is represented by Trast• The top of this part of the 

diagram shows the channel entering a separate inactivated state that is due to CDI. 

The inactivation rate is represented by aea and the recovery rate at hyperpolarised 

potentials represented by Pea• The time course of recovery in Ca2+ is faster from 

this state than the VDI state and therefore, the time-course of recovery is 

represented by Trast+. The right hand part of this diagram shows the proposed two 

inactivated states of the LCavl channel: the bottom showing VDI, and the top 

showing CDI. The time course of recovery from inactivation for this channel 

isoform is far slower than that of the LCav2 channel on the left. The time-course of 

recovery from VDI for this channel is represented by Tstow (bottom, represented by 

Tstow in the recovery from inactivation experiments), and recovery from CDI time

course represented by Tstow+ (i.e. slower than the Tstow seen with VDI, top). 
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As with CGCs from young animals, in old CGCs recovery from VDI (whilst in Ba2+) 

was similarly fitted with a double exponential function. However in these animals, the 

slower component of VDI ('tsJow+) was significantly slower than young (Figure 4-18). 

This may reflect a different level of modulation of a Ca2+ channel isoform in this age 

group, or altered subunit configuration. When these experiments were repeated in Ca2+, 

the recovery from inactivation time-course could similarly be fitted with a double 

exponential. However, the Tfast component was significantly faster in old animals 

compared to young. Interestingly there was no difference in the slow component 

between young and old. If we assume the same proposed state model as in young 

animals, these findings can be explained by an increased proportion of channels 

recovering from CDI (although there was no difference in the ratio of inactivation at 

50ms between young and old animals in either Ca2+ or Ba2
\ section 4.3.1.6). An 

alternative explanation is that the recovery rate, and underlying recovery from 

inactivation process has changed through ageing (through channel modulation or 

subunit configuration). A summary state diagram in old animals is provided in Figure 

4-18. 
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Figure 4-18. Proposed state diagram illustrating recovery from inactivation of 2 

Ca2+ channel isoforms at hyperpolarised potentials in old animals. The diagram is 

constructed in the same way as Figure 4-17. The left hand side of the diagram 

shows the proposed two inactivated states for the LCav2 channel isoform. The time 

course of recovery from VDI for this channel is represented by Trast and is similar 

to young. The top of this part of the diagram shows the channel entering a CDI 

state. The time course of recovery in Ca2+ is faster from this state than from the 

VDI state, and in much faster in old than young. Therefore, the time-course of 

recovery is represented by Trast++. The right hand part of this diagram shows the 

proposed two inactivated states of the LCavl channel: the bottom showing VDI, 

and the top showing CDI. The time course of recovery from inactivation for this 

channel isoform is far slower than that of the LCav2 channel on the left, and in 

slower in old compared to young. The time-course of recovery from VDI for this 

channel is therefore represented by 'tsJow+ (bottom, represented by 'TsJow in the 

recovery from inactivation experiments), and recovery from CDI time-course 

represented by 'tsJow+ (i.e. slower than the 'tsJow seen with VDI, top). The CDI 

inactivated state at the top for LCav2 and the VDI inactivated state for LCavl 

(right) may reflect different inactivation states compared to young. 
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The age-related changes observed in the CGCs of 10-12 month old Lymnaea include a 

reduction in the speed of current activation (with a small but insignificant depolarising 

shift in the V 50), and a speeding up of the recovery from inactivation. As discussed 

earlier, were it not for the lack of an obvious change in peak current amplitude, the age

related change in activation kinetics could be explained by the absence of a mammalian 

�2a-like subunit associating with either CGC HVA-Ca2+ channel isoform in old animals. 

Nevertheless, this argument is strengthened somewhat by the observation that the fast 

time constant ('tfasi) of the HVA-Ca2+ current recovery from inactivation speeds up in 

old animals. This is because such a switch in recovery speed is also consistent with 

dissociation of a mammalian �2a-like subunit from a Cav2 Ca2+ channel [293]. 

Moreover, the interaction between � subunits and Cav channels is reversible, raising the 

possible that modulation of the channel and/or the auxiliary subunit has changed the 

likelihood of the association during ageing. 
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Parameter 
Firing frequency 
Peak HVA-Ca + current 
Vso 
Slope 
Time to peak current 
Predicted minimum time to peak current 
'tact 
Slow 't<leact 
Fast 't<leact 
Proportion of peak current inactivated (VDI) 
Proportion of peak current inactivated (CDI and VDI) 
'tfast (recovery from VDI and CDI) 
'ts1ow (recovery from VDI and CDI) 
'tfast (recovery from VDI) 
'tsJow (recovery from VDI) 
Correlation between firing frequency and: 
Predicted minimum time to peak current in old 
Predicted minimum time to peak current combined 
'tfast (recovery from VDI and CDI) in old 
'tfast (recovery from VDI and CDI) combined 

Change with increasing age 

N/C 
N/C 
N/C 

N/C 
N/C 
�� 
N/C 
N/C 
� 

Negative correlation 
Negative correlation 
Positive correlation 
Positive correlation 

Table 4-4. Summary table of the main electrophysiological findings in young and 

10-12 month old animals. Key: HVA, High Voltage Activated; V50, half activation 

voltage; Slope, slope of G/Gmaxfvoltage activation curve; Tact, time constant for Ca2+ 

current activation; slow Tdeact, time constant for Ca2+ current deactivation; Trash 

time constant for fast component of recovery from inactivation; Tsiow, time constant 

for slow component of recovery from inactivation; N/C, no change. A single arrow 

refers to a significant change where p<0.05, two arrows where p<0.01, and three 

arrows where p<0.001. *Reduced significantly with age in current clamp 

experiments. However, in the voltage clamp experiments presented in this 

chapter, firing frequency was slower in old animals, but not significantly. 

$Significant interaction with two-way RM ANOV A. 
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4.4.2.2 12-14 month old animals 

The experiments comparing 12-14 month old animals were carried out to test the 

hypothesis that the CGCs contained a nifedipine sensitive current, the relative 

expression of which during agemg could explain some of the changes that were 

observed in the 10- 12 month old animals. The old animals that were available at the 

time these experiments were conducted were 12-14 months old, and considered very 

old. 

Through the course of conducting these experiments a number of interesting 

observations were made, including the identification of a nifedipine sensitive current in 

both young and old animals. There were also a number of age-related changes. A 

summary of these is shown in Table 4-5. Some of these changes were consistent with 

observations using 10-12 month old animals, for example, changes to the slow 

deactivation time constant with age. A number however were not. These included both 

the time to peak current, and the predicted minimum time peak values. In addition, an 

interaction between the fast deactivation time constant was seen in this very old group 

of animals, but not in the 10-12 month old age group. 

Perhaps the most obvious change seen using this particular group of animals was the 

change in peak Ca2+ current with age. Both the peak total Ca2+ current, the nifedipine 

sensitive, and the nifedipine insensitive current increased significantly with age (Figure 

4-8, and Table 4-5). No such increase in peak current was observed in the 10-12 month 

old animals with age. In the case of L-type currents, an increase in current density is 

consistent with observations from vertebrate [81 ,  83] and invertebrate neurones [ 191 ]  

during ageing. Interestingly however, no such age-related increase in N-type current 

has been observed before in mammalian models of neuronal ageing. On the contrary, 

N-type current, and protein levels appear to reduce with age in rat cerebral cortical 
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synapses, which is coupled with a decrease in neurotransmitter release [278, 279]. As N

type Ca2+ channels are typically involved in supplying Ca2+ for the fusion of synaptic 

vesicles, this may suggest that the CGCs are attempting increase neurotransmitter 

release, perhaps as a compensatory mechanism. 

The other significant change was a shift in the V 50 to more negative potentials with age. 

Again, no such change was observed when comparing V 50 values in the experiments 

using young and 10-12 month old animals. The shift in V50 with age is seen when 

comparing young and very old total Ca2+ currents, but also when comparing the two age 

groups in the presence of nifedipine. This suggests that it is the nifedipine insensitive 

current which is changing with age. The potential consequences of this are interesting. 

The negative shift in V 50 increases the likelihood that the HV A Ca2+ channels in very 

old animals will be operational at voltages around the membrane potential, raising the 

possibility that they are behaving as a pacemaker. In addition, the enhanced nifedipine 

sensitive current (which is active at low voltages) may also be acting as a pacemaker. 

One reason why this shift may have occurred is as a compensatory response to a lower 

firing rate. The shift in V 5o may be due to modulation by kinases, or association with 

auxiliary subunits, or may be due to a splice variant of the channel being expressed in 

the membrane. 

There are several reasons why the results comparing 10-12 months old and 12-14 month 

old animals are not consistent. One explanation could be the use of 0.1 % DMSO in the 

experiments using 12-14 month old animals, although there is no published literature 

suggesting any effect of 0.1 % DMSO on Ca2+ currents. The other difference between 

experiments using different aged animals was the incorporation of a pre-pulse into the 

voltage step protocol (to improve efficacy of nifedipine). This may conceivably effect 

Ca2+ through a process of facilitation, which is a well-documented phenomenon of Ca2+ 
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currents [294]. The use of a pre-pulse in the voltage protocol may have helped to reveal 

an age-related difference in facilitation. One final, and interesting possibility is that 

there is a progressive change to Ca2+ currents in the CGCs with age, and that the 

changes are fluid, and may represent some compensatory mechanisms. Nonetheless, a 

conclusion from these experiments is that changes do occur to Ca2+ currents with age, 

albeit in a complex, and as yet poorly understood way. 
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Parameter Change with age (unless 

otherwise stated) 

Firing frequency 

Peak HVA-Ca + current (total) 

Peak nifedipine sensitive Caz+ current 

Peak nifedipine insensitive Caz+ current 

Effect of nifedipine on V 50 in young 

Effect of nifedipine on V 5o in very old 

Effect of nifedipine on Slope in young 

Effect of nifedipine on Slope in very old 

V so (young and very old control) 

V50 (young and very old nifedipine) 

Slope (young and very old control) 

Slope (young and very old nifedipine) 

Effect of nifedipine on time to peak current in young 

Effect of nifedipine on time to peak current in very old 

Time to peak current (young and very old control) 

Time to peak current (young and very old nifedipine) 

Predicted minimum time to peak current (control) 

N/C 

N/C 

N/C 

� 

�� 

� 

N/C 

N/C 

Interaction 

Interaction 

N/C 

Interaction 

N/C 

Predicted minimum time to peak current (in the � 

presence of nifedipine) 

Effect of nifedipine on predicted minimum time to peak � 

current (young) 

Effect of nifedipine on predicted minimum time to peak N/C 

current (very old) 

Effect of nifedipine on slow 'tdeact in young 

Effect of nifedipine on slow 'tdeact in very old 

Slow 'tdeact (young and very old control) 

Slow 'tdeact (young and very old nifedipine) 

Fast 'tdeact (effect of nifedipine in very old) 

N/C 

Interaction 

Interaction 

futeraction 

(Continued on next page) 
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Parameter 

Effect of nifedipine on peak AP amplitude in young 

Effect of nifedipine on peak AP amplitude in very old 

Effect of nifedipine on half-width of AP in young 

Effect of nifedipine on half-width of AP in very old 

Effect of nifedipine on f AHP of AP in young 

Effect of nifedipine on fAHP of AP in very old 

Correlation between firing frequency and: 

V5o (in very old controls) 

V 50 (in young and very old controls combined) 

Change with increasing age 

(unless otherwise stated) 
+ 

N/C 

N/C 
-a-

-a-

-a-

Positive correlation 

Positive correlation 

Table 4-5. Summary table of the main electrophysiological findings in young and 

12-14 month old animals Key: HVA, High Voltage Activated; Vso, half activation 

voltage; Slope, slope of G/GMax / voltage activation curve; Tact, time constant for 

Ca2+ current activation; slow Tdeact, time constant for slow component of Ca2+ 

current deactivation; fast Tdeact, time constant for fast component of Ca2+ current 

deactivation; Trast, time constant for fast component of recovery from inactivation; 

TsJow, time constant for slow component of recovery from inactivation; N/C, no 

change. A single arrow refers to a significant change where p<0.05, two arrows 

where p<0.01, and three arrows where p<0.001. *Firing frequency has only been 

investigated in 12-14 month old CGCs that have been prepared for voltage clamp 

(i.e. have crushed connectives and axons). These data were also obtained from 

CGCs in the presence of 0.1 % DMSO. However, in these experiments, firing 

frequency was seen to reduce with age, although not significantly. Note, voltage 

clamp experiments reported above with and without nifedipine contained a pre

pulse. 
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4.4.3 Relationship between firing rate and Ca2+ current 

The Ca2+ hypothesis of ageing proposes that there is a disruption to [Ca2+] i homeostasis 

with advanced age which alters downstream cellular signalling pathways leading to 

altered physiology, disease and in extreme circumstances cell death. As discussed in 

Chapter 3, aged neurones from a range of species show a reduction in excitability 

thought to be due to an enhanced Kea current [98, 252]. It has been shown in 

hippocampal neurones that disruption to Ca2+ homeostasis can underlie this reduction in 

excitability through effects on Kea [ 195] . Changes that are seen in hippocampal 

neurones include a switch in the source of entry of Ca2+ from NMDAR to L-type Ca2+ 

channels, increased currents through N and L-type plasmalemmal channels, and also an 

increase in Ca2+ release from intracellular stores [77] .  

In the case of the CGCs in the pond snail Lymnaea, there is a clear reduction in 

excitability with age. Furthermore, it was shown in the previous chapter that there is an 

enhanced Ca2+ sensitive outward current with age, which is temporally similar to the 

sAHP. From these data it appears that an age-related changes to neuronal excitability 

and the mechanism that drives it (an enhanced Kea current), may well be conserved 

across species. Some evidence has been provided here that during ageing there are 

changes to aspects of the CGC Ca2+ current, including changes to peak currents, voltage 

sensitivities, and the kinetics of activation, deactivation, and recovery from inactivation. 

Are these changes in any way associated with changes to firing rate? 

If the nifedipine sensitive current (which increases with age (at least in 12-14 months 

old animals)) provides the source of Ca2+ to activate Kea, we might expect to see a 

change in firing rate and the sAHP following application of the drug. When these 

experiments were conducted however, albeit with young and 10-12 month old animals, 

no significant change in firing rate, the sAHP or mAHP was detected. This suggests 
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that the nifedipine sensitive current does not provide the source of Ca2+ for Kea 

activation. A significant drop in the fAHP amplitude was however detected in both 

young and old, raising the possibility that a fast activating Kea channel is present in the 

CGC that is sensitive to Ca2+ derived through a nifedipine sensitive current. One such 

candidate would be the large conductance Ca2+ -activated K+ channel BK, which is 

known to cluster around L-type Ca2+ channels, particularly Cav l .3 [295]. It should be 

noted however that these experiments were conducted in 10-12 month old animals. 

A further attempt was made to answer the question of Ca2+ current dysfunction and 

firing rate by testing for a correlation between firing rate and the various Ca2+ current 

measurements in animals included in the voltage clamp experiments described earlier. 

In the 10-12 month old animal experiments, there were significant correlations between 

two of the age-sensitive Ca2+ current parameters tested, and the rate at which the 

neurone fired. The correlation was especially strong when only the old animals were 

included in the analysis. The results showed that there was a negative association 

between the frequency at which the CGCs spontaneously fired, and the predicted time 

to peak current. There was also a positive association between firing rate and the fast 

time constant of recovery from inactivation ( 'tfast, in Ca2+). Correlations between 

deactivation time constants and firing rates were not made due to the lack of being able 

to attribute a significant age-sensitive value to each animal (despite an interaction being 

present). This is unfortunate, as finding a correlation between firing rate and 

deactivation rate would provide supporting evidence for our hypothesis that increased 

Ca2+ entry during the falling phase of the action potential drives Kea activation. Instead, 

using the surrogate marker of predicted time to peak current (as an alternative to 

deactivation rate) we do see a relationship, which suggests, with some degree of 

speculation, that slower activation / deactivation rates produce slower firing rates. 
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In the 12-14 month old animals, there was an unexpected, but nonetheless interesting 

finding. Neither the amplitude of the total, nifedipine sensitive, nor the nifedipine 

insensitive Ca2+ current showed a relationship with firing rate in young, old, or when the 

data were combined. This is at odds with the model of neuronal ageing in which ageing 

sees an increase in Ca2+ entry, with a subsequent increased activation of Kea, and a 

slowing of firing rate. One correlation that was detected in this group of animals 

however was between the half activation voltage (V 50) and firing rate. Here we saw a 

positive association between V 50 and firing rate, i.e. the more negative the half 

activation voltage, the slower the firing frequency. Taken together, these data suggest 

that in terms of raising [Ca2+]i to activate Kea, it might not be maximum peak inward 

current that is important in determining firing rate (which occurs at relatively 

depolarised potentials), but the voltage range over which the channel is active. From 

the work of Llinas et al [284], we know that most Ca2+ entry occurs during the down 

stroke of the action potential because this is when Ca2+ channels are open (although 

deactivating) and the driving force for Ca2+ entry is at its maximum. Changing the 

properties of a Ca2+ channel so that it only begins to deactivate at more negative 

voltages could potentially increase the amount of Ca2+ entering the neurone. hn.aging 

Ca2+ entry as a function of V 50 would provide a fascinating insight into whether this is 

indeed the case. 

The results of the correlative analysis in the two age-groups should be approached with 

a certain degree of scepticism however, as they do not amount to a test of causation. 

Indeed, these findings may simply reflect surrogate markers of other more fundamental 

processes which are driving age-related changes to firing rates. 
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4.5 Conclusions 

This chapter has identified a number of age-related changes to Ca2+ currents in the 

CGCs of Lymnaea, in addition to identifying a nifedipine sensitive current in both 

young and very old animals, which has not be detected previously. Age-related changes 

first appear at the ages of 10-12 months old and include subtle changes to the kinetics of 

activation, deactivation and recovery from inactivation (both CDI and VDI) of HVA 

Ca2+ currents. This may be consistent with a change in the association of HV A Ca2+ 

channel isoforms with an auxiliary subunit (perhaps the loss of a �2a-like subunit 

association with age). In an older group of animals (12-14 months), further changes 

were seen to the peak amplitude of the total Ca2+ current, and the two HV A 

components. Additional changes are seen in voltage sensitivity (negative shift in V 50) 

with age. Interestingly, the kinetics of activation, and recovery from inactivation were 

associated with firing rate in 10-12 month old animals. However, in the 12-14 month 

old age group, peak amplitude did not correlate with firing rate, although V 50 did. 

Taken together, these results confirm that during ageing there is a disruption of Ca2+ 

signalling through Ca2+ channels in the CGCs of Lymnaea, which is consistent with the 

Ca2+ hypothesis of neuronal ageing common to mammalian species. The nature of these 

changes are however subtly different to those investigated in other species, for example, 

changes to current gating kinetics, and an increase in an N-type current has not been 

observed before [8 1 ] .  It is therefore very important to characterise these changes further 

and see how this aligns with current theories of neuronal ageing. 
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4.5.1 Further work 

This chapter has identified a number of age-related changes to Ca2+ currents in the 

CGCs which ultimately require further work to characterise them in more detail. There 

are also a number of questions raised from this work which require further study to 

confirm or refute some of the observation made. These include: 

1 .  Constructing a dosage response curve for the nif edipine sensitive current. 

The experiments conducted in the latter part of this chapter used nifedipine at a 

concentration of 10 µM. This concentration has been successful in blocking the 

majority of current in other Lymnaea neurones. Whether this is the case in old 

neurones has not been tested, and it may be the case that only a proportion of the 

current is blocked in this age group. Therefore to confirm this is the case a 

dosage response curve in both young and old animals should be conducted. 

2. Immunohistochemistry of LCavl and LCav2 channel isoforms. To provide 

further evidence that the current density is changing as CGCs become very old, 

immunohistochemistry CGCs should provide information about the membrane 

expression of the two Lymnaea Cav isoforms. As antibodies directed against 

Lymnaea Cav channels are not commercially available, the cross reactivity will 

need to be determined by comparing the peptide sequence of the mammalian Cav 

targeted by Ab, and the similar region for the Lymnaea Cav channel(s). The 

Lymnaea cDNA sequence library[267]. In addition to providing a quantitative 

measurement of the various LCav isoforms in the CGC, the presence of the L� 

subunit should also be investigated. 

3. Injection of siRNA of the LCav isoforms into the CGCs of Lymnaea. This 

would provide further information on the role and function of the two HV A Ca2+ 

channel isoforms in the CGCs. 
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4. Calcium imaging of the CGCs during ageing. This would help to answer the 

question of whether it is the quantity of Ca2+ entering the CGCs which 

determines firing rate, or whether it has more to do with the kinetics of Ca2+ in 

the CGC. It may also provide information about whether Ca2+ through 

plasmalemmal channels is the source of Ca2+ for Kea and whether it is from 

intracellular stores. 

5. Recovery from inactivation experiments in the presence of nif edipine. One 

of the interesting findings form the investigation on 10- 12 month old animals is 

that recovery from CDI and VDI changes with age. This analysis was 

complicated by the biexponential appearance of the recovery from inactivation 

plot in Ba2+. The hypothesis is that each phase of recovery relates to one of the 

two HVA Ca2+ channel isoforms. Unfortunately these experiments were not 

conducted in the presence of nifedipine. The disappearance of the slow recovery 

phase in the presence of nifedipine should confirm this hypothesis. 
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5 Age-related changes to the firing behaviour of the CGCs 

5.1 Introduction 

5.1.1 Spike frequency adaptation (SFA) 

In Chapter 3 we saw evidence that the Lymnaea CGCs possess a Ca2+ activated lsAHP 

current that increases with age. Of particular note was the observation that in old 

animals the lsAHP continues to increase in amplitude with increasing duration of 

depolarisation to O mV, whereas in young, the current stabilises at far shorter durations. 

One of the reasons for this could be that [Ca2+] i are altered in old CGCs due to age

related changes to Ca2+ currents. Indeed, in Chapter 4 we saw that during ageing the 

kinetics of HV A-Ca2+ currents change with age, and that in very old age, current 

amplitudes of both a nifedipine sensitive and insensitive current increase. These 

changes may go some way to explain the changes that are seen in the lsAHP · 

Spike frequency adaptation (SF A) is defined as the ability of a neurone to slow its firing 

rate in response to a persistent depolarising input[256] . It is a process that is integral to 

neurones from numerous vertebrate species including rat[296, 297], mouse[250] and 

cat[298], and also invertebrate species such as the locust (Schistocerca Americana) [299] 

and snail (Caucasotachea atrolabiata)[248] . In most neurones, SFA is largely 

controlled by the lsAHP[211 ,  300], and is thought to be closely linked to the kinetics of 

intracellular Ca2+ (both entry and clearance)[301].  Although the role of SFA in the 

firing behaviour of a neurone has yet to be fully elucidated, some propositions include 

preventing the build-up intracellular ca2+, controlling the release of neurotransmitter, 

and even as a mechanism for processing sensory stimuli[302]. 

There is evidence that the CGCs are able to undergo SF A. Following single-trial food

reward classical conditioning in Lymnaea, the CGCs maintain their usual firing rate 
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despite undergoing a delayed (16-24 hrs post training) depolarisation [199, 303]. 

Furthermore, there is also evidence that the CGCs adapt their firing rate in response to 

passive current injection, and that this process changes with age[lO l ] .  There is however 

no information on the kinetics of SFA in the CGCs or its sensitivity to Ca2+_ With the 

knowledge that both the lsAHP and Ca2+ currents change with age in the CGCs, it is 

therefore important to examine this process throughout ageing, and test the hypothesis 

that 1) SF A is enhanced in old age and 2) by reducing Ca2+ entry through HV A Ca2+ 

channels, or release from ICS in old CGCs can restore a young neuronal phenotype. 

5.1.2 Measurements of SF A 

Spike frequency adaptation can be described using basic parameters such as the number 

of spikes, and the initial (fo) and steady state (f88) instantaneous firing frequencies during 

a period of current injection. In the past 20 years however, a theoretical model of SFA 

in a neurone controlled by a Kea current has emerged. The mathematical model and 

associated equations first detailed by Wang and Liu[304], and Wang[301] were based 

on observations from cat visual cortical pyramidal neurones[298]. The model has since 

been validated by experiments in locust optic interneurones[299, 302]. 

The principal concept from Wang's mathematical modelling and experimental testing of 

the SF A process is that during a constant depolarising current, the instantaneous firing 

frequency (f) of an adapting neurone declines exponentially as a function of time. From 

the resulting equations (see methods), two parameters help to determine the nature of a 

neurone's response to a constant depolarising input. The first is the strength of 

adaptation, termed Fadap, which describes the maximum proportional reduction in 

instantaneous firing frequency during SFA (0 = full adaptation, and 1 = no adaptation). 

The second is the exponential time constant of adaptation, 'tadap, which describes the 
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time course over which adaptation takes place. A large 'tactap indicates that SFA is slow 

and prolonged, and vice versa. 

According to Wang' s  mathematical model, the term 'tactap is closely related to [Caz+]i 

dynamics within the cell. During a period of intense neuronal firing, voltage-gated Caz+ 

channels open and [Caz+] i rises, activating Kea channels. The activated Kea channels 

hyperpolarise the cell, causing firing rate to decline, and thereby reduce the rate of 

further Caz+ entry. A variety of Caz+ clearance mechanisms, including Caz+ buffers, and 

Caz+ exchangers (including the Na+/Caz+ exchanger) will also be active during this 

period reducing [Caz+] i. The adaptation process stops when [Caz+] i reaches a new 

equilibrium where Caz+ (in) = Caz+ (removed). Therefore 'tactap bears a close relationship 

with intracellular Caz+ dynamics, especially the time course of Ca2+ clearance, termed 

'tea• 

The strength of adaptation, Fadap, is determined by both the quantity of Caz+ entering the 

neurone with each spike (termed a), and also the Kea conductance the neurone (termed 

gAHP). The greater the combination of Ca2+ entry and Kea conductance (agAHP), the 

greater the proportional reduction in firing rate. However, the efficiency of Caz+ 

clearance processes in the cell can also contribute to the magnitude of Factap· 

In following chapter, a basic assessment of the SFA process in the CGCs will be 

conducted in both young and old Lymnaea along with an assessment of the sensitivity 

of SFA to Caz+ derived from both HVA-Ca2+ channels, and from intracellular Caz+ 

stores (ICS) . The reason for studying the latter, is that recent evidence suggests that 

Ca2+ release from ICS can activate the lsAHP, and that this increases with age[272, 305]. 

In addition to the basic assessment of SFA in the CGCs of young and old Lymnaea, the 

equations described by Wang and Liu will be utilised to provide a more comprehensive 

assessment of SFA in these neurones. By taking this approach we can determine 
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specifically changes to the strength (Fadap) and speed (tadap) of adaptation with age. 

Furthermore, by assessing the Ca2+ sensitivity of these parameters, some insight will be 

gained into the underlying Ca2+ dynamics within the cell, principally 'tea, The 

information derived from these experiments will form the basis of the final chapter of 

this thesis. 
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5.2 Methods 

5.2.1 Dynamic SFA in response to artificial current injection 

A brief overview of the equations that have been previously used to describe SFA is 

provided below. These describe SF A in the context of a neurone with voltage gated 

Ca2+ channels (VGCC) and lsAHP that causes SF A. For a more detailed description of 

these equations, including a full derivation see Wang 1998[301]. 

5.2.1.1 Mathematical description of the dynamics of SFA 

The exponential time course of SF A is summarised in Equation 5-1 where fo is the 

initial instantaneous firing frequency at the beginning of current injection, fss is the 

steady state instantaneous frequency during current injection, and 'tadap is the time 

constant of adaptation (see Figure 5-lB) :  

Equation 5-1: f(t) = fss + C/o - fss)e-t/Tadap 

From this equation, it is apparent that two parameters determine the magnitude of f(t) : 

the adaptation time constant ('tadap) and the degree of adaptation ((fo - fss)). The degree 

of adaptation can also be described as a proportion of f0, giving the strength of 

adaptation, Fadap (Figure 5-1 ): 

Equation 5-2: Fadap = (fo - fss)/fo -
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Figure 5-1 The kinetics of Spike Frequency Adaptation. A Sample trace showing 

SF A in a CGC during persistent artificial current injection (20 nA injections for 

5s ). B Exponential time course of adaptation is dependent upon the degree ( or 

strength) of adaptation (fss - fo) and the time constant of adaptation ( 'tadap). 

5.2.1.2 Time constant for adaptation ( 'f'adap) 

As described earlier, 'tadap closely resembles the decay of [Ca2+] i within the cell ('tea), 

Equation 5-3 demonstrates the proportional relationship between Tadap, and 'Z'ca in a 

model neurone. In this equation, a is the amount of Ca2+ entering the neurone with 

each spike (in units of µM(msµA)"1cm2
), gAHP is the K+ conductance of the lsAHP, and 

the product agAHP describes the increase in lsAHP conductance seen with each Ca2+ 

conducting spike. In the model, Cin is the membrane capacitance, V1h is the voltage 

threshold for spike generation, Vreset is the reset voltage (or experimental resting 

membrane potential), and VK is the reversal potential for K+. 

Equation 5-3: 1 1 -- = - + G adap 
where, 

l'adap Tea 

_ agAHP ( Vreset - V K 1) 
Gadap _ ___ ------ + -Cm Vth - Yreset 2 
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Equation 5-3 states that 'tadap is proportional to 'tea, but not equal to it. In fact, 'tadap will 

always be faster than 'tea- This difference is because the process of SFA reduces [Ca2+] i 

accumulation via the negative feedback that [Ca2+L entry has on firing rate, thereby 

reducing the frequency at which Ca2+ enters the cell. The degree of 'negative feedback' 

in this system is expressed by the term Gadap (Equation 5-3). If agAHP increases (larger 

Gadap), then the resulting effect will be a shorter time course of adaptation (smaller 'tadap)-

5.2.1.3 Strength of adaptation (Fadap) 

The other parameter in Equation 5-1 that determines the extent of spike frequency 

adaptation is Factap (strength of adaptation) . Both 'tea (the magnitude of which 

determines [Ca2+]ss and hence activity of gAHP) and agAHP itself, contribute to the 

magnitude of Fadap· This relationship is shown in Equation 5-4, where the effect of 

increasing 'tea produces an increase in Fadap, and Equation 5-5 where increasing Gadap 

(which is proportional to agAHP) produces an increase in Fadap· Equation 5-5 is created 

by substituting Equation 5-3 into Equation 5-4: 

Equation 5-4: 

Equation 5-5: 

F 
_ l - Tadap 

adap - T Ca 

F adap = G adap T adap• 
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5.2.1.4 Relationship between injected current amplitude and Fadap and Tadap 

One of the predictions of Wang's model of SFA is that with increased current intensity, 

Tactap increases, and Factap decreases. The explanation for this relationship is that with 

increased current intensity, spike width decreases, which leads to less Ca2+ entry per 

spike. The resulting slower rate of Ca2+ entry during the burst leads to an increased 

Tadap, and a lower steady state [Ca2+]i produces a smaller Fadap· These predictions have 

since been experimentally confirmed in a looming-sensitive intemeurone of the 

Locust[299]. 

5.2.2 Materials and experimental procedure 

To establish the sensitivity of SFA to Ca2+ from HVA-Ca2+ channels, a series of current 

clamp experiments were conducted using CGCs from 6 young and 6 old Lymnaea, in 

the absence and presence of the HVA Ca2+ channel blocker CdCb (100 µM). CNSs 

were dissected and pinned to a Sylgard lined perfusion dish. The outer ganglionic 

sheath was removed with fine forceps, and the inner ganglionic sheath removed with 

0.1 % pronase (Sigma Type XIV; Sigma UK) for 2 mins to expose the right CGC. The 

pinned CNSs were constantly perfused in HEPES buffered saline. CGCs were impaled 

with a 4M K+Ac- filled micropipette (tip resistance range 5-18 MO), and electrical 

activity measured using and Axoclamp 2B amplifier and Molecular Devices digital to 

analogue converter and recorded using Axoscope® (Molecular Devices). Prior to 

impalement, any voltage offset in the electrode was zeroed, and the bridge balanced. 

Following successful impalement the right CGC the membrane potential was allowed to 

stabilise before a 5s pulse of artificial current injection was at 10 nA, 20 n A and 30 nA 

in bridge balance mode. In the intervals between each current injection, CGCs were 

allowed to recover to a stable firing frequency (which took around 20s). Following 

completion of the current injection protocol, the cell was allowed to stabilise before 100 
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µM CdCh was superfused over the rCGC for 3 mins. The current injection protocol was 

then repeated in the presence of CdCh. 

The role that Ca2+ derived from ICS plays in SFA was also tested in both age groups 

using the ICS blocker, Ruthenium Red. 100 µM was added to the micropipette solution 

used to impale the rCGCs of 5 young (4-5 months old) and 6 old ( 12  months old) 

animals (as it has poor penetration across the cell membrane). Following the 3mins 

stabilisation period, 3 x 5s current injection protocol was performed at 10, 20 and 30 nA 

as described above to examine the sensitive of SFA to Ca2+ released from ICS. In the 

intervals between each current injection, CGCs were allowed to recover to a stable 

firing frequency. Parameters of SFA were measured and statistically compared to 

separate group of 6 control young and 9 control animals. 

To determine age-related changes in the dynamics of SFA under control conditions, 

data from the control arms the Cd2+ and ruthenium red experiments were pooled 

together. These pooled data were then used to calculate the various parameters of SFA 

dynamics described Methods 4.2.5, and compared between age groups. 
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5.2.3 Analysis 

5.2.3.1 Dynamic SFA in response to artificial current injection 

Current clamp recordings were analysed offline using Clampfit® (Molecular Devices). 

Clampfit's 'template search' functionality was used to identify individual action 

potentials during a current injection episode, and both the interspike intervals (ISls) of 

adjoining spikes, and individual half-widths were measured. Where the 'template 

search' facility was unable to detect an action potential, measurements were made 

manually. 

fss, Fadap and 'tadap values were then calculated m the following way. First, an 

' instantaneous frequency' (J) vs. 'time of spike' (t) plot was constructed for each 

artificial depolarisation (10, 20 and 30 nA) in each animal. To do this, the reciprocal of 

each ISi was calculated (giving f), and plotted against the corresponding time at which 

the spike occurred (calculated by the sum of cumulative ISls). These data were then 

imported into Graphpad Prism® and monoexponential curves fitted to each data set 

according to Equation 5-1. In the vast majority of cases, data were successfully fitted 

with a single exponential decay yielding a time constant of adaptation ( 'tactap) and a 

plateau constant (fss). The values for fss were used to calculate Factap (from the initial 

instantaneous firing frequency f0) according to Equation 5-2. Mean values for 'tactap and 

Fadap were determined for CGCs from the two age groups across the range of current 

injection amplitudes (10, 20 and 30 nA), and conditions. In a small number of cases 

however (n= l/6 young control (CdClz experiments, and n=l/6 old control (CdClz 

experiments)), the time of spike vs.f plot did not follow a clear monoexponential decay. 

Examination of the current clamp trace for these animals showed an occasional 

spontaneous input onto the CGC producing a time of spike vs. f plot with outliers 

corresponding to the short ISis. Removal of these points, enabled curves to be 
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successfully fitted. The % increase in half-with over the course of a current injection 

episode was calculated using Equation 5-6. 

Equation 5-6 % increase in half width = (10 half wldth- fss half width) 
f o half width 

For statistical comparisons of the SFA parameters between age groups only, a repeated 

measures (RM) two-way ANOV A was used which accounted for repeated measures on 

the current injection variable only. When testing for the effect of drug treatment 

(CdCh) on SFA however, a two-way ANOV A test which was repeated for both factors 

( current, and treatment) was applied. Statistical test were conducted using Graphpad 

Prism®. 
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5.3 Results 

5.3.1 SFA in CGCs from young and old animals 

5.3.1.1 Basic analysis of SFA in young and old CGCs 

All CGCs from both young and old Lymnaea displayed SFA in response to artificial 

current injection at all current injection amplitudes (10, 20 and 30 nA). The number of 

spikes generated during a 5s current injection episode were slightly less in old animals 

compared to young over the range of current injection amplitudes, however they did not 

reach statistical significance (p>0.05, two-way RM ANOV A; Figure 5-2A). The 

number of spikes did increase significantly with current injection amplitude in both age 

groups however (p<0.0001, two-way RM ANOV A). 

The half-width of action potentials increased over the course of a current injection in 

both young and old CGCs for all 3 current amplitudes (p<0.000 l in both young and old, 

two-way RM ANOVA). The % increase in half-width was however significantly larger 

in CGCs from old animals compared to young, over the range of current injection 

amplitudes (p<0.05, two-way RM ANOV A). The % increase in half-width was 

dependent upon the amplitude of the current injection, with larger currents producing 

greater increases in half-width in both age groups (p<0.0001, two-way RM ANOVA; 

Figure 5-2B and Ci and Cii). In both young and old, the half-width duration of the first 

spike was not dependent on voltage. However, in both age groups, the half-width of the 

steady state action potential increased significantly with increased current intensity 

(Figure 5-2Cii and Dii). 
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Figure 5-2. Effect of age and current injection amplitude on the number of spikes 

generated during a Ss pulse and action potential width. A Number of spikes in a Ss 

depolarization at 10, 20 and 30 nA in young and old. B The % increase in half

width for young and old from the first action potential (fo) and an action potential 

at steady state (fss), Ci and Di show representative spikes from young and old 

CGCs respectively at the beginning (fo, solid black line) and end (fss, dotted black 

like) of pulse. Cii and Dii Mean half widths of fo spike and fss spikes in young and 

old respectively. Young, n=12 and old, n=lS. 
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The mean (±SEM) fo values were not significantly different between young and old 

CGCs over the range of current injection amplitudes. Steady state instantaneous 

frequencies (fss) were calculated by fitting Equation 5-1 to 'instantaneous frequency vs. 

time of spike' plots for individual animals at all current injection amplitudes. The mean 

(± SEM) calculated fss values were found to be significantly slower in old CGCs 

compared to young (p<0.05, two-way RM ANOV A) over the range of current injection 

amplitudes (Figure 5-3). Table 5-1 summaries the mean (± SEM) values for f0 and fss· 
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Figure 5-3 Changes to the SF A parameters f0 and fss with age. Ai and Aii Sample 

traces from young and old respectively during a 5s current injection of 20 nA. 

Mean fo (B) and fss (C) values for young (n=12) and old (n=15) CGCs. fss values 

were calculated by fitting single exponential function to 'instantaneous frequency 

vs. time of spike' plots. Steady state firing frequencies were significantly slower in 

old CGCs compared to young (p<0.05, two-way RM ANOV A). 
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Jo (spikes/s) lss (spikes/s) 

Young 10 nA 6.51 ± 0.45 1.59 ± 0.12 
(n=12) 

20 nA 9.18 ± 0.48 2.30 ± 0.22* 

30 nA 10.94 ± 0.49 2.72 ± 0.23 

Old 10 nA 5.90 ± 0.39 1.24 ± 0.11 
(n=15) 

20 nA 9.31 ±0.42 1.62 ± 0.15* 

30 nA 11.49 ±0.43 2.24 ± 0.21 

Table 5-1 Mean ± SEM values for Jo and fss in young and old. Asterix indicates 

where a difference exists between young and old (*p<0.05, two-way RM ANOV A). 
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5.3.1.2 Basic analysis of SF A - sensitivity to block of HVA-Ca2+ channels 

The application of CdCh significantly increases the number of spikes per burst in both 

young (p<0.01 , two-way RM ANOVA) and old (p<0.05, two-way RM ANOVA), over 

all current injection amplitudes (Figure 5-4) . However, the increase is more pronounced 

in young animals. 
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Figure 5-4. Number of spikes per 5s current injection pulse in young (A, n=6) and 

old (B, n=6), in the absence (black bars) and presence (grey bars) of 100 µM CdC(z. 

In young animals, both fo and lss increased significantly over the range of current 

amplitudes following treatment with CdC}z (p<0.001 and p<0.001 for f0 and fss 

respectively; two-way RM ANOV A; Figure 5-5Bi and Ci respectively). In old animals, 

fo was increased over the range of current injection amplitudes following application of 

CdCh (p<0.01 , two-way RM ANOV A; Figure 5-5Bii). However, fss did not change 

significantly (p>0.05, two-way RM ANOV A; Figure 5-5Cii). Table 5-2 summarises the 

mean (± SEM) values for fo and fss · 
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Figure 5-5. Age-related differences in the sensitivity of fo and fss to CdCh treatment 

during 5s current injections. Ai and Aii Sample traces from young and old animals 

respectively during a 5s 20 nA current injections. The top trace is control, and the 

trace immediately underneath is the same animal in 100 µM CdCh- Bi and Bii f0 at 

10, 20 and 30 nA current injection amplitudes in young and old respectively. Ci 

and Cii, fss at 10, 20 and 30 nA current amplitudes in young and old respectively; 

n=6 young and n=6 old. 
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Jo (spikes/s) lss (spikes/s) 

Young 10 nA 6.62 ± 0.41 **  

control 

1 .39 ± 0.07* 

(n=6) 

Young 
CdCh 
(n=6) 

20 nA 9.47 ± 0.48*** 2.33 ± 0.30** 

30 nA 1 1 .8 ± 0.24*** 2.95 ± 0.27*** 

10 nA 9.22 ± 0.41 

20 nA 1 3 . 1  ± 0.34 

30 nA 16. 1 ± 1 .00 

3 .08 ± 0.37 

4.70 ± 0.45 

6.22 ± 0.44 

Old 10 nA 5.43 ± 0.68** 1 .2 1 ± 0. 17  
control 
(n=6) 

Old 
CdCh 
(n=6) 

20 nA 9.6 1 ± 0.80* 1 .70 ± 0.34 

30 nA 1 1 . 1 ± 0.73*** 2.67 ± 0.45 

10 nA 7.01 ± 0.6 1 

20 nA 10.8 ± 0.63 

30 nA 13.5 ± 0.82 

1 .64 ± 0.3 1 

2.26 ± 0.52 

4. 14 ± 1 .02 

Table 5-2. Mean ± SEM values for Jo and fss in young and old in the absence and 

presence of 100 µM CdC(z. Asterix indicates where a difference exists between 

control and treatment (*p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001, Bonferonni post-hoc test 

following two-way RM ANOV A). 
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5.3.1.3 Basic analysis of SF A - sensitivity to block of JCS 

The basic parameters of SF A were assessed in young and old animals in the absence 

and presence of ruthenium red (RR), a blocker of ryanodine receptors. Due to the 

inability of RR to cross the cell membrane, the drug was administered to the CGCs via 

the micropipette solution of the recording electrode at a concentration of 100 µM. 

CGCs from young and old animals that were administered RR via the micropipette were 

then compared to a parallel group of young and old animals with ruthenium red absent 

from the micropipette. 

There was no significant difference between the number of spikes in the 5s current 

injection pulse between the RR group and control group in either the young (Figure 

5-6A) or old (Figure 5-6B) age-groups. Furthermore blocking ryanodine receptors 

using 100 µM ruthenium red did not alter f0 values in either age-group (Figure 5-7Bi 

and Bii). Values of fss were however larger than control in old (p<0.05, two-way RM 

ANOV A; Figure 5-7Cii), but not young CGCs (Figure 5-7Ci). Table 5-3 summaries the 

mean (± SEM) values for fo and fss · 
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Figure 5-6. Number of spikes per 5s current injection pulse in young (A, n=6) and 

old (B, n=6), with the absence (black bars) or presence of ruthenium red (RR) in 

the recording micropipette (100 µM grey bars). 
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injections. The top trace is control, and the trace immediately underneath is an 

example of a CGC administered 100 JlM RR. Bi and Bii fo at 10, 20 and 30 nA 

current injection amplitudes in young and old respectively. Ci and Cii, fss at 10, 20 

and 30 nA current amplitudes in young and old respectively. 
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fa (spikes/s) lss (spikes/s) 

Young 10 nA 6.39 ± 0.864 
control 

1 .80 ± 0.207 

(n=6) 

Young 
RR 

(n=6) 

20 nA 8.90 ± 0.8733 2.28 ± 0.361 

30 nA 10. 1 1  ± 0.8483 2.48 ± 0.369 

10 nA 5.08 ± 0.63 

20 nA 6.79 ± 1 .07 

30 nA 10. 1 5  ± 0.70 

1 .54 ± 0.20 

1 .74 ± 0. 1 1  

2 . 19  ± 0.20 

Old 10 nA 6.21 ± 0.4586 1 .25 ± 0. 148 
control 
(n=9) 20 nA 9. 1 1  ± 0.4914 1 .57 ± 0. 136 

30 nA 1 1 .75 ± 0.55 10 1 .96 ± 0. 123 

Old RR 10 nA 5.62 ± 0.32 1 .89 ± 0.3 1 
(n=6) 

20 nA 8.37 ± 0.33 1 .68 ± 0. 16  

30 nA 10.79 ± 0.56 2. 16  ± 0.22 

Table 5-3. Mean ± SEM values for fo and fss in young and old control, and young 

and old with 100 µM RR in the intracellular pipette. There is a significant 

difference between mean fss values in old control vs. old RR (p<0.05, two-way RM 

ANOVA). 
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5.3.2 Dynamics of SF A in young and old CGCs 

5.3.2.1 Changes to fadap and Fadap during ageing 

To provide further information about the dynamics of SF A in the CGCs of young and 

old Lymnaea, 'tadap and Fadap values were calculated and the mean (± SEM) compared 

between young and old CGCs at the 3 current injection amplitudes. 'tadap was derived 

from plots of instantaneous frequency vs. time of spike fitted according to Equation 5-1. 

Fadap was subsequently calculated using the f0 and fss values according to Equation 5-2. 

An example of an instantaneous frequency vs. time of spike plot is given in Figure 5-8C. 

The speed of adaptation ('tadap) was found to be significantly longer in old animals 

across the range of current injection amplitudes (p<0.001, two-way RM ANOVA; 

Figure 5-8A). Fadap was slightly higher in CGCs from older animals compared to 

young, but only reached borderline significance (p=0.054, Two-way ANOV A; Figure 

5-8B). Table 5-4 summarises the mean ± SEM for 'tadap and Fadap· 
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Figure 5-8 Effect of age on the dynamics of SFA in CGC from Lymnaea stagnalis. 

A Age-related decrease in speed of adaptation (increased 'l;uJap) over a range of 

current injection amplitudes (p<0.05, Two-way ANOV A). B Age-related increase 

in the strength of adaptation (increased F adap) over a range of current injection 

amplitudes (p<0.05, Two-way ANOVA). Ci Examples of SFA in young and old 

CGCs during a Ss 20 nA current injection. Cii Instantaneous frequency (/) vs. time 

of spike plot for a representative young and old animals at 20 nA current injection 

( 'l;uJap of 693ms and 805ms, and F adap of 0. 73and 0.90 in young and old respectively). 
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'T;uiap (ms) F adap 

Young 10 nA 605.6 ± 40.59 
(n=l2) 

0.75 ±0.02 

20 nA 735.4 ± 28.96*** 0.75 ± 0.02 

30 nA 788.6 ± 24.06*** 0.75 ± 0.02 

Old 10 nA 710.4 ± 37.08 0.77 ± 0.03 
(n=l 5) 

20 nA 956.0 ± 47.58*** 0.82 ± 0.02 

30 nA 1041 ± 50.03*** 0.81 ± 0.02 

Table 5-4 Mean ± SEM values for F adap and 'tadap in young and old. Asterix 

indicates where a difference exists between young and old (***p<0.001, Bonferonni 

post-hoc test following two-way RM ANOV A). 
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5.3.2.2 Sensitivity of Tat1ap and F adap to Ca2+ from HVA Ca2+ channels 

Following treatment with the HV A-Ca2+ channel blocker CdCh, Fadap decreased 

significantly in young animals (p<0.05, two-way RM ANOV A; Figure 5-9Ai), but not 

in old (Figure 5-9Aii). The time course of adaptation ( '!°adap) increased in both young 

(p<0.01, two-way RM ANOVA; Figure 5-9Bi) and old animals (p<0.05, two-way RM 

ANOVA; Figure 5-9Bii). A summary of the mean 'tadap, and Fadap values from young 

and old in the absence and presence of CdC}z is shown in Table 5-5. 
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Figure 5-9. Changes to the dynamics of SF A in the CGCs from young and old 

Lymnaea following treatment with the HV A-Ca2+ channel blocker CdCh. Ai and 

Aii Mean (± SEM) Fadap values in the absence (black bars) and presence (grey bars) 

of 100 µM CdCh, in young and old respectively. Bi and Bii Mean (±SEM) 'tadap 

values in the absence (black bars) and presence (grey bars) of 100 µM CdCh, in 

young and old respectively. The slower time course of adaptation in old animals 

( open circles) can be seen in the sample trace in Figure 5-SCii. 
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"radap (ms) Fadap 

Young 
control 
(n=6) 

10 nA 655.5 ± 40.9*** 0.79 ± 0.02** 

20 nA 7 18.7 ± 46.9** 

30 nA 772.7 ± 43.8 

Young 10 nA 145 1 .7 ± 199.6 
CdC}z (n=6) 

Old 
control(n=6) 

20 nA 1308.5 ± 96.9 

30 nA 1083.8 ± 99.3 

10 nA 787.4 ± 58.5** 

20 nA 1073. 1 ± 86.6* 

30 nA 1217 .2 ± 70.6 

Old CdC}z 10 nA 1440.3 ± 225 .7 
(n=6) 

20 nA 1 635. 1 ± 193. 1 

30 nA 1476.4 ± 192.8 

0.75 ± 0.03** 

0.75 ± 0.03** 

0.67 ± 0.04 

0.64 ± 0.04 

0.61 ± 0.03 

0.76 ± 0.04 

0.82 ± 0.03 

0.75 ± 0.05 

0.77 ± 0.04 

0.80 ± 0.04 

0.7 1 ± 0.06 

Table 5-5 Mean ± SEM values for /0, /ss, F adap and 'l;uJap in young and old in the 

absence and presence of 100 µM CdCh. Asterix indicates where a difference exists 

between control and treatment (**p<0.01, ***p<0.001, Bonferonni post-hoc test 

following two-way RM ANOV A). 
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5.3.2.3 Sensitivity of Ta,1ap and F adap to Ca2+ derived from intracellular stores 

There were no significant differences in either age-groups between Fadap values in 

control and RR treatment arms, (Figure 5- lOAi and Aii). Interestingly, considering that 

a source of Ca2+ had been blocked, 'tadap values were significantly lower in the 

intracellular ruthenium red arm of both age groups (in young p<0.01, two-way RM 

ANOVA; in old control: p<0.01, two-way RM ANOV A, Figure 5- lOBi and Bii). Table 

5-6 summarises the mean ± SEM values under all conditions. 
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Figure 5-10. Effects of intracellular ruthenium red (RR) on the dynamics of SFA in 

the CGCs from young and old Lymnaea. Ai and Aii Mean (± SEM) F adap values in 

the absence (black bars) and presence (grey bars) of 100 µM intracellular RR, in 

young and old respectively (note p=0.06 in old, two-way RM ANOV A). Bi and Bii 

Mean (±SEM) 'tadap values in the absence (black bars) and presence (grey bars) of 

100 µM intracellular RR, in young and old respectively; n=6 young control, n=6 

young RR, n=9 old control, n=6 old RR. 
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Young l0 nA 
control 
(n=6) 

20 nA 

'radap (ms) 

555.6 ± 67.8 

752.0 ± 37.2* 

Fadap 

0.72 ± 0.02 

0.75 ± 0.02 

30 nA 804.5 ± 23. 1 **  0.76 ± 0.02 

Young 10 nA 449.5 ± 41 .6 
RR 

(n=6) 

Old 
control( 

n=9) 

20 nA 555.2 ± 50.4 

30 nA 576.4 ± 57 .0 

l0 nA 659. 1 ± 41 .8* 

20 nA 877.9 ± 39.6* 

30 nA 923.0 ± 30.3* 

Old RR 10 nA 494.7 ± 79.3 
(n=6) 

20 nA 684 6 ± 30.3 

30 nA 748.6 ± 23.2 

0.69 ± 0.03 

0.69 ± 0.07 

0.78 ± 0.03 

0.78 ± 0.04 

0.82 ± 0.02 

0.83 ± 0.01 

0.67 ± 0.05 

0.80 ± 0.02 

0.80 ± 0.02 

Table 5-6 Mean ± SEM values for F adap and 1;uiap in young and old control, and 

young and old with 100 µM RR in the intracellular pipette. Asterix indicates 

where a difference exists between control and treatment (*p<0.05, **p<0.01 

Bonferroni post-hoc test following two-way RM ANOV A). 
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5.4 Discussion 

In chapter 3 we learnt that a Caz+ activated K+ current, which has characteristics similar 

to the lsAHP, is present in the CGCs, and that the amplitude of this current increases with 

age. In chapter 4 we learnt that there are also a variety of age-related changes to Caz+ 

currents in the CGCs, and that these may contribute to the increase in lsAHP· In this 

current chapter, we investigated SFA in the CGCs of young and old Lymnaea, a process 

which is known to be controlled by the lsAHP in many vertebrate and invertebrate 

neurones. The hypothesis being tested was that SFA should be enhanced in old 

animals, and that it should be sensitive to block of Caz+ entry through HV A-Caz+ 

channels and possibly Caz+ release from ICS. 

5.4.1 SFA in the CGCs of young Lymnaea 

Table 5-7 summarises the main changes to SFA in the CGCs of Lymnaea during ageing, 

and the response of each age-group to pharmacological manipulation with CdCh and 

RR. Before considering the age-related changes to SFA however, let us first consider 

the situation in young animals, including sensitivity of SFA to Caz+ derived from both 

intracellular and extracellular sources. 

The exponential decline in the shape of the instantaneous frequency vs. time of spike 

plots demonstrates that young CGCs are capable of adapting their firing frequency in 

response to constant current injection. Furthermore, the successful fitting of these plots 

with the exponential function given in Equation 5-1 demonstrates that in young CGCs, 

the SFA process is in accordance with Wang's model [301]. 

The Caz+ sensitivity of SFA in young CGCs was initially demonstrated by comparing 

the number of spikes occurring in the 5s of current injection in control conditions to 

those in the presence of CdC}z (a HVA-Caz+ channel blocker) . In this age group, the 
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number of spikes in 5s increased significantly in the presence of 100 µM CdClz, as 

would be expected if Ca2+ from HVA-Ca2+ channels were required for SFA. Further 

evidence of the Ca2+ sensitivity of this process came from a comparison of the 

instantaneous frequency vs. time of spike plots between treatment groups. In the 

presence of CdClz, mean (± SEM) fss increased, along with f0, providing evidence that a 

Ca2+ sensitive hyperpolarizing influence had been blocked in the cell. Interestingly 

however, instantaneous frequency vs. time of spike plots were still successfully fitted 

with Equation 5-1 in the presence of CdClz, suggesting that: 

1. Not all HVA-Ca2+ channels were blocked at the concentration of CdClz used 

2. Ca2+ from an additional source is providing a stimulus for the lsAHP current or 

3. Another mechanism, such as Na+ channel inactivation is producing the steady 

decline in firing rate in the absence of an lsAHP· 

4. CdCh increases the input resistance of the cell. 

Regarding point 4, the implication of an increase in input resistance, would be to 

increase /'1 V for any given current injection amplitude, resulting is greater 

depolarization, and a consequential increase in firing rate. However, measurement of 

input resistance ( calculated as /'1 V /injected I) in the absence and presence of CdCh were 

not significantly different in this age group (data not shown). 

Due to the successful fit of the instantaneous frequency data to Equation 5-1, further 

analysis of SFA using the mathematical principles outlined by Wang, were then applied 

to the data. These results showed that in young animals the strength of adaptation 

(Fadap) was reduced in the presence of CdClz, whereas 'tadap increased. According to 

Wang's model, a reduction in Ca2+ entry per spike (a), as would occur if the source of 

Ca2+ entry into the CGCs had been blocked, would decrease the value of Gadap (Equation 
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5-3). A smaller Gadap will reduce Fadap when substituted into Equation 5-5, and increase 

'tadap (Equation 5-3). Therefore, it appears that the model of SFA proposed by Wang's  

provides a good representation of the dynamics of SFA in CGCs from young animals. 

One observation that does not fit with Wang's model however, is the prediction that 

with increasing intensity of applied current, Fadap values should decrease. Wang' s 

reasoning for the negative relationship between Fadap and current intensity is that at 

higher current amplitudes, spike width narrows, reducing Ca2+ entry per spike, and 

therefore the rate of Ca2+ entry. These predictions were confirmed in observations in 

both cat [298] and locust [299] neurones. The results from SF A in young CGCs did not 

fit with this prediction however. Instead, Fadap values increased slightly as a function of 

current intensity. One possible explanation for this lies in the results from Figure 5-2, 

which showed that rather that decreasing in duration, spike half-width actually increased 

as a function of current intensity. The consequence of this may be that Ca2+ entry per 

spike increases, or remains stable with increasing current intensity. Interestingly, in the 

presence of CdC}z, a negative relationship between Fadap and current intensity emerged. 

Basic assessment of the sensitivity of SFA to RR treatment showed that CGCs from 

young animals were not apparently sensitive to Ca2+ derived from ICS. Neither the 

number of spikes during the current injection, f0, or fss were significantly different in the 

young RR arm compared to young control. In addition Fadap values were also not 

significantly different from control. Interestingly however, mean (± SEM) 'tadap were 

significantly smaller in the young RR arm compared to control, implying that the 

process of SFA has speeded up. This is not obviously consistent with the blocking of a 

source of Ca2+. The possible explanations for these observations are outlined in Table 

5-8, along with potential experiments to test these hypotheses. One interesting 

possibility raised in this table is that the efficiency of Ca2+ clearance mechanisms may 
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indirectly be improved by the blocking of Ca2+ release from ICS by RR. The 

endoplasmic reticulum (ER) releases Ca2+ from ICS during the process of Caz+ induced 

Caz+ release (CICR), but it is also acts as a sink for storing Caz+_ During periods of 

neuronal activity (SFA for example), ICS will be stimulated and there will be a net 

release of Caz+_ However, during periods of inactivity, or if ICS are pharmacologically 

blocked, they become net removers of Caz+ from the cytoplasm. This would have the 

effect of reducing the value of tea, and therefore reduce the time course of adaptation 

('tactap)- This will be considered in more detail in the next chapter. 
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Intervention Age Number fo fss Fadap 
Half-

of spikes 't'adap width 

Ageing NIA J, i iii i 

Young ii iii iii J, ii NIE 
CdCh 

Old i ii i NIE 

Young J,J, NIE 

Old i J,J, NIE 

Table 5-7. Summary of changes to the dynamics of SFA with age, including the 

differences in sensitivity to block of HVA-Ca2+ channels and Ca2+ release from 

intracellular stores. Key: f0 is the initial instantaneous firing frequency, f ss is the 

steady state firing frequency, Fadap describes the strength of adaptation, 't'adap is the 

time constant of adaptation, RR is ruthenium red. N/ A is not applicable, NIE is 

not examined, - is no significant change, arrows indicate direction of change (a 

single arrow signifies a p<0.05, two arrows a p<0.01, and 3 arrows a p<0.001). 
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Hypothesis Explanation Experimental testing 

RR is stimulating, rather If this were the case, a concomitant increase in Factap would be Cat.+ imaging of the CGCs, in the absence or 
that inhibiting release of expected, which we do not see. Nonetheless, ryanodine presence of RR during current depolarisation 

Ca2+ from JCS. receptors operate in a number of modes, and drugs such as will reveal if Ca2+ release is blocked, or 
ryanodine are known to have both stimulatory and inhibitory enhanced by RR. Repeating the original 
effects at different concentrations. It may be the case that the experiments with agents that interfere with ICS 
intracellular concentration of RR was insufficient to block such as caffeine, ryanodine, thapsigargin and 
ICS. Furthermore, there is evidence also, that ruthenium red cylopiazoic acid will determine if this is a result 
can stimulate the release of Ca2+ from mitochondria [306] . is peculiar to RR. 

RR is capable of activating As described above if this were the case a concomitant This could be tested by observing the effects of 

Kea channels directly. increase in Factap would be expected, which we do not see. RR in the presence of another blocker of Ca2+ 

Additionally there is no evidence that RR activates these release from ICS. 

The ER act primarily as a 
Ca2+ sink following block 
with RR. 

channels. In fact, there is some evidence RR can block BK 
channels [307, 308]. 

Block of ICS with RR prevents release of Ca'-+. This results 

in the ER acting primarily as a Ca2+ sink, removing 
cytoplasmic Ca2+ through the SERCA pump. This effectively 
reduces Tea, and Tactap· There is evidence that the ER can act to 
release or take up net Ca2+ [309] . 

Measure SF A in the absence and presence of a 
combination of RR and a SERCA pump 
inhibitor. 

(Continued on next page) 
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Hypothesis 

The lsAHP in the CGCs is 
acting as an inward 
rectifier, in a similar way to 
other Kea-

RR blocks enzymatic 
modulation of the lsAIIP 

current directly, or via 
d · C 2

+ t· t· re ucmg a ac 1va ion 
(from ICS) of enzymes that 
modulate lsAIIP channels. 

Explanation Experimental testing 

There is evidence that Kea are weak inward rectifiers. Constructing conductance voltage curves in the 
Divalent cations are capable of blocking outward conductance absence or presence of RR may provide an 
of the channel in a voltage and concentration dependent indication of whether the lsAHP is indeed inward 
manner[212]. If RR blocks release of Ca2+ from internal rectifying, and whether application of RR can 
stores, the drug may have the paradoxical effect of removing improve conductance through the channel. The 
some degree of inward rectification from the lsAHP channel by use of caged Ca2+ techniques could also be 
lowing [Ca2+k improving conductance. This may have the employed to see if any effects RR has on 
effect of reducing the time course of adaptation. inward rectification can be removed. 

There is evidence that lsAHP currents are activated by enzymes 
that are switched on by intracellular Ca2+[211]. Recently, 
hippocalcin, a Ca2+ sensing enzyme has been shown to 
modulate the lsAHP[310]. If the source of Ca2+ activating these 
modulatory enzymes comes from ICS, it could be envisaged 
that RR, could therefore remove this inhibition. 

Application of blocker of modulatory enzymes 
such as hippocalcin should produce the same 
effects as RR on SFA. 

Table 5-8. Possible reasons for the observed effects that RR has on 'Tadap• Key: RR, ruthenium red; ER, endoplasmic reticulum; ICS, 

intracellular stores; SF A, spike frequency adaptation, lsAIIP, sAHP current; SER CA, sarco/endoplasmic reticulum Ca2+ ATPase. 
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5.4.2 SFA in CGCs from old Lymnaea and comparisons with young 

As with young animals, CGCs from old animals showed SF A in response to current 

injection. Instantaneous firing frequency declined as a function of time, and these plots 

were successfully fitted with Equation 5-1. Comparing the number of spikes generated 

in a 5s pulse, or mean f0 values with young over the 3 current injection amplitudes did 

not highlight any differences. Nonetheless, fss values were significantly slower in old 

animals compared to young. The discrepancy in the results of the numbers of spikes 

and the fss values may be explained by age-related differences in the time course of 

adaptation. If for example, old animals adapted their firing frequency at a slower rate, 

but with a greater adaptation strength compared to young, the number of spikes 

generated during the pulse would be similar. Calculation of Factap and 'tactap indeed 

showed this to be the case. With increasing age, Factap increases during SFA in the 

CGCs, along with 'tactap· 

Interestingly, these findings do not fit in with our original hypothesis. This stated that 

the larger lsAHP we see with age, along with altered Ca2+ kinetics should increase the 

value of agAHP in Equation 5-3. In turn this should lead to an increase Factap (Equation 

5-5) and a reduction in 'tactap (Equation 5-3). Increases in both fss, and Factap with age are 

consistent with this prediction, but an increase in 'tactap with age is not. 

The results following block of HV A-Ca2+ channels, and RR in old animals were also 

intriguing. Part of the original hypothesis was that in old animals SF A would be 

sensitive to block with Cd2+ (or possibly RR), restoring the phenotype to that of a young 

animal. Old animals were sensitive to CdCh, producing an increased number of spikes 

in the period of the current depolarization, and an increase in f0, both of which are 

consistent with the blocking of SFA. However the mean fss values and Factap remained 

resistant to the effect of CdCh, with the implication that Ca2
+ derived from another 
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source is activating SFA (especially late on in tl;te current injection period). 

Furthermore, 'tadap increased further in CGCs from old animals in the presence of CdC}z, 

failing to restore the young phenotype. 

Interestingly however, intracellular RR was able to reduce the mean 'tadap in old animals 

to a value that was slightly higher, but not significantly different from either young 

control values, or those of young RR. In addition RR was able to increase the mean fss 

values to values similar to young control. No significant effect on Factap was observed 

however, but there was a trend towards RR lowering Fadap in old animals (p=0.06). 

These finding suggest that RR has the potential to reverse some of the age-related 

changes to SF A in the CGCs, and convert an old phenotype into a young. The 

mechanism by which this occurs is yet to be elucidated. 

The final observation of particular note in this chapter is the finding that during a period 

of current injection, spike half width increases significantly as the burst progresses. 

Furthermore, the increase in spike width observed is dependent upon 1) the intensity of 

the current injection, and 2) the age of the CGC. Therefore, in old animals, the increase 

in spike-width during current injection, was greater than in young. One possible reason 

for spike width broadening during a period of high activity is the inactivation of A-type 

K+ channels [311]. These currents have fast inactivation kinetics, which may explain 

why spike width broadens as the pulse progresses. The inactivation of these channels is 

voltage dependent and so it certainly fits that more inactivation will occur at higher 

current amplitudes, leading to wider action potentials. Why this effect is more 

pronounced in old animals compared to young is not known, although one possibility is 

that the inactivation kinetics of the channel changes with age. This hypothesis could be 

easily tested through an inactivation protocol using two-electrode voltage clamp. 
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The consequences of increased spike broadening during a period of current injection are 

also not known. One potential effect of a broader spike is greater Ca2+ entry over the 

course of the action potential due to the prolonged period of depolarization. The change 

in the quantity and duration of Ca2+ entry may favour the release of less conventional 

neurotransmitters from the CGCs. However, the period that Ca2+ channels remain open 

and conducting Ca2
+ is limited by their own inactivation kinetics, and the driving force 

for Ca2+ entry (determined by the membrane potential). 
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5.5 Conclusions 

In summary, the hypothesis that SFA is enhanced with age in the CGCs has been 

partially confirmed. An increase in Factap, and a reduction in fss indicates that CGCs 

from old animals are able to adapt to a lower firing frequency compared to young 

animals during periods of current injection, regardless of the initial firing frequency. 

The process of SFA was confirmed to be sensitive to Ca2+ derived through HVA-Ca2+ 

channels in both young animals and old animals. Although, the strength of adaptation 

and steady state firing frequency were resistant to the effects of blocking Ca2+ through 

HV A Ca2+ channels in old animals. This suggests that Ca2+ may be being supplied to 

the lsAHP from another source in this age group. One possibility is that this Ca2+ is 

derived from ICS, as RR was able to increase fss in old animals to a value indifferent to 

that in young. 

Two very interesting observations emerged from the work presented in this chapter. 

The first is that the time course of SF A ( 'tactap) is increased in old age. This is not in 

accordance with Wang's model, as an age-related increase in Ca2+ entry (a) and lsAHP 

conductance (gAHP ), which we observed in Chapters 3 and 4, should decrease 'tactap· The 

second is the observation that intracellular administration of RR is able to reduce 'tactap to 

a value that is similar to young mean 'tactap values, thereby restoring the young 

phenotype. 

In the final chapter of this thesis, the possibility that impaired Ca2+ clearance 

mechanisms may contribute to the increase in 'tactap values with old age will be 

addressed. 
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6 Age-related changes to Ca2+ clearance in the CGCs 

6.1 Introduction 

The 'Calcium Hypothesis of Neuronal Ageing' was first proposed in the 1980s by 

Landfield[91] and Khachaturian[92]. Over the following 25 years, the hypothesis has 

developed to a point where there is now evidence that altered Ca2+ homeostasis during 

ageing contributes to a decline in both neuronal excitability and synaptic plasticity[73, 

312], neurodegenerative disease processes and neuronal death[94, 187]. The initial 

experiments that generated the Ca2+ hypothesis of neuronal ageing used proxy measures 

such as the magnitude of the Ca2+ sensitive sAHP to show that Ca2+ homeostasis 

changed with age[98]. Since that fundamental piece of work, much data has been 

generated showing that increased plasmalemmal Ca2+ currents go some way to explain 

these changes[81, 85, 190, 313]. However, changes have also been observed in several 

regulatory mechanisms that neurones use to control [Ca2+] i. These include 

mitochondrial transporters and pumps, Ca2+ buffering and plasma membrane 

transporters such as the Na+/Ca2+ exchanger (or NCX)[314]. 

The NCX is a passive membrane transporter that uses the electrochemical gradient 

created by the Na+/K+ ATPase to exchange 1 x Ca2+ ion out of the cell in exchange for 3 

x Na+ ions. The human NCX genes code for 3 NCX proteins which all contain 9 

transmembrane regions, a central intracellular loop incorporating two Ca2+ binding 

domains, and an auto inhibitory unit[315]. The NCX is the main clearance mechanism 

for intracellular Ca2+ in neurones following stimulation [316]. 

During normal brain ageing there is evidence that NCX function declines in rats [317, 

318]. Furthermore, when [Ca2+L levels or [Na+L levels are sufficiently high (during 

excitotoxicity), calpain mediated cleavage of the NCX can result in further impairment 
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to function[319, 320]. There is also some initial preliminary evidence from intracellular 

Ca2+ measurements in the CGCs of Lymnaea that Ca2+ clearance may also be impaired 

during ageing. These data showed that despite comparable [Ca2+li at rest, following 

stimulation, [Ca2+]i rises, before declining to baseline with a significantly slower time 

constant in old compared to young animals[321] . 

In the previous chapter, we saw that during a period of artificial current injection, the 

time constant of adaptation ( 'tadap) is significantly longer in old CGCs. However, an 

increase in 'tadap is not consistent with an increased lsAHP, or increased Ca2+ entry as we 

have observed to occur in aged CGCs in earlier chapters. According to Wang' s model 

however, the time course of adaptation correlates with [Ca2+li and therefore the level of 

activity of Ca2+ clearance mechanisms in the cell can determine, in part, the time course 

of adaptation. This raises the possibility that impaired Ca2+ clearance mechanisms (an 

increased 'tea) could underlie the increased 'tadap that we see with age. Interestingly, it is 

possible to derive an estimation of 'tea from Wang' s mathematical model using the data 

generated in the previous chapter 

In this final chapter, the hypothesis will be tested that Ca2+ clearance mechanisms (in 

particular the NCX) are impaired in CGCs of old aged Lymnaea stagnalis. The activity 

of Ca2+ clearance mechanisms in CGCs from young and old Lymnaea will be 

established in two ways. The first will involve estimating 'tea for both age groups by 

applying aspects of Wang' s mathematical model of SFA to data generated in Chapter 5. 

Secondly, the activity of the NCX will be determined experimentally in young and old 

CGCs using Lt substituted saline, which has been shown previously to block the NCX 

in the CGCs of Lymnaea[322]. 
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6.2 Methods 

6.2.1 Mathematical determination of Tea in young and old Lymnaea CGCs 

As briefly mentioned in 5.2.1.3, the relationship between Fadap and 'tadap depends upon 

whether there is principally an alteration in agAHP, or 'tea- Under conditions where Ca2+ 

entry ( a) and/or gAHP change, with 'tea remaining constant, the relationship obeys 

Equation 5-4. That is to say there is an inverse relationship: an increase in Fadap 

(stronger adaptation) is associated with a faster adaptation rate (reduced 'tadap; see Figure 

6-1). Under conditions where agAHP remains stable, and Ca2+ buffering and extrusion 

processes ( 'tea) are altered, the relationship between Fadap and 'tadap proceeds according to 

Equation 5-5 i.e. an increase in 'tea will see a rise in both 'tadap and Fadap (see Figure 6-1 ). 

Due to this relationship, manipulation of agAHP in a neurone that undergoes SFA should 

change the values of Fadap and 'tadap in accordance to Equation 5-4. Furthermore, 

plotting the coordinates Fadap vs. 'tadap before, and after manipulation of UgAHP should 

produce a straight line as illustrated Figure 6-lA. The intercept of this line should equal 

1, and the gradient is equal to l!Tea (Equation 5-4). 

This relationship was tested in young and old CGCs using the data generated in 5.3.2.2, 

where agAHP was manipulated by treatment with 1 00 µM CdC}z (HV A-Ca2+ channel 

blocker). Fadap vs. 'tadap values for individual control animals were plotted, along with 

their corresponding Fadap vs. 'tadap values that were generated under CdC}z treatment 

conditions (reduced agAHP). Linear regression was used to fit a straight line through 

the two points for all 6 young and 6 old animals. The linear regression fit yielded an 

intercept, and slope for each animal. Mean (± SEM) intercept, and 1/slope ( Tea) values 

were calculated for young and old animals for the 3 current injection amplitudes and 

compared statistically using a two-way RM ANOV A. 
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Figure 6-1. Graphical illustration of the relationship between F adap and 'tadap· A 

There is an inverse linear relationship between F adap and 'tadap when 'tea remains 

stable and a.gAHP changes. When a.gAHP is small (left of graph), relatively few Kea 

will be active under conditions where there is a constant depolarization. The 

neurone is only capable therefore of a slow (large 'tadap) weak (small F adap) 

adaptation. When a.gAHP is increased however, more Kea are activated, and there 

is a stronger and faster adaptation. B When a.gAHP is kept constant, and 'tea 

changes, there exists a positive linear relationship between F adap and 'tadap· A 

slower Ca2+ extrusion process (large 'tea,, right of graph) will produce a larger F adap 

and 'tadap· This reason for this is because Ca2+ extrusion processes are impaired, 

leading a raised [Ca2
+lss, more activation of Kea, and a stronger adaptation (large 

F adap). 'tadap is also raised, as restoration of [Ca2+]i to equilibrium is prolonged due 

to increased 'tea- Whilst [Ca2+] is raised above equilibrium, adaptation will occur. 
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6.2.2 Determining NCX function in CGCs from young and old Lymnaea 

In order to establish whether age-related changes in [Ca2+]i homeostasis might be due to 

alterations in the function of the NCX, its activity in young and old CGCs was 

determined by the measuring the change in membrane potential following perfusion of 

the NCX blocker Lt. As the NCX is electrogenic, blocking it will depolarise the 

membrane potential, and the magnitude of this change will indicate the activity of the 

transporter. These experiments were conducted as follows. CNSs from 5 young and 5 

old animals were dissected and pinned to a Sylgard® lined perfusion dish as previously 

described. HEPES buffered saline was then perfused over the CNS continuously via a 

gravity feed mechanism and removed via a vacuum suction pump. Following 

successful impalement of the rCGC with a microelectrode, the neurone was left to 

stabilise for 8mins, before the perfusion solution was changed to HEPES buffered saline 

in which the NaCl (50 mM) had been replaced with LiCl (50 mM). The pH of this 

solution was adjusted to pH 7 .9 by addition of an appropriate quantity of 5 M Li OH. 

Data were collected using Axoscope® and analysed offline using Clampfit®. 
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6.2.3 Analysis 

6.2.4 Mathematical determination of Tea in young and old Lymnaea CGCs 

For details of how Fadap and 't'adap were calculated for the young and old animals used in 

this analysis, please refer to 5.2.3.1. Plots of the Fadap vs. 't'adap values generated from 

these experiments were subsequently constructed for individual animals in the absence 

and presence of CdCh. A straight line was drawn between the two paired points using 

linear regression in Graphpad Prism 5®. Intercepts and 1/slope values were averaged 

and reported as mean ± SEM. Mean values between young and old were compared 

using two-way RM ANOV A (Graphpad Prism 5®. 

6.2.5 Measurement of NCX function 

NCX function was determined in young and old animals by measuring the RMP in the 

period immediately before switching perfusion solution to Lt substituted saline. After 

a period of 5mins ( during which the RMP had stabilized) the RMP was measured again. 

The RMP was taken to be the stable period before the slow rising phase of the action 

potential(presumably LV A-Ca2+ channel activation). RMP values for young and old, 

before and during Li+ perfusion were averaged and are reported as mean ± SEM. A 

two-way RM ANOV A with Bonferroni post-hoc correction has been used to compare 

between control and treatment groups. An unpaired Student's  t-test was used to 

determine significance of difference between the two Lt treated groups. The change in 

membrane potential (� membrane potential) was calculated by subtracting the RMP in 

Li+ from the RMP in HEPES-buffered saline. These values were averaged for young 

and old and are reported as mean ± SEM. Statistical comparisons between young and 

old were completed using unpaired Student's  t-test where p<0.05 is considered 

statistically significant. 
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Half-widths of action potentials were measured in both Na+ and Lt saline for both age 

groups. This was completed using Clampfit® template search functionality. The 

average half-width of 3 action potentials was determined for each animal -in both Na+ 

and Lt saline. Action potentials were chosen immediately prior to the transition to Lt 

saline (for Na+), and then at the end of perfusion with Li+ (for Lt). Where Lt caused a 

hyperpolarisation sufficient to cease spontaneous firing, an average of the final 3 action 

potentials immediately prior to this occurring was calculated. Mean (±SEM) half

widths for all condition and aged were calculated and compared with two-way RM 

ANOV A where p<0.05 was considered statistically significant. 
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6.3 Results 

6.3.1 Mathematical determination of-rca in young and old Lymnaea 

According to Equation 5-4, a plot of 'tadap vs. Fadap measured before and after treatment 

with CdCh should yield a slope with a negative gradient equal to 1/'tca- Plots of mean 

'tadap vs. Fadap from young and old CGCs under control, and CdCh conditions (reduced 

agAHP) are provided in Figure 6-2Ai and Bi respectively; plots of individual animals are 

displayed underneath for the three current amplitudes. For young animals, there is a 

clear negative gradient to the plots of both mean and individual data. Furthermore, 

extrapolation of the lines connecting these points in individual young animals, yields 

intercepts at the y axis at 0.98 ± 0.09 for 10 nA, 0.88 ± 0.08 at 20 nA, and 1.15 ± 0.14 at 

30 nA, remarkably close to the intercept value of y= 1 predicted in Equation 5-4. 

The situation in old animals is more variable. Mean values for 'tadap and Fadap in the 

absence and presence of CdCh produced negative slopes at 20 nA and 30 nA, consistent 

with Equation 5-4, but with shallower slopes than under the same conditions in young 

(Figure 6-2). At 10 nA however, the gradient for old animals is positive. Extrapolated 

intercepts of these lines are highly variable, and deviate considerably from the predicted 

value of y=l (2.32 ± 1.08, 0.35 ± 0.618, 1.41 ± 0.78 at 10, 20 and 30 nA respectively). 
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Figure 6-2. The relationship between mean (± SEM) 'tadap and F adap values in young 

(Ai) and old (Bi) CGCs at 10, 20 and 30 nA when Ca2+ through VGCC is blocked. 

The closed shapes indicate control, whereas the open shapes indicate treatment 

with CdC}i. Aii-iv Plots of 'tadap and F adap in the presence and absence of Cd Ch for 

individual young animals (n=6) at 10, 20 and 30 nA. Bii-iv Plots of 'tadap and Fadap in 

the presence and absence of CdCh for individual old animals (n=6) at 10, 20 and 

30 nA. 
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The results generated from experiments where agAHP is altered (but where 'tea remains 

stable), enables us determine graphically the value of 'tea for both young and old CGCs. 

When the regression fit is forced to go through y=l (when x=O) the resultant slope 

values is equal to 1/'tea- The reciprocal of these slopes ( 'tea) were calculated for the 

young and old age group and compared statistically with two-way RM ANOV A. 'tea 

values were found to be significantly greater in CGCs from old animals compared to 

young (Figure 6-3). 

-
ro 
0 

p 

1 5  

1 0  

5 

0 

p<0.01 age • Young 
Old 

Figure 6-3 'tea values calculated using linear regression from plots of 'tadap vs. F adap 

in individual animals (Figure 6-2) before and after treatment with CdC}z. The 

fitted line has been forced to go through y=l when x=O. The gradient of the slope is 

1/'tca, the reciprocal of which has been plotted here as mean ± SEM. Over the 

range of current amplitudes Tea for old is significantly greater that young (p<0.01 

age, two-way RM ANOV A; p<0.01 20 nA, Bonferonni post-hoc test; n=6 young 

and n=6 old). 
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6.3.2 Age-related changes to the Na+ / Ca2+ exchanger in the CGCs. 

The contribution the NCX makes to RMP was determined in CGCs from 5 young and 5 

old Lymnaea by substituting Na+, with Lt HEPES-buffered saline, and measuring the 

change in membrane potential. The RMP of young CGCs hyperpolarised by 

approximately -13 m V following transition to Lt substituted saline (-60.2 ± 4.0 m V to -

73.9 ± 3.6 mV; p<0.05, two-way RM ANOVA, n=5; Figure 6-4A (top trace) and B). In 

old animals however, Lt substituted saline produced a significant membrane 

depolarisation (-56.8 ± 3.6 mV to -49.7 ± 3.4 mV; p<0.05, two-way RM ANOVA, n=5, 

Figure 6-4A (bottom trace) and B). The difference in membrane potential produced by 

the transition to Lt saline in both age groups were consequently highly significant 

(Figure 6-4C): in young, the change in membrane potential was -13.7 ± 2.6 mV 

compared with old, which was +7.1 ± 0.8 mV (p<0.0001 , unpaired Student's t-test). 

Half-width durations were also measured for action potentials in HEPES-buffered saline 

and following transition into Lt substituted saline. Li+ produced a significant 

narrowing of half-width duration in young animals, but had no effect in old (p<0.001 ,  

two-way RM ANOVA; young: 1 6.1 ± 2.2 ms vs. 9.9 ± 1 .8 ms, old: 11 .5 ± 0.6 ms vs. 

1 1 .9 ± 0.6 ms, in Na+ and Li+ substituted saline respectively). 
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Figure 6-4. Contribution of the NCX to RMP in young and old CGCs. A Examples 

of current clamp traces pre, and post perfusion with Li+ replacement saline in 

young (top) and old (bottom). The dotted line indicates stable RMP, prior and 

post saline transition. B Young and old CGCs respond differently to Lt 

replacement saline. There is a significant hyperpolarization of the membrane 

potential following perfusion with Lt replacement saline in young, and a small, 

but significant depolarization in old (p<0.001 interaction, two-way ANOV A; 

***p<0.001, *p<0.05, Bonferonni post-hoc test between saline and Lt). C Half

width durations of action potentials in the Na+ or Lt substituted saline 

(***p<0.001, two-way RM ANOV A, Bonferroni post-hoc test). D The difference in 

membrane potential following Lt saline perfusion is highly significant (p<0.0001, 

unpaired Student's t-test); n=5 young and n=S old. 
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6.4 Discussion 

A number of the findings from Chapters 3 and 5 indicate the possibility that Ca2+ 

clearance mechanisms are impaired in old CGCs. These findings include the 

stabilisation of the lsAHP amplitude at longer voltage step durations in old CGCs 

(Chapter 3), the prolonged time course of spike frequency adaptation in old CGCs, and 

the rejuvenating effects of ruthenium red on 'tadap and fss · The aim of chapter 6 was 

therefore to establish whether Ca2+ clearance mechanisms are impaired in the CGCs of 

aged Lymnaea. Two methods were employed to provide some insight into this 

question. The first was to estimate 'tea using the mathematical model of SFA outlined in 

Chapter 5. The second was to measure the activity of the NCX is young and old CGCs. 

6.4.1 Estimation of Tea in young and old CGCs 

In a neurone that exhibits SF A controlled by Kea, the time course of adaptation is 

determined entirely by the kinetics of Ca2+ within the cell. Adaptation will persist for as 

long as [Ca2+l i is increasing, with firing rate only stabilising once [Ca2+]i has reached 

steady state ([Ca2+l ss). Two factors determine when [Ca2+lss will be reached in an 

adapting neurone. The first is the degree of negative feedback that Kea exert on firing 

rate. The more Kea channels that are active (through more Ca2+ entry per spike for 

example), the greater the hyperpolarising effect on the cell, and the slower the resulting 

firing rate will be. This rapidly reduces the rate of Ca2+ entry (reduced firing rate), so 

that it very quickly equates to the rate of Ca2+ removal. When this point is reached, the 

neurone has fully adapted (as no more Kea will be activated). If Ca2+ entry per spike is 

reduced, less Kea will be activate and the time taken to reach [Ca2+]ss will ultimately be 

prolonged. This leads to a longer adaptation time course. The second factor that 

determines the time course of adaptation is the rate of Ca2+ removal. Consider a 

neurone undergoing current injection where the cell' s  rate of Ca2+ clearance is very 
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close to the rate of Ca2+ entry. I n  this scenario, [Ca2+
]ss will be reached rapidly, and so 

adaptation will be instantaneous. Alternatively, where the neurone has no Ca2+ 

clearance mechanisms, adaptation would continue on until all available Kea are active, 

therefore slowing its firing rate continually, until that point is reached. 

Equation 5-4 incorporates the role Ca2+ clearance plays in determining the time course 

of adaptation. This equation describes the relationship between 'tadap and Fadap when the 

rate of Ca2+ entry, or gAHP is changed. The proportionality constant for this equation is 

'tea. The effect of altering this constant on the relationship between Fadap and 'tadap is 

shown in Figure 6-5: increasing 'tea has the effect of increasing the 'tadap whilst reducing 

Fadap, for any given shift in ugAHP (the gradient of the slope in equal to 'tea)· 

A similar plot to that shown in Figure 6-5 was constructed for young and old GCGs 

using the data from Chapter 5, where Ca2+ entry was adjusted by blocking HV A Ca2+ 

channels with CdCh. From these plots it is then possible to calculate 'tadap from the 

slope. For young animals the slopes were negative, with intercept values close to 1 ,  

which is in accordance with Equation 5-4, and similar to the graphs in Figure 6-2. This 

again provides support for the SFA model in young CGCs. The plots from old animals 

however produced much shallower slopes than young animals ( at 10  nA, the slope 

constructed from mean data was in fact positive). These were similar in appearance to 

the slope with a large 'tea shown in Figure 6-5 (solid black line) although the intercept 

values were variable, suggesting the model was not as well matched in this age-group. 

When these fits were forced to go through y=l ,  mean ± SEM values for the 1/slope ('tea) 

for of individual young and old animals showed that 'tea was significantly prolonged in 

the old age group. These results provide some insight into why 'tadap may be larger in 

old animals, despite them possessing a larger lsAHP· As explained above, a larger 'tea 
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will mean that the neurone will continue to adapt until the rate of Ca2+ entry has reduced 

sufficiently (to a much lower fss) to equal the lower Ca2+ clearance. 

C. ro 
"C ro 

,:adap (s) 

- Large Tea 
. • •  Smal l  Tea 

Figure 6-5. Graphical representation of the relationship between Tadap, Tea and 

F adap for two different neurones. The solid black line shows the relationship 

between Fadap and Tadap for variable Ca2+ and gAHP conductance's (agAHP) in one of 

these neurones. In this neurone, the rate of Ca2+ clearance is slow (high Tea). The 

dotted black line shows the same relationship between F adap and Tadap, but for a cell 

that has a greater rate of Ca2+ clearance (low Tea). Note the effect that altering the 

rate of Ca2+ clearance has on the adaptation time constant. 

It should be noted that 'tea can also be determined from Equation 5-4 by simply inserting 

the values of Factap and 'tactap from control animals. When this was performed, old 'tea 

values were found to be significantly greater than young (p<0.05, two-way RM 

ANOVA (n=12 young, and n=15 old). Using the graphical methodology was however 

considered to provide greater accuracy in determining 'tea- This is because more data 

has been used to perform the calculation. 

The relationship between 'tea and current amplitude in young animals shown in Figure 

6-2 and Figure 6-3 should be noted briefly. From Figure 6-2, it appears that the slopes 

of the Factap vs. 'tactap fits become progressively steeper as the current amplitude increases, 
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indicating an improvement in Ca2+ clearance. In addition, the mean 'tea values for 

young CGCs are smaller for higher amplitudes (Figure 6-3). These do not however 

reach statistical significance, and can probably be explained by an inconsistency 

between the mathematical model of SFA, and SFA in Lymnaea. For example, the 

increase in half width duration with increasing levels of current injection intensity seen 

in Lymnaea in the last chapter, is not accounted for in Wang' s model. Nonetheless, 

there is evidence from crayfish phasic motor neurones that Ca2
+ clearance rates can be 

increased by artificially raising their firing rate over a period of time [323] . However, 

the modulation of Ca2+ clearance occurred in the region of minutes, and not seconds as 

in the experiments described here. This observation may however form the basis for a 

series of experiments investigating the possible activity-dependence of Ca2+ clearance 

mechanisms. 

The equations that have been used here to describe SFA in the Lymnanea CGCs, are, in 

young especially, largely consistent with the description of the model and subsequent 

experimental testing of SFA described by Wang [301 , 304] and Gabbiani [299, 302, 

324]. It should of course be noted that there were several inconsistencies, especially in 

the 'tadap vs. Factap plots of old animals. The variance seen in this age group may be 

explained by CGCs from old animals not fitting the SFA model adequately, in which 

case further work is required to adapt the parameters in these equations to enable a more 

accurate description of the process in these neurones. However, the fit of this plots may 

be improved (in both ages) by determining 'tadap and Fadap values over several 

concentrations of CdCh, to provide more points with which to fit the regression line in 

Figure 6-2. Conducting these experiments in the presence of blockers of Ca2+ release 

from intracellular stores would also be of value. Nevertheless, the differences in the 

calculated 'tea between young and old have provided preliminary evidence to form a 

hypothesis that Ca2
+ clearance is impaired in old CGCs. 
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6.4.2 Age-related changes to the Na+ /Ca2+ exchanger in the CGCs 

One of the major mechanisms by which neurones clear Ca2+ following periods of 

stimulation is via the NCX [274]. To determine the activity of the NCX in the CGCs of 

young and old Lymnaea we employed the methodology first described by Nikitin et al 

[322]. The NCX is electrogenic and provides a small inward current to the CGCs. 

Blocking this pump is possible with Li+, which causes a shift in membrane potential 

proportional to the activity of the pump. In these experiments, the change in membrane 

potential was measured following transition to Li+ substituted saline in young and old 

animals and compared. 

Nikitin et al observed an approximately -6 mV shift from -58.6 ± 2.9 mV to -64.3 ± 3.5 

m V following transition into Li+ substituted HEPES-buffered saline in experiments 

conducted on young animals. The results for young animals in the experiments 

described here are somewhat larger than those described by Nikitin, at around -13 ± 2.6 

m V. Part of this may be explained by a difference between the two experiments in 

where the RMP has been defined. However, a greater hyperpolarisation in our 

experiments seems likely, as spontaneous firing rate reduced dramatically, and in some 

cases ceased altogether, whereas Nikitin et al saw only a minor reduction in firing rate. 

A significant reduction in half-width was observed in the young age-group following 

transition to Li+, which is consistent with Nikitin et al, and also observations from ferret 

ventricular myocytes [325]. The possible reasons for such a reduction is half width may 

be related to an increase in [Ca2+] i , For instance, an increase the contraction of 

myocytes[325], which is indicative of [Ca2+] i, has been observed when Lt has been 

substituted for Na+ in the perfusing Ringer' s  solution. The reduction in half-width seen 

in our experiments may therefore be due to a reduction in driving force for Ca2+ entry 

during the opening of HV A Ca2+ channels, enhanced Ca2+ dependent inactivation of 
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HV A Ca2+ channels (reducing the number of Ca2+ channels able to open during an 

action potential), or activation of Kea conductances. 

In old CGCs, the effect of transitioning to Lt saline was fascinating. Rather than 

hyperpolarising the membrane potential, transition to Lt saline produced a small, but 

nonetheless significant depolarisation of around 7 m V. Of further interest was the lack 

of effect that Li+ saline had on half-width in this age group. Together these results 

suggest that in old animals the NCX is failing, and may even be working in a 'reverse 

mode' configuration under basal conditions, pumping Ca2+ into the cell in exchange for 

3Na+. This would explain the depolarisation that we see when the NCX is blocked by 

Li+. Furthermore, blocking the pump in this mode would not produce an increase 

[Ca2+l i, and lead to the changes in action potential shape that we see young. 

There is evidence that the NCX can work in a 'reverse mode' under certain conditions. 

Both a high [Na+] i and a low [Ca2+l i can cause the NCX to reverse, and remove Na+ 

from the cell in exchange for Ca2+ [274]. Interestingly, the activity of the Na+/K+ 

ATPase is closely coupled with the activity and direction in which the NCX functions. 

Reducing the activity of Na+/K+ ATPase can increase [Ca2+L via effects on the NCX 

[326, 327]. 

There may be a number of reasons why in old CGCs the NCX is working in this mode. 

The first is that [Na+]i may have become elevated in old animals, thereby reducing the 

driving force for Na+ entry (and Ca2+ extrusion). One of the obvious causes could be a 

reduction in the activity of Na+/K+ ATPase with age. Interestingly, a reduction in the 

activity of this pump has been in observed in central neurones of rats during ageing 

[328-330]. Furthermore it has been reported that Na/K ATPase knockout mice have 

elevated [Ca2+] i - One other possibility is that the NCX in old Lymnaea CGCs has been 

modulated in some way. The structure of the NCX protein contains an intracellular 
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loop that incorporates peptide sequences which are responsive to several second 

messengers, and enzymes including phosphotidyl inositol diphosphate, protein kinases 

A and C, [H+] i, nitric oxide, and adenosine triphoasphate[274]. Interestingly, this region 

is also responsive to reactive oxygen species (ROS), which as well as being implicated 

in neuronal ageing of vertebrate species, may play a role in changes to neuronal 

excitability in certain neurones of the Lymnaea CNS [273]. 

6.4.3 Spike frequency adaptation and the NCX during ageing 

An alteration in the level of activity of the NCX with age in Lymnaea CGCs is 

consistent with observations in vertebrate models of neuronal ageing [317, 318]. The 

consequential effects of a mode-switch go some way to explain the observations from 

both this chapter and chapter 5. These were that 'tadap is increased, and that RR reduces 

'tadap and increases fss in old CGCs converting the kinetics of SF A of old CGCs into that 

of a young CGC. 

As discussed in some detail above, a reverse mode NCX would account for the 

prolonged time course of adaptation seen in old CGCs, producing a large 'tadap· 

Furthermore, an increased 'tea will increase the [Ca2+] ss level, which in tum will increase 

Fadap· This is indeed what occurs in aged CGCs. The rejuvenating effects that RR has 

on both 'tadap and fss in old animals are more difficult to explain however. With respect 

to the reduction in 'tadap, one possible explanation raised in the last chapter was that 

blocking release of Ca2+ from ICS could lead to the ER being net sequesters of Ca2+. 

This would improve 'tea in young, and especially old animals (as NCX function is 

hampered), ultimately speeding up adaptation. With respect to effects on fss, evidence 

from both aortic smooth muscle and cultured mouse astrocytes, may provide a clue 

about why this parameter may be reduced with age, and increased following treatment 

with RR. The evidence showed that reducing the activity of the Na+ /K+ A TPase, 
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reverses the mode of closely associated NCX proteins. This results in a rise in [Ca2+L, 

which is alternatively sequestered by ICS (through sarco/endoplasmic reticulum Ca2+ 

ATPases pumps), increasing the quantity of Ca2+ stored here. Future release of Ca2+ 

from ICS is subsequently elevated. If this were the case in old CGCs, we might expect 

to see a reduction in fss and an increase in Fadap in old animals, as adaptation will 

ultimately be strengthened through increased Kea activation. This is indeed what is seen 

in this age group compared to young. Furthermore, blocking ICS with RR in old 

animals should reverse this to some extent, as indeed it does (RR reduces fss in old 

animals). A summary of the proposed changes to SFA is shown in Figure 6-6. 

Interestingly, in vertebrate models of neuronal ageing there is evidence of a larger 

contribution of Ca2+ derived from intracellular stores contributing to an enlarged sAHP 

[331]. 
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Figure 6-6 Changes to Ca2+ homeostasis during ageing that drive alteration in 

dynamic spike frequency adaptation. A Young CGCs. During an artificial 

depolarization, Ca2+ enters the cell through VGCC (la.) and may stimulate further 

release of Ca2+ through CICR (lb.). This Ca2+ activates Kea and hyperpolarizes 

the cell (2.), reducing further Ca2+ and produces adaptation. Ca2+ is removed from 

the cell, through the NCX (3.), which in young is working appropriately with a low 

'tea, ensuring fast adaptation. B Old CGCs. In this scenario, the NCX is working 

in reverse (possibly because of impaired Na+/K+ ATPase, leading to increase 

[Na+]i)- Therefore, [Ca2+]i is increased, leading to increased sequestration by the 

ER. Following current depolarization, VGCC open (with increased delivery of 
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Ca2+ due to age-related changes (la.)), and this stimulates increased release of Ca2+ 

from stores (lb.). More Kea are activated leading to stronger adaptation than in 

young (fss and Fadap (2.)). The failure of the NCX, means that Ca2+ will continue to 

accumulate for longer until Ca2+ entry equals Ca2+ clearance ( which is low in 

old(3.)). This leads to prolonged 'tadap• In old, blocking RyR with RR, leads to a 

net uptake of Ca2+ into the ER which improves overall Ca2+ clearance reduces 

'tadap• By blocking RyR, Ca2+ release is inhibited, which reduces fss (and F adap). 

Key: VGCC, voltage gated Ca2+ channels; Kea, Ca2+ activated K+ channel; NCX, 

Na+ / Ca2+ exchanger; ER, endoplasmic reticulum; RyR, ryanodine receptors 

(intracellular stores); SERCA, sarcoendoplasmic reticulum Ca2+ ATPases; RR, 

ruthenium red. 
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6.5 Conclusions 

By applying the mathematical principles of SFA due to a Ca2+ sensitive K+ conductance 

to the SFA data from young and old animals in Chapter 5, it was possible to estimate 

the time constant of Ca2+ clearance. The data generated in young animals fitted well to 

the model, however in old animals, the fit was less good, but nonetheless revealed that 

there was a significantly prolonged 'tea in old animals. The fit to the model may have 

been improved by measuring the parameters of SF A at various concentrations of Cd Ch 

and also in the presence of blockers of ICS. Nevertheless, these data provided clear 

justification for investigating the activity of the NCX in young and old CGCs. This 

revealed that in young animals the NCX was working in 'forward mode' ,  transporting 

Ca2+ out of the cell in exchange for Na+, and in the process depolarizing the cell by 

approximately 13 mV. In contrast, the NCX in old animals appeared to be working in 

the 'reverse mode' configuration, supplying Ca2+ to the cell. This observation helps to 

explain some of the age-related changes we see to SFA including the increase in 'tactap 

and Factap and a the reduction in fss · It also provides some clues with respect to the 

mechanism by which RR is reversing some aspects of the old SF A phenotype. 

Further work is required to strengthen these observations however. Intracellular Ca2+ 

measurements during current injection episodes will help to relate Ca2+ kinetics with 

that of SF A. Performing these experiments in the presence and absence of a variety of 

blockers of HV A-Ca2+ currents, and ICS will help to dissect out the role Ca2+ derived 

from each source plays in SFA, and in determining its time course. To test the 

hypotheses that accumulation of Ca2+ in ICS contributes to a larger Factap and fss in old 

animals, and that when ICS are blocked with RR there is a net uptake of ca2+, 

experiments could be performed using blockers of SERCA pumps. Performing voltage 

clamp experiments in the presence and absence of RR to measure sAHP current 
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amplitude are also important. Finally, to establish if changes to the Na+/K+ ATPase, 

and alterations to [Na+]i are responsible for these changes, ouabain can be applied to 

young CGCs to see if the old electrophysiological phenotype can be induced. 

Furthermore, measurement of [Na+]i in young and old, will provide information about 

whether intracellular conditions favor modulation and switching the mode of the NCX 

transporter. 
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7 Discussion 

In  this thesis, evidence has been presented that a Ca2+ sensitive sAHP is increased in the 

CGCs of Lymnaea stagnalis during ageing, reducing their excitability. An age-related 

increase in both N and L-type Ca2+ currents have also been observed, along with a 

change in the rates of Ca2+ current activation, deavtivation, and the rate of recovery 

from inactivation. In  addition, evidence has been presented which suggests that there is 

an age-related shift in the mode of the NCX in the CGCs, driving Ca2+ into cell. Some 

of these changes to Ca2+signalling may explain in part, the age-related increase in the 

sAHP. Further to these findings, it was found that injection of the sAHP activator, 1-

EBIO into young Lymnaea was found to impair appetitive conditioning. Interestingly, 

such as impairment to this form of learning and memory in Lymnaea has been observed 

previously during ageing [124]. 

7.1 Change to the sAHP of the CGC during ageing 

In Chapter 3, we saw evidence that the CGCs possess a Ca2+ sensitive outward current 

that is temporally similar to the sAHP current observed in vertebrate hippocampal 

neurones. These experiments involved stepping the CGCs to O mV (where HVA Ca2+ 

are open) for increasing durations in voltage clamp, and measuring the outward tail 

current following a step back to -60 mV. These experiments were repeated in young 

and old animals in the presence of CdC}i to test if the current was sensitive to Ca2+ 

derived through HV A Ca2+ channels. The results of these, and subsequent experiments 

investigating the identity of the conducting ion, showed that it was indeed K+, and that 

part of the current was sensitive to the application of Cd2+. Furthermore, the Cd2+ 

sensitive component was larger in old animals compared to young. Intriguingly 
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however, the sAHP duration of the action potential, which is significantly longer in old 

animals compared to young, was not sensitive to CdCh in old CGCs. 

Another particularly interesting finding from these experiments was the observation that 

in young CGCs, the Ca2+ sensitive component of the sAHP did not show any further 

increase in amplitude following depolarisations to O m V that were longer than 100 ms 

in duration. In old animals however, the sAHP amplitude continued to increase with 

durations up to 500ms. As will be discussed later, one possible explanation for both of 

these findings, and that of experiments presented later in this thesis, is that during 

ageing there is a disruption to Ca2+ clearance. 

Pharmacological characterisation of the sAHP was not straightforward. Application of 

1-EBIO, an SK and sAHP activator did not alter the sAHP current amplitude in voltage 

clamp, or the sAHP duration in current clamp. However, co-application of 8-CPT 

cAMP with 1-EBIO increased the sAHP duration and reduced firing frequency when 

compared to 8-CPT cAMP alone in young animals. With this information, the effect of 

in vitro injection of 1-EBIO on learning and memory performance was tested in young 

animals. In these experiments 1-EBIO significantly impaired performance in an 

appetitive conditioning learning and memory test. The effect was not due to the effects 

of 1-EBIO on sensation or motor function as judged by the similar bite rates to sucrose 

in the control and treatment arms. It is interesting to note that 1-EBIO has since been 

shown to impair encoding of non-aversive memories in mice[332]. 

Two other findings from Chapter 3 are also worth noting. The first is that the fAHP of 

the CGCs action potential was sensitive to CdCh suggesting that it generated by a Ca2+ 

sensitive K+ current, with the most likely candidate being BK. There were no age

related differences in this component. The second observation is that during ageing the 

mAHP time constant of the action potential is enhanced, but no increase in mAHP 
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current is seen. Following perfusion with CdCh, the mAHP current amplitude did not 

change in voltage clamp, but the mAHP time constant increased in current clamp, which 

raised the possibility that a Ca2+ pacemaker is being blocked in both age groups. 

In Chapters 5 and 6 we saw further evidence of an enhanced Ca2+ activated K+ current 

with age. Both young and old CGCs showed that they are capable of undergoing spike 

frequency adaptation (SFA) in response to a constant current injection, a property 

conveyed by sAHP channels. However, in old animals, adaptation was stronger than 

young, as indicated by an increased Factap, and a lower fss· One observation that was 

inconsistent with an enhanced Ca2+ sensitive K+ with age however was an increased 

't"actap, observed in the old age group. A possible explanation for this finding was 

presented in Chapter 6, and will be discussed in detail below. 

7 .2 What underlies the enhanced sAHP in the CGCs of aged animals? 

In vertebrate hippocampal neurones, the enhanced sAHP is thought to be partly due to a 

change in [Ca2+]i homeostasis. To this end, experiments were conducted in Chapter 4 to 

test the hypothesis that HV A Ca2+ currents in the CGCs increase with age. Experiments 

were conducted using young animals, and old animals at two-life stages: old (10-12 

months) and very old (12-14 months). The findings from these experiments 

demonstrated that ageing produces numerous changes to Ca2+ currents, but ones that 

were not necessarily consistent between the two groups of old animals used. 

In the 10-1 2  month old animals, an age-related increase in the time to peak current, 

activation time constant ( 'tact) and a reduction in the fast time constant of recovery from 

inactivation ('t"fast) were identified. Interestingly, a shift in the value of these parameters 

is consistent with the loss of association of a mammalian P2a-like subunit during ageing. 

However, a loss of association with such a subunit should, according to mammalian 
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studies, reduce the peak amplitude. This was not the case with these animals, where the 

1/V relationships were indistinguishable. Furthermore, Lymnaea stagnalis is not known 

to possess a P2a-like subunit. Only an LP subunit has been identified to date, which has 

no effect of activation, or recovery from inactivation kinetics [290] . Nonetheless, the 

possibility of splice variants, or an as yet unknown auxiliary subunit with properties 

similar to mammalian P2a-like properties causing these effects in Lymnaea cannot be 

excluded. 

In the 12-14 month old group of animals, unlike the 10-12 months old animals, there 

was a significant increase in both a nifedipine insensitive, and nifedipine sensitive 

current with age. This appears to be the first time that an age-related increase in an N

type current has been reported. In fact, a reduction in N-type current has been observed 

previously in rat neurones during ageing, and is associated with a reduction in 

neurotransmitter release. As the N-type current typically supplies the Ca2+ that is 

required for synaptic vesicle to fuse with the synaptic membrane and release 

neurotransmitter, it may be the case that in old animals the CGCs are attempting to 

compensate for a reduction in neurotransmitter release [278, 279] . Indeed, alterations in 

5-HT signalling are known to occur with ageing in the buccal ganglia of Lymnaea[l02], 

a target of the serotonergic CGCs [333]. 

A number of the age-related changes to Ca2+ currents observed in the 10- 12 month old 

animals were not seen in the very old animals, for example, time to peak current. This 

may be explained by the pre-pulse that was included in the experiments with very old 

animals (to maximise the efficacy of nifedipine), or it may have been due to effect of 

the DMSO used to dissolve nifedipine. However, it is unlikely that these factors would 

produce such effects. More likely is that during ageing there are multiple changes that 

occur to Ca2+ homeostasis, and these occur at different life stages. Alternatively, the 
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very old group of animals used here, may be age-resistant, something akin to human 

centenarians that are studied today because of their unusual resilience to the ageing 

process. If this is the case, these changes may be viewed as a successful mechanism to 

combat ageing successfully, and warrant further study. A combined behavioural 

(feeding behaviour, and cognition), and electrophysiological assessment should be made 

of future animals surviving to this life-stage. 

The changes observed to Ca2+ currents in both groups of animals do indeed go some 

way to explain the age-related increase in the sAHP. In the 10-12 month old animals, 

an increase in the time to peak current should not necessarily affect Ca2+ entry, 

however, a slower deactivation rate has the potential to cause a large influx of Ca2+ 

during the period of hyperpolarisation of the action potential. This Ca2+ could then 

activate sAHP channels and produce an enhanced sAHP. Indeed, a significant 

association between the minimum time to peak current (which should identify with a 

slower deactivation time), and firing rate was found. 

Interestingly, Landfield et al noted a similar phenomenon in the 1980s when first 

describing the enhanced sAHP and Ca2+ currents in old rat hippocampal neurones. The 

group noted a larger tail current of Ca2+ currents in old neurones, and using patch clamp 

saw the flickering open of single Ca2+ channels during the repolarisation phase of the 

voltage clamp protocol [334]. They termed the process repolarisation openings. 

Whether a similar process in old CGCs is not known, but is certainly justification for 

further study. 

In the very old group of animals no correlation was found between the peak current and 

firing rate. This finding was somewhat surprising, as we would expect that increased 

Ca2+ delivery in to the neurone would activate more sAHP, and produce a slower rate of 

firing. These results suggest that it may be local changes in Ca2+ entry which decide 
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sAHP and firing rate, or alternatively, that in all very old animals sAHP channels are 

saturated by Ca2+. If this were the case, any increase in Ca2+ entry above this threshold 

would have little relevance to the firing rate of the CGC. 

In Chapter 6, using measurements of SFA during artificial current injection, CGCs from 

old animals were calculated to have slower kinetics of Ca2+ clearance (increased 'tadap), 

Experiments measuring the activity of the Na+/Ca2+ exchanger in young and old animals 

were subsequently conducted to test the hypothesis that Ca2+ clearance through this 

transporter was impaired during ageing. The results showed that the exchanger had in 

fact switched mode, and rather than transporting Ca2+ out the cell in exchange for Na+, 

it was transporting Ca2+ in. Several possibilities for a switch to 'reverse-mode' were 

discussed in Chapter 6. One which warrants further investigation is the function of the 

Na+/K+ ATPase with age, along with measurements of the [Na+]i. Two of the main 

determinants of the direction in which the transporter works include the intracellular 

Na+ and Ca2+ concentration. An increase in the [Na+] i (caused by impairment of the 

Na+/K+ ATPase) could conceivable cause such a switch, due to a reduction in the 

driving force for Na+. Such a reduction in Na+/K+ ATPase activity would lead to 

elevated [Na+l i, especially following an action potential, or burst of action potentials due 

to opening of Na+ channels, and influx of Na+. If this were the case, Ca2+ would be 

transported in to the CGC of old animals, rather than pumped out, at a time when Ca2+ 

entry is peaking (due to influx through VGCC). This could conceivably lead to 

activation of sAHP channels, and an enhanced sAHP. Interestingly, in this scenario, the 

sAHP following an action potential would be partially resistant to block of HVA Ca2+ 

channels (as we see with CdC}z) in old animals. A 'reverse-mode' NCX would also 

explain the increased 'tadap that we see during SFA in aged CGCs (as discussed in 

Chapter 6), the stabilisation of sAHP currents at longer durations in old animals 

(Chapter 3), and the rejuvenating effects of ruthenium red observed in chapter 5. 
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7.3 What is driving changes to CGC Ca2+ homeostasis and excitability? 

7.3.1 ROS 

As discussed above, the changes to Ca2+ current kinetics occurring in the CGCs of 10-

12 month old animals can possibly be explained by a �2a-like auxiliary subunit 

dissociating from HVA-Ca2+ channels. If this is the case, what then might drive this 

change? The association / dissociation of the subunit is known to be reversible, and 

occurs via interaction of an a-binding domain (ABD) of the � subunit with an extensive 

region of the a-interaction domain (AID) of the Cav channel [288, 335]. Interestingly, 

the � subunits of rats (�1b, B2a, B3, B4), humans (Bia, B3, B4), and the auxiliary subunit 

from Lymnaea (LB) all contain 2 cysteine residues in the amino acid sequence that is 

conserved between all species [290, 335]. The fact that the cysteine residues are 

conserved between species, suggests that they are important in determining the structure 

and/or binding of the subunit, perhaps via a disulphide bridge. It is interesting to note 

that ROS, which play a role in CNS ageing in Lymnaea [273, 336, 337], are known to 

alter protein structures via reactions with cysteine residues. Indeed, ROS have been 

shown previously to alter Ca2+ channels and various B, and aro subunits [338]. 

Increased ROS production during ageing could therefore affect the structure of �2a 

subunits leading to reduced binding to the Cav a, subunit. 

ROS are also implicated in signalling to intracellular Ca2+ stores [272, 331, 339, 340], 

and can also modulate a variety of K+ channels [338]. They have also been implicated 

in modulating the activity of the NCX [274]. A disruption to ROS signalling during 

ageing may therefore underlie some of the changes we see to ICS signalling and NCX 

function in the CGCs of old Lymnaea. 
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7.3.2 The mTOR pathway 

To what extent may induction of the mTOR pathway be involved in normal brain 

ageing, and the age-related changes observed in the CGCs of Lymnaea? As discussed 

in the introduction, there is mounting evidence to suggest that inhibiting the mTOR 

pathway with rapamycin has beneficial effects in Alzheimer's disease [341], possibly 

through effects on autophagy [342]. There is also some evidence that mTOR inhibition 

can improve LTP during a weak stimulation protocol; possibly by increasing Ca2+ 

availability, and lowering the threshold for LTP induction [343]. This would be in line 

with the life-extending and anti-ageing effect of rapamycin. Conversely, a substantial 

amount of evidence points towards an important functional role for mTOR in CNS 

plasticity, and blocking it with rapamycin may have adverse effects on learning and 

memory formation [196]. Furthermore, Rapamycin, and its target FK506 binding 

protein (FK506bp) have recently been shown to modulate the sAHP [344]. 

Rapamycin inhibition of mTOR occurs via the drug's interaction with FK506bp. 

However, FK506bp has other modulatory roles within the cell including stabilising L

type Ca2+ channels, and ICS stores. The latter effect results in ryanodine receptors 

being held in their half open state. The interaction of rapamycin with FK506bp disrupts 

this interaction, resulting in excess release of Ca2+ from ICS and L-type Ca2+ channels. 

Gant et al, showed that FK506bp levels were lower in old compared to young 

hippocampal tissue, and that rapamycin increases L-type Ca2+ currents, and the 

amplitude of the sAHP [344]. 

Searching of the Lymnaea cDNA library database reveals that Lymnaea possess a 

cDNA sequence that codes for a protein similar to that of rat, mouse of and human 

FK506bp. Furthermore, preliminary evidence from our laboratory has detected 

FK506bp in CNS homogenates from young and old Lymnaea. Additionally, Western 
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blotting of these samples showed a lower level of FK506bp in the CNS of older snails. 

These data need to be repeated and confirmed with additional experiments, but 

nonetheless hint that disruption to levels of this protein with age may underlie some of 

the changes we see. Along with data from rats described above, it appears to highlight 

potential problems with targeting mTOR via FK506bp for anti-ageing strategies. 

Perhaps the most significant finding with regard to ageing the Lymnaea CNS is the 

'reverse-mode' switch of the NCX, which can potentially explain a number of the age

related changes we see. Recent evidence from primary heart cell cultures suggests that 

rapamycin can protect from hypoxia induced Ca2+ dyshomeostasis by activating the Na+ 

/ Ca2+ exchanger in 'forward-mode' ,  to extrude Ca2+ from the cell [345]. Whether the 

effect of rapamycin is through its interaction with FK506bp and mTOR, or through 

direct pharmacological effect on the transporter is not known. Nonetheless it raises the 

possibility that this agent can be used in future experiments to test whether it has anti

neuronal ageing properties in the CGCs. 

7.3.3 The I/IGF-1 pathway 

Molluscan insulin-related peptides (MIP), which show homology to vertebrate insulins, 

have been identified in Lymnaea stagnalis [346] . There are at least 7 known MIPs, 

which are released from the light-green cells in the cerebral ganglia of the CNS. MIPs 

are thought to have extensive effects due to the widespread expression of the insulin 

receptor throughout the Lymnaea CNS [347] . One such effect is to stimulate neurite 

outgrowth [348]. Further to this, recent evidence suggests an important role for MIPs 

signalling in synaptic plasticity in Lymnaea. MIP binding to insulin receptors in the 

CNS of Lymnaea has been shown to be integral to consolidation of a conditioned taste 

aversion response to long-term memory [349] . It seems therefore that intact insulin 
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signalling is necessary for memory formation, and any life-extending intervention, 

which would block this pathway, could inhibit memory formation. 

Similar findings in mice have shown that insulin signalling is necessary for synaptic 

plasticity and learning and memory. Nonetheless, raised insulin levels have also been 

shown to contribute to oxidative stress and neurodegeneration, and in invertebrates such 

a C. elegans and D. melanogaster, mutations of the I/IGF-1 pathway have been shown 

to delay certain aspects of CNS ageing [350]. Again it seems reasonable to test for a 

role of altered I/IGF-1 signalling in the ageing of the Lymnaea CNS in the future. 

7 .4 Future work 

In addition to details of the future work and directions provided in the individual 

chapters of this thesis, the following, more general ideas for additional study into this 

area should be considered: 

• Understanding ageing of the CGCs in the context of the more general 

mechanisms of organismal ageing (ROS, mTOR and I/IGF-1) .  

• Relating age-related changes to ca2+, and sAHP currents to behavioural 

changes, such as feeding pattern and frequency, and learning and memory. 

• Obtain data on Ca2+ and sAHP currents at a variety of life stages, to determine 

when age-related changes begin to appear. 

• Ca2+ imaging studies of the CGCs from young and old CGCs, during 

spontaneous firing, and current injection episodes. 

• The use of pharmacological agents to probe the NCX further (blockers of both 

the forward and reverse modes. 
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7 .5 Summary and conclusions 

Ageing in the cerebral giant cells of Lymnaea is associated with a reduction in firing 

rate, and an increase in both the strength (Fadap), and time constant ('tadap) of spike 

frequency adaptation. Underlying these changes is an increase in a previously 

uncharacterised lsAHP, altered kinetics, voltage sensitivities and current amplitudes of a 

nifedipine sensitive and insensitive Ca2+ current, and a switch in the mode of the Na+ / 

Ca2+ exchanger. The mechanism which drives these changes has yet to be elucidated, 

but may involve altered ROS / I/IGF-1 or mTOR signalling. 
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